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SUMMARY

The power and potential of electron energy loss spectroscopy(EELS) as an analytical
techniquein electron microscopyis undisputed. Much of the focus of current researchis
on the extraction of structural and bonding information from energy loss near-edge
structure. However, the valence loss region contains a wealth of information including
data on the optical, electronic and physical propertiesof a material. Despite the fact that
the signal intensity is considerably greater in this region, it is often overlooked as
considerabledataprocessingis requiredto extractthe information.
In particular, the valence loss EELS spectrum of a material can be used to calculate its
complex dielectric function. However, close to an interface between two dielectric media,
a peak corresponding to the interface is observed in the EELS spectrum. This peak must be
removed before accurate bulk dielectric data can be determined. However, relativistic and
non-relativistic equations exist to model the EELS response of two and three-layer
systems. This latter case is of particular interest in the investigation of thin intergranular
films within ceramic or composite systems. The thickness of such films can have a
significant effect on the strength of the ceramic or composite but is relatively insensitive to
material composition. Recent models have suggested that the thickness of the intergranular
film is correlated with the dispersion forces acting on the interface. These forces can be
expressed in tenns of the Hamaker constant, which depends on the complex dielectric
functions of the components. If the dielectric functions can be determined using valence
loss spectroscopy it should be possible to measure the Hamaker constant and thus obtain
information on the dispersion forces. However, due to the complexity of the three-layer
system it is of interest initially to explore the simpler two-layer case.

The aim of this project was to investigate EELS from two-layer systems and relate the
results to the existing theory. Two systems were investigated, magnesium silicide platelets

within an aluminium matrix and silicon precipitates within an aluminium matrix. Both
systemswere preparedthroughthermaltreatmentof a 6061 Al alloy.

The majority of the data presentedin this thesis was acquired using EELS. However,
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy(EDX) and electron microscopy were also used.
EELS was performedon two different electronmicroscopes,the VG HB5 STEM and the
FEI TecnaiTF20 (S)TEM. The bulk of the resultswere acquiredon the HB5.
To facilitate the comparisonof theoreticaland experimentalresults,the data was separated
into bulk and interface components.The componentamounts were then plotted against
distance from the interface. Bessel functions were then fitted to this plot to give
characteristicvalues.Thesevaluesrepresentedhow well the optimal interfaceposition had
beenchosen,the comparativedecayof the interfaceplasmonon each side of the interface
andthe relative thicknessof the bulk material.
The experimental data from most of the interfaces examined indicated significant
variationsin the thicknessof the sample.Despitethis, the experimentalresultswere found
to follow the trend suggestedby the theoretical equations.Analysis of the characteristic
valuesindicated that the data from the HB5 and Tecnai for an interface showeda strong
correlation.However,comparisonof the experimentalvalueswith the theoreticalreference
showeda deviation of -20%.
Though the source of this deviation was not clear, a number of possible causeswere
investigated.Theoretical models were generatedof systemswith a variety of thickness
profiles. In addition, systemscontaining steps,wide and narrow bulk plasmonsand a thin
interfacial layer of a third material were all considered.The deviation betweenthe results
from experimentand the simple theoreticalmodel was believed to be consistentwith the
factors. affecting EELS from a real interface. In particular, thickness variations and
imperfectionsat the interface were found to be the most likely causeof the discrepancy
betweentheory and experiment.
Finally, additional work that could be performedto extendthe applicability of this thesisto
three-layer systemsis discussed.In particular, the determination of dielectric functions
from thin interfacial phasesis considered.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will discuss the background and possible applications of the work presented
in this thesis. The intention of this chapter is to introduce some of the factors governing the
performance of advanced materials. In particular, the role of interfacial layers within
advanced materials will be discussed. The understanding of these layers is key to
understanding many of the properties of the materials. To this end, the application of
electron microscopy techniques to the investigation of these interfacial layers could allow a
greater understanding of advanced materials.

1.1 Interfacial Layers within Advanced Materials
Ceramicmaterialshavea numberof very useful properties.They are known for being very
strong and having excellent chemical and temperatureresistance.However, ceramicsare
also brittle and hence are prone to brittle failure. Tailoring of the grain size within the
ceramics can result in increased strength and decreasedbrittleness (Zavattieri and
Espinosa,2001). This hasbeenshown to be relatedto the formation of intergranularfilms
at grain boundaryinterfaces(Becheret aL, 2000).Thesefilms are found to be of relatively
constantthicknessin a given material,evenfrom different boundaries(Clarke, 1987).
An alternative way of utilising the properties of ceramics is in metal-matrix composites. By
combining a high strength phase with a strong ductile phase, it is possible to have a strong
material that does not suffer from the brittleness of a ceramic. However, the strength of
such materials is not noticeably better than conventional engineering materials. The area in
which metal-matrix composites excel, is in strength to weight ratio. Composites are
extremely strong for their weight and so are useful structural materials.

Interfacial thin films are also of importance within metal-matrix composites. During the
processing or subsequent heat treatment of some metal-matrix composites, it is observed

that crystalline productsform as a result of a reactionbetweenthe alloy and the reinforcing
phase. The formation of these products depletes the matrix of some of its alloying
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additions,resulting in a poorer quality alloy. However, if a small amount of strontium is
addedto the samesystemas an alloying addition, the growth of thesecrystalline phasesis
inhibited (McComb et al, 2000). Instead,a 2-3nm amorphousfilm forms at the interface
between the reinforcing phase and the matrix. Unlike the crystalline products, the
amorphousfilm leavesthe quantity of available alloying elementslargely unchanged.In
addition, the amorphousfilm assistsin the sintering process.Further to this, links have
been made betweenthe presenceof an amorphousfilm and superplasticitywithin some
aluminium alloy composites(Koike et al, 1995).
Determining the propertiesof theseinterfacesis essentialin understandingthe properties
of the materials themselves. In particular, knowledge of the factors governing the
formation and thickness of the interfaces is key in this understanding.

1.2 Intergranular

Film Thickness

Clarke (1987) proposed two methods for predicting the equilibrium thickness of an
intergranularphasewithin ceramics.This work has also been applied to interfacial films
within metal-matrix composites,an areawhere it is also believed to be valid (McComb et
aL, 2000).
The first of these methodsutilises the work of Widom (1978) and de Gennes(1981) to
determinethe free energy at the interface. By applying minimum energy argumentsand
assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, a stable thickness for the interfacial layer is
determined.The other method is basedon the argument that for a stable intergranular
phasethickness,the net normal force acting on the film must be equal to zero. According
to this theory, the forces acting at the interface can be simplified down to two opposing
forces,assumingthereis no externally appliedstress.
The first of theseforces is a structural disjoining pressure(Dedaguin and Churaev, 1974)
acting to increasethe thickness of the intergranular phase.During the preparationof a
ceramic, the material is heated to a high temperature. The intergranular phase forms during
this process and, because of the temperature, can be considered to be liquid. In a system
comprised of two grains in different orientations separated by a thin liquid interface phase,
it is proposed that the liquid phase is not randomly oriented. Instead, it develops a short-

2
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rangeorientationalorder close to eachgrain. This order arisesfrom a preferredorientation
of the layer of interfacial moleculesat the surfaceof the grain. This extendsout into'the
interfacial region as each layer orders itself slightly to accommodatethe previous. If the
ý
ý
is known
into
intergranular
distance
then
the
the
ordering extendsa
phase,
of
order of
asthe correlationlength associatedwith the orientationalfluctuations.
If the width, h, of the intergranular
arising

from

each grain will

phase is then reduced to <2ý, the orientational

start to interfere

with

the other. This

order

is energetically

unfavourable and so the system would experience a force to return it to its previous state. It
is this force which gives rise to the structural disjoining

pressure, rIsT. An approximate

form for riST is given by eqn 1.1.
I-I
sT=

-400 ex

h

Equation 1.1

where Oois the free energy difference between ordered and disordered states of the
interfacial film.

The secondforce is the van der Waals (or London) dispersion force (11Dsp).This is an
attractive force which acts across the interfacial phase to bring the two grains closer
together. The force arises from electromagneticinteraction between induced dipoles in
eachphase(London, 1937).Hamaker(1937) extendedthis theory to give a measureof the
attraction between two bodies. The work of Dzayloshinskii et aL (1961) gave direct
applicability to the caseof two interacting phasesseparatedby a third. This geometryis
describedby eqn 1.2.
]FI

hFýI
D0

'sp

2

6a

06

- 6b

00

6c

00

- 6b

h' "13
n=l

00

n

Equation 1.2

Where ek(iý) is the value of the complex dielectric function of material k at imaginary
frequency iý (Parsegian and Ninham, 1969). An imaginary frequency is used purely to
simplify the mathematics; it has no physical significance. Eqn 1.2 can also be expressed in
terms of the Hamaker constant, H,,bý(sometimes denoted A,,b,).
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Equation 1.3

Habc
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Equation 1.4

Making use of several approximations, it is observed that the results for both the energy
and force approach have the same form. The thickness of an interfacial layer, separating
two materials is given approximately by eqn 1.5.

f 162;ZkT
h=ýIn
H.

Equation 1.5

bc

The value of j is often approximatedusing unit cell lengths.Therefore,with knowledgeof
the Hamakerconstantit is possibleto calculatean approximatefilm thickness.Indeedthis
has been done by a number of people (e.g. Clarke, 1987, Knowles and Turan, 2000).
However, calculation of the Hamakerconstantis not trivial. In particular, to calculatethe
dielectric function at imaginary frequencies,a Kramers-Kronig relation (eqn 1.6) must be
used (Hough and White, 1980). This requires knowledge of the imaginary part of the
dielectric function (e') over a large frequencyrange.
+2
90

0)6'(Co)dw
2+ý2

(1)

Equation 1.6

1.3 The Dielectric Fundion
Discussionsinvolving dielectrics often refer to the dielectric constant. In actuality, the
dielectric constantis a function of frequencyas well as having a complex component.The
static dielectric constantis the value of the dielectric function at very low frequencies.At
Hz) for transparentmaterials,the dielectric function is equal
optical frequencies(1014_1015
to the squareof the refractive index for that material. As with the dielectric function, the
refractive index is a function of frequency (hencethe splitting of white light by prisms).
This relationship works in reverse and the dielectric function is often calculated from
experimentalrefractive index and absorptiondatafrom a material.
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In order to evaluateeqn 1.6, it is necessaryto know the imaginary part of the dielectric
function over a full range of frequencies.Conventional optical spectroscopytechniques
(e.g. Dagastineet al, 2000) generally do not cover the entire range of frequencies.For
many systemsthe requisite data are not available and so many workers use theoretical
modelsto generatedielectric functions for a material.Thesefunctions are then usedin the
calculation of Hamaker constants(e.g. Bergstr6m, 1997, Fern6ndez-Vareaand GarciaMolina, 2000). However, as the theoretical techniques introduce a number of
approximations, the resulting dielectric functions, and hence Hamaker constants,are
unreliable (French et al., 1995). It is therefore preferable, where possible, to use
experimentallydetermineddielectric functions. In order to acquire the necessarydata, an
experimentaltechniquewhich offers not only a large frequencyrangewith good frequency
resolution, but also offers the spatial resolution necessaryto obtain information from a 23nm intergranularfilm is required.Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy(EELS) is such a
technique.

1.4 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
EELS is a techniqueusually performedwithin an electron microscope.When a beam of
electronspassesthrough a sample,many of the electronsinteract with the sampleand lose
a small amount of energy.The natureof the interaction determinesthe amountof energy
lost. The incident electroncausesan oscillatory electric field. This field interactswith the
electronic structure of the material, losing energy in the process (Egerton, 1996). In
particular, the electric field causes a localised polarisation within the material. The
polarisationof a materialis closely linked with its dielectric constant(eqn 1.7).
P= ro (e - 1)EO

Equation 1.7

Where P is the polarisation,ro is the pen-nittivityof free space,F,is the dielectric function
and EOis an externally applied electric field. It is through this link that it is possible to
probethe dielectric function of a materialusingEELS (Ritchie, 1957).
The study of EELS has two main areas,the study of core losses and the study of low
losses. Core loss spectroscopydeals with the excitation of electrons from the core
electronic statesof a material to a higher level. One of the most common usesof core loss
spectroscopyis in determiningelementalcomposition(e.g. Egerton, 1982).However,core
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loss spectroscopyhas found applicability to a number of different areas including the
determinationof coordination number and symmetry (e.g. Garvie et al., 1994), probing
dislocations(e.g. Batson, 1999)andinvestigatinglocal bonding (e.g. Batsonet al., 1987).
Low loss EELS covers the interaction of a fast electron with the valence or conduction
band of a material. In particular the incident electron can causea bulk oscillation in the
valence band. This is known as a bulk plasmon and appearsas a peak in the low loss
spectrum.The low loss area of the spectrumhas been used variously in identifying the
composition of biological specimens(e.g. Hainfeld and Isaacson,1978), determiningthe
compositionof alloys (e.g. Williams andEdington, 1976),ascertainingspecimenthickness
(e.g. Egerton and Cheng, 1987),analysingbulk material properties(Oleshkoet. aL, 2002)
and of coursedeterminationof electronic structureand dielectric functions (e.g. Daniels,
1970;Batsonet aL, 1986).

1.5 EELS from an Interface
In many systems the spatial resolution of EELS is, better than Inin. Therefore the
determination of the dielectric function from an intergranular film

should be

straightforward.However,when an electronbeampassesclose to an interfacebetweentwo
materialsof different dielectric functions, an additional peak is observedin the energyloss
spectrum.This peak arisesas a result of the interface itself and is known as an interface
plasmon peak (e.g. Garcia-Molina et A, 1985). One particular case of the interface
plasmon is when one of the materials is vacuum. In this case, it is known as a surface
plasmon (Howie and Milne, 1984). The interface plasmon is dependenton the dielectric
functions of the two materialson either side of the interface. It is thereforenot possibleto
obtain the dielectric function of an interfacial layer without first compensatingfor the
effect of the interfaceon the EELS spectrum. Fortunately,EELS of an interfacehasbeen
well discussedin literature,not only for the caseof a simple planar interface(Walls, 1987),
but also for cylindrical interfaces (Walsh, 1991), small particles (e.g. Wang, 1996) and
more complex structures(Howie et aL, 1999).The situation becomesmore complex for a
three-layer case (two materials separatedby a third), though once again equations
describingthis situation are given in literature(Howie and Milne, 1985).
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The vast majority of literaturecoveringEELS of two and three layer systemsis theoretical.
There are very few paperscomparing the theoretical equationswith actual experimental
data.Thosethat do, generallydo not perform an in-depth comparison.The closestwork to
that presentedin this thesis, perfon-nedby Moreau 'et aL (1997) gives an extensive
comparisonbetweentheory and experiment.However, the work only covers the energy
and shapeof peaksat various distancesand doesnot examinetrends in decayand growth
of plasmons.Conversely,Scheinfeinet aL (1985) examinedthe decay of the aluminium
plasmon and the movementof the surface plasmon in a Al-AIF3 system.However, the
study of the aluminium decay appearsto use the decay of intensity at 15eV. As both the
interfaceand the bulk AIF3 plasmonswill contributeintensity at 15eV, this is not the most
accurategauge.In addition, the necessaryuse of a carbon film in the sampleaddsfurther
complications.Without a full experimentalcomparison,attemptsto extract the dielectric
function from a materialcloseto an interfaceare likely to produceartefacts.

1.6 Aims of this Work
In this thesis the results of EELS performedover interfacesin an aluminium/magnesium
silicide and an aluminium/sificon systemwill be examined.These will then be compared
with the theoreticalresultsas given in the literature.This work is performedwith a view to
giving a greaterexperimentalunderstandingof energy lossesfrom interfaces.It is hoped
that this will prompt future work in this area, eventually leading to the accurate
determinationof dielectric functions and hence intermolecular forces within three-phase
systemsof the type discussedin section 1.2.
Clearly, investigationsperformedon a three-layersystemwould have direct applicability
to the analysisof the interfacial films describedabove.However, the theoreticaltreatments
makecertainassumptions,most noticeablythat the interfaceis sharp,planar and parallel to
the electron beam. This alone is not trivial to achieve in a two-layer experiment.
Attempting to achieve this with a three-layer system would be exceptionally timeconsuming and a likely source of error. As a result, it was advantageousto analyse a
simpler systemand henceproducefirm foundationsfor the extensionof the work to more
complex systems.
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1.7 Structure of the Thesis
In the following chapterthe theory discussedabovewill be expanded.In addition, related
theory will be introduced. In chapter 3, the instrumentationand related theory will be
described.The basic experimentaltechniquesusedin operatingtheseinstrumentswill also
be dealt with in this chapter. Chapter 4 contains a general discussion of the materials
systemsused, before describing the method for preparing suitable samplesfor analysis.
Somenew analytical techniquesare introducedin chapter5 along with testsperformedto
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along with a comparisonto the correspondingtheory. Finally, chapter8 consistsof overall
conclusionsand suggestionsfor further work.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY
In this chapter, the background theory necessary to aid understanding of the work covered
in this thesis will be discussed. Initially electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) will be
introduced, with particular emphasis on valence loss EELS. The effect of a single and
double interface on the valence loss spectrum will then be considered. Finally, a detailed
discussion of the complex dielectric function will be presented.

2.1 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
The interaction of electrons with a material is the source of a number of analytical
techniques, many of which are regularly used in electron microscopy. One such technique
is electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). In EELS, electrons that have passed through
the sample are collected. Many of these electrons have lost small amounts of energy, AE,
through inelastic scattering within the sample, where AE depends on the exact interactions
involved. An intensity proportional to the number of electrons which have lost a specific
amount of energy is recorded and this is used to create an EELS spectrum.

An EELS spectrumis effectively a probability distribution giving the probability that an
incident electron will lose a certain amountof energy. Indeed, the energy loss function is
often expressedas a probability with respectto distancein the direction of electronmotion
d 2p
The loss frequency is the frequency correspondingto the
and loss frequency,
dzdco
amountof energylost. It can be shown(Ritchie, 1957)that the loss function is proportional
to 1M[-11c(w)jwhere cis the complex dielectric function of the material.The applications
of this and the dielectric function will be discussedin detail in section 2.4. Figure 2.1
showsan EELS spectrumhighlighting the variousfeatures.
The largestfeaturein the spectrumis the zero loss peak which resultsfrom electronswhich
havepassedthrough the samplewithout losing energy.This peak has a finite width, which
is due to imperfect monochromaticityin the electron beam. The finite resolution of the
9
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system(-0.5eV) meansthat electronswhich have lost only a small amountof energy(e.g.
thosegiving rise to phononexcitations)are also included in the zero loss peak.The region
up to about 304OeV correspondsto incident electrons which have lost some of their
energyto electronsin the materialcausingthem to undergointer and intra bandtransitions.
Also in this rangeare the electronswhich have causedplasmonexcitation (section2.1.2).
Higher energy lossesresult from electrons which have lost large amountsof energy to
inner-shellelectronsin an atom, promoting them to a higher level. As can be seenby the
scale factor in Fig. 2.1 this areaof the spectrumis of much lower intensity than the low
loss region and so requireslonger in which to acquire the spectrumto provide a suitable
signal to noiseratio.
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Figure 2.1 EELS spectrumOfM92Si showingthe zero loss peak,plasmonpeak
(-13eV) and the Mg edge(50eV)
The anglethroughwhich an electronis scatteredis also of interestand is often expressedin
termsof the scatteringvector q. This is given approximatelyby eqn 2.1 (Egerton,1996).
22

q =k

0(02+572)

Equation 2.1

E

Here, the magnitudeof the wave vector for the incident electronko= 2;rl A, 0 is the angle
through which the electron is scatteredand OE=

-ý/ (Y

Mov

2)

is a characteristicangle

T
loss
(Egerton,1996).
to
corresponding a meanenergy
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2.1.1 Core loss EELS
The majority of current work done with EELS, dealswith the core loss spectrum.In core
loss spectroscopy,the incident fast electron interacts with a core electron in the sample
atom,promoting the core electronto a higher level and causingthe incident electronto lose
an amountof energyequivalentto the differencein energiesbetweenthe two statesin the
atom. Clearly the final statemust be unoccupiedand so the core electronis promotedto an
empty stateabovethe Fermi energyand in somecasesionised out of the atom.The energy
lost by the incident electron is dependenton the elementconcernedand the initial energy
stateof the core electron.A core electronpromotedfrom a Is shell resultsin aK edge,a 2s
shell resultsin an L, edgeand so on with a similar naming schemeto x-ray spectroscopy.
In general,core loss spectroscopyis usedprimarily to determinethe quantitiesof different
elementspresentin a system.However, more complex analysis, particularly of the fine
structure near the edges,can give information on phases,structuresand in some cases
symmetryof the local atomic environment(Keastet aL, 2001). This techniqueis known as
energyloss nearedgestructure(ELNES).

2.1.2 ValenceLoss EELS
Whereascore loss spectroscopydeals with single electron excitations, valenceloss (also
known as low loss) EELS can be a single or a multiple electron excitation. A single
electroncan be excited from the valencebandto an empty stateabovethe Fermi level. The
effect of single-electronexcitation is discussedlater in this section.However, much of the
interest in valence loss EELS deals with the simultaneousexcitation of a number of
electronsin the valenceband.This excitation is known as a bulk (or volume) plasmon.
Valenceloss can be modelledby approximatingthe electronic structureof the solid to that
of a free-electrongas.The effect of the ion lattice is assumedto be relatively minor and is
incorporatedas an effective mass,m*, for the electronsand the use of a dampingconstant
IF.When the incident electronentersthe solid, the electronswithin the solid are repelled,
'compressing'the electron gas.The electronswithin the gas are free to repel one another
and so, once the incident electronhas moved out of the solid, the electronsbegin to move
to a lower energyconfiguration.This causesan oscillation to be set up with a characteristic
11
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frequency known as the plasmon frequency. On emerging from the solid, the incident
incident
The
has
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is
This
to
the
establish
oscillation.
electron
energy.
energy required
electron can be approximatedto an oscillatory electric field (Eoe"') . Using this, and by
considering the forces in the system,the following equation modelling the motion of a
'quasi-free' electronwithin the solid can be obtained.
3ý
m* + mTi

Equation 2.2

= -eEoe"'

The vector displacementof the electronis then given by:

eEO
2+ irw)

I=:

Equation2.3

This electrondisplacementgives rise to a polarisationwithin the solid
P= -enx =. FOZEO

Equation 2.4

wheren is the numberof free electronsper unit volume.This equationcan be rearrangedin
order to obtain the electronic susceptibility(X) which, using the definition of the dielectric
function (C(w) = I+ Z), gives

0);
772-+. -,

E(W)

W

r,

irwl

+
ct)

(Oj2p

+ r9

Equation 2.5

q is the plasmonfrequencywhere
ýn /eom*
nelem*

Equation 2.6

However, as previously stated,the data collected within the microscopeis related to the
energyloss function (Im[-Ilel).
Eff
77

-I-, I=-2-2p(Oj
r

corco,
w

(Ojr, )2

Equation 2.7

py+

This model, known as the Drude model, enablesapproximateplasmon energiesand loss
functions to be calculated for most bulk material systems showing simple plasmon
behaviour (such as aluminium and silicon). However, a number of factors are ignored,
resulting in poor prediction of loss functions for some materials. In particular, singleelectronexcitationsare largely ignoredby this theory. Theseexcitationscan have a variety
of effectson the loss spectrum.
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The most obvious effect is that single-electrontransitionswill result in additional countsin
the loss spectrum.The Drude model predictsthat thesetransitionswill occur only at high
q. However, momentum can be transferred from the lattice to the atomic electrons,
allowing transitions to occur at much lower values of q. In materials with a significant
single-electroncomponent(e.g. transitionmetals)fine structurewill be observedin the low
loss region (Daniels et aL, 1970). As the effect of the lattice is reflected in the band
structure of the material, for an insulator the fine structure reflects the joint density of
statesbetweenthe valenceand conductionbands.(Egerton, 1996).
Single-electron transitions also have additional, more complex, effects on the lossspectrum.One effect is that the plasmonpeakenergyis often shifted from that predictedby
free electron theory. This can be explained in simplistic terms by considering bound
electrons.In semiconductorsand insulators not all the electrons are free to take part in
plasmon excitation. Many of the electronsare bound in a lower energy state. To make
these electrons free to participate in plasmon oscillations they require energy to promote

them into the conductionband.The amountof energyrequiredcan be approximatedto the
bandgap energyEgand a modified expressionfor the plasmonenergyresults(eqn2.8).
)2

(Ei
-=E2 +E
pp9

2

Equation 2.8

Here Ep=hq, using the expression for q given in eqn 2.6.

If the energy loss function is integrated over all energies,the total probability that the
incident electronwill be inelastically scatteredwithin the sampleis obtained.Clearly, once
an electron has been scattered once within a sample it is possible that it may be scattered
again. For a small number of successive collisions this is known as plural scattering. If the
scattering events are assumed to be independent then the scattering probability should
follow Poisson statistics. The probability that an electron will undergo a series of n
successivecollisions is therefore:
(A)
tn
Pn =

e-i
n!

Equation 2.9

Where MAis the ratio of the sample thicknessto the mean distance betweencollisions,
known as the mean free path. MA is equivalent to the mean number of collisions in the
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sample.Using the free-electronapproximationit is possible to get an expressionfor the
meanfree path (Egerton, 1996):
2

2aOmOv
p2 /02)
+
Epln(l
E

Equation 2.10

Where ao is the Bohr radius, mois the rest massof an electron and 8 is a limiting angle.
However, this expression tends to overestimate values for many materials. A better
approximationcan be obtained using scatteringtheory (Egerton, 1996). An approximate
A
value of can be calculatedusing eqn 2.11.

106F(EOIE. )
ln(2,6Eo/E,,, )

Equation2.11

In this equationA is given in nm, #in mrad, the incident energy,E0, in keV and the mean
energy loss, E,,,,in eV. F is a relativistic factor defined by eqn 2.12.

EO/1022
F=1+
(I + EO1511)"

Equation 2.12

For an incident energyof 100keV,F=0.768.
The meanenergy loss, E,,,,can be calculatedfrom an energy loss spectrumof a specimen
of known thickness. However, where this is not practical, it can be obtained using an
approximateformula (eqn 2.13), assumingthe atomic number,Z, is known.

Em = 7.6Z

0.36

Equation 2.13

For compounds,an effective atomic numbermust be used(eqn 2.14). This dependson the
atomic fraction,fi, of eachelementof atomic numberZj.
1.3
iz
1 i
3
fzO.
i
f

z
eff

l,

Equation 2.14

Equation 2.11 is only valid up to a collection angle of -15mrad at EO=100keV.However,
in the region of validity this equationgives A valuesthat agreewith experimentaldata to
within 15%,over a rangeof atomic numbers(Crozier, 1990).
With knowledgeof A it becomespossibleto determinethe thicknessof a sample.The sum
of all the P. must be I and so we can relatethe probabilities to the incident beamintensity,
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I, so that P,, = 1,,/L If the expressionsfor the first two P,, are calculated,the following is
obtained:
'o
Po =

I

I
= e-A

ii

Equation 2.15a

Equation 2.15b

Where 10correspondsto the total intensity of the zero loss peak and I, correspondsto the
intensity (excluding the zero loss peak) of a spectrumwhere the collected electron have
undergoneonly one scatteringevent(often refer-redto as a single-scatteredspectrum).
From equations2.15a& 2.15b,two equationscan be formed to give t /, %:

In 10
io

Equation 2.16a

Equation 2.16b

This allows the thickness of sample to be calculated from a full or single-scattered
spectrum.
Plural scattering within the sample is often undesirableas it can make analysis of the
spectrummore difficult. In particular, calculation of the dielectric function (section2.4.2)
requiresa single-scatteredspectrum.In order to avoid (or at least reduce)plural scattering
it is necessaryto use a very thin sample.This in itself posesproblems,as the signal from
the bulk reducesso that the normally negligible surfaceeffects start to becomesignificant.
However, it is possibleto deconvolutean experimentalspectrumto give a single-scattered
spectrum.
The experimentallyobservedzero loss peakZ(E) can be representedthus:

Z(E) = IOR(E)

Equation 2.17

Where R(E) is the instrumentresponsefunction which allows for the finite resolution of
the experimentalspectrum.A single-scatteredspectrumS(E) hasthe relation:

VA)
S(E)dE = I, = IVA) e-Y4= 10

Equation2.18
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andthe correspondingexperimentalspectrumis representedas:

(E)
J,

S(E)
R(E)
*
=

Equation 2.19

Where * representsa convolution over energy loss. It can be seenthat a double-scattered
spectrumis given by
S(E)*S(E)

D(E) =

Equation 2.20

WO

The denominatorarisesfrom eqn 2.9. As observedexperimentally,the double-scatteringis
R(E)*S(E)*S(E)
(E)
R(E)
D(E)
J2
*
=
=
WO

Equation 2.21

This argumentcan be continued for triple-scatteringand so on. Eventually the observed
spectrum,asrecorded,can be seento take the following form:

(E)+j2(E)+j3(E)+...

J(E)=Z(E)+J,

]
[1,
S(E)+
D(E)+...
R(E)*
=
)g(E)+
1
S(E)+L(E)+
10

=Z(E)*

(E)
(E)
S
*S
+...
WO 21

Equation 2.22

6(E)
is a unit areadelta function. The fourier transformcan then be takento change
where
the convolutionsto products.This yields
j(v)

SH
= Z(v

+2+

+

III

0

Equation 2.23

2.0

where the lowercasecharacterindicatesthe fourier transform of its uppercasecounterpart.
Eqn 2.23 is equivalent to the Taylor series expansion for exp[s(V)1Io].Taking logarithms of

both sidesand rearranginggives:

I

I

(v )=I,, In iz
s
(-(vV))

Equation2.24

Hencefrom the experimentallymeasuredspectrumand zero loss it is possibleto determine
the single-scatteredspectrum.This techniqueis known as fourier-log deconvolution.
The single-scatteringdistribution can be relatedto the dielectric constantas:

S(E)

Iot

-I
'Jý7In
1+
2
(E)]
momov

fl
OE

2]

Equation 2.25
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2.2 Energy Loss at a Single Interface
The derivation of the loss probability has been presented elsewhere by other workers (e.g.
Garcia-Molina et al. 1985; Wang, 1996; Bolton and Chen, 1995). However, it is included
for completeness and the derivation is of use in the understanding of later chapters. The
initial theory is relativistic, though a simpler non-relativistic expression is given in section
2.2.1, which is sufficient for this work.
XO
->

F-2

61

Figure 2.2 Geometry of electron beam with
respect to the interface
The derivation will be presented here in terms of the Hertz vector 1-1(rt) (Walls, 1987).
This is related to the standard electromagnetic potentials 0 and A by

H
-V.

,

at

Where u is the relative permeability, which will be taken as 1. The electric and magnetic
fields are then given by
(,

E= V(V. Fl) -

aA

Ue)a2ll
c2

E=-Vo-

at2

at

C.f.
E)VxaH
C2

VxA

H=I
at

JU

The Hertz vector may be Fourier transformed with respect to time:

Fl (r, to) =

(V2,J

(r, t)dt
"'
11
e

If the case of an electron moving, with velocity v, parallel to an interface between two
materials (Fig. 2.2) is considered, the current density J can be written:
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(r, t)

)
= evS(z- vt)8(y)i5(x- x,,

J(r,
co)= evS(y)c5(x - xo)exp((0
=>

Z

Equation2.26

v

Wherez is the direction of motion, x is the direction perpendicularto the interfaceandxois
the perpendiculardistanceof the electronfrom the interface.
It can be seenfrom symmetrythat the position in the yz plane is immaterial. Hencewe can
define p= (O,yz) and K=(Okyk,). If I] and J are further transformed,the following are
obtained:

ff

(K,
I-I
w, x)

(r, w)dydz
e-K*PI-I

Equation2.27
iwz
v dydz

ff
ff
(K,
(r,
J
w, x) =
(O)dydZ =
e-K*PJ
e -iK'PevJ(y)8(x-xO)e
(K,
(x
(w
Equation
2.28
S
k,
J
2;
cv, x) = rev
v)
=>
- xO)8
It can be shownfrom symmetrythat the Hertz vectorcan haveno y component,henceI'l =
(rl.,,O,rl, ). From equations2.27,2.28 and the wave equationfor I'l (eqn 2.29):
(V
2

)ri=(Yi,,,,,

)i

Equation 2.29

the following is obtained:
Medium 1
d22
dX2

ai

=0
z
(no cuffent in medium 1)

d2a,

=0
x

dX2

Medium 2
d222;

rev 8(W-kv)S(x-xO)
iwe2eo

-EF-a2
d2
2
dx

a2

(currentparallel to electronmotion)
x0

Where a,2 =K2-

-ci (t)

2 /C 2.

The non-divergingsolutionsare:
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Medium 1

rlz = Ce""
rlx = Dectix
Medium 2

21rev
z
rlx

]e
8(co

k, vý'2`0
-

'(0628A

a2(xodx-xol)

+ Ae2x

-a2x

Be

Both cc,and (x2havea positive real part causingthe aboveequationsto be boundedat large
x. The constantsin the above equationsare calculated by using the standardboundary
conditionsof E andH at the interface(i.e. at x=O). This yields:
a2

A=A

-a,

al + a2

B=

2ikza2A(el(al

+ a2

Xal

)
'02

+ a2 el
'02

The valuesof C and D are not requiredfor the following calculationsand so are not given.

In theaboveequations
thevalueof A is givenby:
A=-

2rev

S(w k, v)e-"-'o
'(0'62eOa2

The loss probability can be expressedin termsof a retardingforce acting on the incident
electron(eqn 2.30).

d'P
1 dF
dzdco hw dw

Equation 2.30

Where F is the force on the electron, which is given by the standardexpressionfor the
retardingforce on an electronin an electric field (eqn 2.31).

(xO
F= -eE,
t)
vt,
90,

e fff

(2;r)'

)'E,
(K,
i(k',,
e
w, xo)dkydkzdO)Equation 2.31

The electric field can be obtainedfrom the expressionrelating the electric field to the Hertz
vector. Hence,after somefurther calculation,the following form for the loss probability is
obtained:
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d'P
e2
72EOhV2
dzd(v 2,0

1
Im G-

A

a,El

y

Equation 2.32

Where ky' is the upper limit of ky and is normally determined by the collection aperture.
Here:

[2a12(E2
)l
)+
)2
-2alxol
XI
61
e
(.
(a al
G2c
= CA + EA
_
_ el cl ela, (a, + a2)
This integral can only be calculatednumerically and does not simplify further without
by
be
However,
this
simplified
calculation
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2.2.1 Non-relativistic Expression
If a classicalapproximationis taken,v/c->O,then eqn 2.32 simplifies to give the result for
an electrontravelling in medium2 (Howie and Milne, 1985;Walls, 1987):
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caseof an electrontravelling in medium 1, el and e2are interchanged.
Eon 2.33 has two main terms, the bulk plasmon term (lm[-I/C]) and the interface plasmon
A
term (Im[-2/(e, +E2)1).The equation shows that the bulk term will increase with distance
from the interface whilst the interface term will decrease. In the limit of large xOthe loss
function tends to the bulk plasmon term as would be expected.

As xOtendsto zero, it would be expectedthat the bulk term would reduceto zero. For this
to be the casethe Besselfunction would require a limiting value equal to the logarithmic
term for small xO.Using the approximationfor small z (Ko(z);4n(z)) it can be seethat the
two termsare equalfor the casewhere:
,M

2xo
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For xDapproachingzero, this cannotbe true as k' is finite. Further analysisrevealsthat for
Y
a set value of k'Y the logarithmic and Besselterms are equal for a small, non-zerovalue of
xo.This is clearly non-physicaland so it can be assumedthat there are someproblemswith
the non-relativistic approximationclose to the interface.However, for non-zerovaluesthe
correctionis small and so the approximationis of value.
Another useful check on the equation is the case where the electron beam is passing
throughvacuumcloseto an interface.In this situation e2=1and so the equationreducesto:
2p
.d
dzdct) -e21,
2Z2 60hv2

(2wxo
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)KO( 2w
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I
Lýý
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_JI
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v

Which is the expression given in Howie and Milne (1984) for a beam travelling in a
vacuum external to a semi-infinite solid. This equation models the behaviour of a 'surface
plasmon'.

2.2.2 Comparison of Relativistic and Non-relativistic Expressions
Both relativistic and non-relativistic equations were available for calculating loss
functions. Unlike the relativistic equation, the non-relativistic approximation did not
require the use of numerical integration. This considerably simplified the calculation of
loss functions.However,it was necessaryto comparethe resultsfrom the two equationsto
examineany deviationsbetweenthe non-relativisticand the relativistic equations.
The relativistic and non-relativistic expressionswere used within Matlab (Appendix 3) to
generate simulated energy loss data for different distances from the interface in an
Al/Mg2Si systemat IOOkV(Fig2.3a-c)and using a ky' of 1010m-'.Examinationof the ratio
of relativistic/non-relativistic indicates that the correction for IOOkV is small. The most
significant difference at all distancesis at very low energy loss (<4eV). This is due to
imperfect removal of the zero loss peak from the original data. As these graphs were
calculatedfrom experimentaldielectric data, such artefactswere not easily avoided.This
occursat much lower energythan the areaof interestand so can be ignored.
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Closerto the interface,the two forms differ more significantly, most noticeablyaroundthe
energy of the plasmon peak. The graphsin Fig. 2.3b demonstratethe problem with the
Bessel function. For the chosenky' a distanceof 0.05nm causesthe Bessel function to
cancelwith the log term, effectively removing any bulk contribution. This is shownby the
non-relativisticdatabeing identical at 0.05nmon either side of the interface.However,it is
not possibleto move the electronprobe a distanceof 0.5A accurately.In addition, 0.5A is
an order of magnitudesmaller than the probe size. Therefore this problem with the nonrelativistic term closeto the interfaceis not significant. Further away from the interfacethe
difference is, to a good approximation,just a constant factor. The pre-factors were not
included in the calculationsas these were not dependenton frequency. It was therefore
expected that the relativistic and non-relativistic equations would differ by a constant
factor.

Clearly, as the incident beam energy is increased,relativistic effects will becomemore
significant. As some of the data was acquired on the FEI Tecnai microscope,which
operatesat 200kV, it was of interest to investigatethe difference betweenthe relativistic
and non-relativistic equationsfor an acceleratingvoltage of 200kV. Fig 2.4 gives the
simulated ratios for small distancesaway from an Al/Mg2Si interface. The value of ky'
usedwas 1010m-.Once again the ratio of relativistic to non-relativistic is fairly constant,
with the largestdeviationsnot noticeably increasedfrom the 100kV case.A much greater
difference is apparentat lower energies,up to lOeV, compared with 100M However,
thesedifferencesare still comparativelysmall and are below the energy of interest.These
resultsindicatethat the non-relativisticequationis still valid at 200kV.
The equationswere also usedto calculateenergyloss spectraat various distancesfrom an
AVSi interface (Fig. 2.5a-c). From these spectra the corresponding relativistic/nonrelativistic ratio was determined.As with the Al/Mg2Si system the ratio was effectively
constant at larger distancesfrom the interface with greater deviation occurring as the
interface was approached.At very small distancefrom the interface, the deviation was
larger than for the samedistancein the Al/Mg2Si system.Despite this, the differencewas
not largeenoughto makethe non-relativisticapproximationinvalid.
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2.3 Energy Loss at a Double Interface
The natural extension to the single interface case is the double interface. This has more
practical use than the single layer as it enables information to be determined from an
interface where a thin interfacial phase, of the type described in chapter 1, has formed
between the bulk materials. Fig 2.6 shows the geometry of such an interface with the
electron beam travelling externally to the interfacial phase.

X=O
Figure 2.6: Geometry of three-layer system with parallel electron
beam. Beam is shown moving externally to the interfacial phase.

The equation modelling the non-relativistic movement of an electron in this setup has been
discussed in literature (Howie and Milne, 1985) and is given below.
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In addition to this, Walls (1987) gives an equation for the same three-layer system but with
the electron beam travelling internal to the interface phase. The equation is stated below.
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(E2+&.). By interchanging subscripts I and 3 in eqn 2.34a, the equation becomes

applicable for an electron travelling through medium 1.
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2.4 Dielectric Function and Kramers-Kronig
2.4.1 The Complex Dielectric Function
Among the most useful data that can be obtainedfrom the low loss EELS spectrumis the
complex dielectric function of the sample. The dielectric function gives a wealth of
information on the physical and particularly the electronic propertiesof the material.Most
directly it can be relatedto the optical propertiesof the material as:

E((o) =N2

=(n

+ ik)2

Wheren is the refractiveindex and k is the extinction coefficient.
In theory, optical experimentswill probe the dielectric responseto a transversefield
whereasEELS will give the longitudinal response.In practice,the differencesbetweenthe
spectraobtainedare generallysmall (Danielset al., 1970)and so the two can be compared.
However, care must be taken to note that there are still differences (Walls and Howie,
1989).Palik (1985) is an excellentreferencefor optical measurementswhich can easily be
functions
functions
data
dielectric
loss
for
The
to
acquired
give
and
comparison.
converted
by optical methodsis generallyof considerablyhigher resolution than that obtainedusing
EELS. However,the rangeof frequenciesaccessiblethroughEELS is far superior.
The partsof the dielectric function yield different infon-nation.The real part probesthe low
energy structure.In particular, the plasmonpeaksgenerally occur at an energyclose to a
zero with a positive slope in the real part of the dielectric function. The imaginary part
offers information on the band structureof the material. The energy at which it becomes
non-zerorepresentsthe band gap of the material, whilst the behaviour above this energy
can be linked to thejoint densityof states.

2.4.2 Kramers-Kronig Analysis
As shownin eqn2.7,the lossfunctionis a functionof boththe realandimaginarypartsof
the dielectric function. If both the real and imaginary parts of Ycare known, it is possible
to calculate the dielectric function. Kramers-Kronig analysis allows the calculation of
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Re[]/e] from the correspondingloss function. The Kramers-Kronig transformationtakes
the following form.
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dE

Equation 2.35

For this, the assumption has been made that E(-L) = -e (E), where e denotes the complex
conjugate of E. P refers to the Cauchy principal part of the integral and allows calculation
of the integral despite the function being undefined for E=E.

For evaluation of this

integral there are a number of points to observe. The loss function used must not contain
any multiple scattering. In practice, deconvolution can be performed to calculate the
required single-scattered spectrum (provided a zero loss peak is present within the
spectrum)(section 2.1.2).

Further to this, for accurateresults,the spectrumshould be correctedfor the effect of the
limited angular range reaching the spectrometer.In theory, electrons can be scattered
through very large angles.The presenceof the collection aperturelimits the angularrange
to a half-angle of 12.5 mrad. This is indicated by the logarithmic term in eqn 2.25. For
small angulardivergences(a), division by the logarithmic term is normally sufficient.
A standardlow loss energy spectrumwill cover the range0-100eV. In contrastwith this,
Kramers-Kronig analysisrequires integration over all positive energies.Despite the loss
function tending to zero at high frequencies,its value is still not negligible at lOOeV.It is
howeverreasonableto extrapolatethe function to higher energiesusing a power law fit of
the form AE""as this is the form predictedby the Drude Model (section2.1.2). The values
of A and r can be chosento fit the experimentaldata.
Finally, the result from the Kramers-Kronig transformation lacks an absolute scale as
ordinarily the samplethicknessnecessaryfor the prefactor in eqn 2.25 is unknown. To
correct for this, the Kramers-Kronig sum rule is used. This is obtained by setting E=O
within eqn 2.35.
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Equation 2.36

For a metal, Re[llc(O)] becomeslarge as E tends to 0, so the left hand side of eqn 2.36
becomeseffectively unity. For an insulator, the imaginary part of the dielectric function is
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frequenciesis more suitable.

2.5 Summary
This chapter outlined the theory required in understandingthe techniquesused in this
thesis. To understand all aspects of this thesis it is also necessaryto discuss the
3
Chapter
instrumentation
to
this
theory
work.
gives a
relevant
and related
experimental
detailed discussion of the instrumentation used along with associated theory and
experimentaltechniques.
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CHAPTER 3
INSTRUMENTATION AND ExPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
3.1 Introduction
The main instrumentationusedto collect the data along with the generalanalyticalelectron
microscopy techniquesused are describedin this chapter.The more specific techniques
employedwill be discussedin detail in subsequentchapters
Each samplewas examinedin a conventionaltransmissionelectronmicroscope(CTEM) to
ensurethat it had thin areassuitable for analysis using EEIS and that it containedthe
desiredprecipitates.Electron diffraction was used to ensurethat the precipitatesand the
matrix had the correct orientationrelationshipand provided a check using crystallography
that the correctprecipitateswerebeing examined.
In the metal alloys examined,a numberof precipitatesare possible(section4.1). Therefore
it was important to determinethe compositionof the precipitates.This was achievedusing
energy-dispersivex-ray (EDX) spectroscopywithin the CTEM.
Having ascertainedthe composition of the precipitates,the interfaces themselvescould
then be investigated.This was done using EELS performed in a scanningtransmission
electronmicroscope(STEM). EELS was usedto investigatethe Howie equation(eqn 2.33)
for
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3.2 CTEM
3.2.1 CTEM Bright andDarkField Imaging
Bright and dark field imaging were used to study the precipitates and their immediate
surroundings.Mechanicaldamageor strain in the vicinity of precipitatescan causedefects
or dislocations.This will have an effect on the EELS data from that region making it
difficult to interpret. Most of the imaging was performed in an Akashi EM002B
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microscope operating at 120M Some imaging was performed in a JEOL 1200 microscope
but this was operated at IOOkV. The EM002B has smaller spot sizes and selected area
apertures than the 1200; this enabled localised diffraction from smaller precipitates.
Specimen
Objective lens

....
..... ......

Objective aperture
Selected area aperture
Inten-nediate lens

Projector lens

Screen
Diffraction Pattern

Final Image

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the lower half of a TEM column in diffraction
(left) and imaging (right) modes.
Fig 3.1 shows a TEM column set up in diffraction (left) and bright field imaging modes
(right). Standard bright field imaging was performed with a small objective aperture
positioned on the optic axis of the microscope to allow the undiffracted beam to pass
through the aperture whilst blocking the majority of the scattered electrons. This gave
contrast in the image and, in particular, made the precipitates more visible against the
matrix when appropriate diffraction conditions were set up. Dark field imaging was
performed by obtaining a two-beam condition. The electron beam was then tilted, resulting
in a movement of the selected area diffraction pattern on the screen. The beam was tilted to
move the diffraction spot corresponding to the undiffracted beam to the original position of
a suitable spot corresponding to a diffracted beam. This, in turn, caused the movement of
the reflection from the opposite g-vector onto the optic axis. Placing a small objective
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apertureabout this reflection gave the required dark field image. This meant that only
those specific parts of the image contributing to that reflection would appearbright. By
selectinga reflection from the aluminium matrix it was possible to give greatercontrast
betweenthe matrix and the precipitates.As the orientationrelationshiplinks the orientation
of the precipitatesto that of the matrix, this techniquewas of use for locating precipitates
in a specific orientation.
The magnificationsof the microscopeswere calibratedusing cross-gratingsand the camera
lengths were calibrated using diffraction patterns from the aluminium matrix of the
samplesin specific orientations.
3.2.2 CTEM Diffraction

Techniques

The precipitates and the orientation relationship between the precipitate and the
surroundingmatrix were initially identified using diffraction methods.In systemswherea
numberof precipitateswere present,the precipitatesof interesthad diffraction patternsthat
could be indexed easily when tilted to specific poles. The other precipitatespresentwere
generally causedby impurities and had more complex crystallographies.This resultedin
considerablymore complexdiffraction patterns,which could not be easily indexed.
Both condensedbeam and selectedarea diffraction were used. However, the majority of
the work was done with selectedareadiffraction. This was achievedby placing a selected
areaaperturein a planeconjugateto the specimen.The smallestselectedareaaperturewas
of a size that enableddiffraction information to be obtainedfrom a 150nmwide precipitate
without including any of the surrounding matrix. However, this is only accurate for
diffraction spots close to the optic axis. The presenceof spherical aberration in the
objective lens causesslightly different areasof specimento be selectedfor different spots.
As the sphericalaberrationis dependenton the cube of the angle with the optic axis, the
effect is more significant for higher order beams.
Kikuchi lines provide a convenient method to determine and, more importantly, orient
exactly a crystal on specific poles. Kikuchi lines arise from a combination of elastic and
inelastic scattering.As illustrated schematicallyin Fig. 3.2, the incoming electronbeamis
inelastically scatteredat P. P is now the origin of a sphericalwavelet.The intensity of this
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scattered beam decreases with increasing scattering angle (more electrons go along PQ
than PR). The rays along PQ and PR are at the Bragg angle for a set of crystal planes and
so are elastically scattered. This means that in the extended direction along PQ there is an
electron deficiency compared to the surrounding, there are insufficient electrons along PR
and hence RR' to compensate for this. Similarly, the reverse is true along QQ' where there
is an electron excess compared to the surrounding. When this is extended to 3D this results
in pairs of Kikuchi lines, the 'excess' and 'defect' lines, which are locked to the orientation
of the crystal. When the crystal is oriented exactly at a diffracting condition Kikuchi lines
lie halfway between the zero order beam and associatcclscis ofclifl'raction spots.

Figure 3.2 Kikuchi diagi-am and [100] paticni 1win alunlinium.
The treatment above is simplified and the observed patterns are actually more complex.
For example, when the beam travels exactly parallel to a set of crystal planes, no Kikuchi
lines should be observed. Thi's is becausethe gains and losses of background intensity will
exactly balance. In practice, it is found that a band of higher intensity forms. This band
appears between the 'expected' positions of the Kikuchi lines and i's known as a Kikuchi
band (Fig 3.2 right). The origin ofKikuchi

bands is complex, but can be explained through

dynamical scattering from Bloch waves. This is discussed in e.g. Hirsch et al. (1965). For
this treatment it is sufficient to state that the geometry of Kikuchi lines can be used,
treating the edges of the bands as Kikuchi lines.

Tilting of the sample results in movement of the Kikuchi pattern and by tilting in a suitable
direction it is possible to 'follow' a specific pair of' Kikuchi lines. By doing this it is
possible to tilt easily to any pole from another, assuming the microscope rod provides
sufficient tilt.
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It can be shown from the Howie-Whelan Equations (Williams and Carter, 1996) that in a
specimen of thickness t oriented in a two-beam condition, the intensity of the Bragg
diffracted beam is given by:
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Where s,.Ij is the effective excitation error corresponding to an excitation error s which is a
measure of the deviation from the exact Bragg condition.

is the extinction distance for

the material.

Figure 3.3: liiq, hi licld image of an area showing
thickness fringes.

In two-beam conditions the intensity of the undiffracted beam 10 is given by lo=I-Ig.
Examination of eqn 3.1 shows that, for constant s, the intensity of the diffracted beam, and
hence the undiffracted beam, varies periodically with thickness t. This results in dark and
light areas on the sample indicating variations in thickness. These are known as thickness
fringes (Fig. 3.3). The spacing of the thickness fringes can be used to identify the
magnitude of the thickness variation. A single 'cycle' (i. e. dark-fight-dark or vice-versa)
indicates a thickness change of ý, (Fig.
I 3.4). Absolute measurements of t require exact
,ý
orientation to the Bragg angle or knowledge of the value of s. Despite this, information on
relative thickness can be easily obtained. Care must be taken if the sample is tilted, as the
electron beam is no longer perpendicular to the plane of the sample. In such a situation, the
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fringes indicate the thickness in a direction parallel to the beam rather than the
conventional sample thickness. Scattering within

the sample gradually reduces the

visibility of the fringes as the thickness increases. For this reason, thickness fringes cannot
be used in particularly thick areas. However, using this technique assessmentswere made
of the degree to which the thickness of a thin area of the sample varied.

11

1.5ýs

2.54

Figure 3.4 Schematic of thickness
fringes in a wedge-shaped specimen

Both the 002B and the 1200 microscopes are equipped with double tilt rods which meant
the sample could be tilted in two perpendicular directions, though in the 002B this was
limited to about +10" in each direction.

3.3 The enhanced VG HB5 STEM
3.3.1 The Microscope
The VG Microscopes HB5 system was used almost solely for microanalysis using EELS.
Imaging was used to locate and record precipitates of interest, whilst diffraction was used
to align the precipitate/matrix interface for subsequent microanalysis.

The H135 at the University of Glasgow has been modified by the addition of three postspecimen lenses (PSLs) to aid in imaging and EELS. In addition to this it is fitted with a zlift stage that enables the specimen to be kept at constant height in the objective lens
(Craven & Buggy, 1981). This means that the microscope can be operated with a standard
objective lens setting. This, in turn, means that there is a known fixed angular compression
of the electrons leaving the lens. Another advantage of this set-up is that minimal
adjustment is needed when performing EELS on different areas of the specimen.

Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of the Glasgow HB5 set up for EELS analysis.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the VG HB5 electron optics set up for collection of
EELS data. (Items shown dotted are not being used)
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Electrons in the HB5 are producedby a field emission gun (FEG) source.FEG sources
provide high monochromaticityand high electron brightnessand are ideal when using a
small spot size. The HB5 FEG source is a single crystal of tungsten supportedon a
tungstenwire. The sharpnessof this tip meansthat the application of a few kV potentialto
the tip resultsin a large electric field strengthsufficient to narrow the barrier for cold field
emission, allowing electron tunnelling. The FEG requires working at high vacuum; the
vacuumin the gun chamberis about 10-11mbar.The high vacuumis requiredto reducethe
presenceof contaminants.During use, thesecontaminantsin the microscopebuild up on
the tip; this raisesthe work function of the tungstenand lowers the emissioncurrent.More
importantly contaminantscan becomeionised and bombardthe tip causingrougheningof
the surfaceand locally sharpeningit. This can causeundesiredchangesin the electric field
and also electron emissionfrom other parts of the tip. The contaminantscan be removed
from the tip by Ylashing'it. This involves briefly passing a large current through the
supportwire of the tip. The microscopecolumn doesnot require such a high vacuum,so is
operatedat 10-8mbar andis separatedfrom the gun by a differential pumpingaperture.
The physical size and angularconvergenceof the probe at the specimenis initially defined
by the virtual objective aperture(VOA) and further defined by the objective and condenser
lenses.Four different diameterVOAs are available;a smaller VOA will result in a smaller
convergenceangle but the beamwill also contain less current as more of it is blocked by
the aperture. The HB5 is fitted with two condenser lenses, condenserlens 2 being
positionedslightly abovecondenserlens 1. The two lensesgive a greaterselectionof probe
sizes and convergence,though in practice only condenserlens 2 is used as it provides a
higher current and hencegreaterconvergence.Normally, the HB5 is operatedwith a probe
diameterof Inm. The condenserlens is focussedto place the beamcrossoverin the plane
of the selectedarea aperture.This enablesthe selected area aperture to remove stray
electronscausedby scatteringfrom the VOA.
The image in the microscopeis built up by scanninga small electron probe in a raster
acrossthe sample.This scanningaction is performedby the scancoils. The size of areaof
specimenbeing scannedrelative to that on the display, defines the magnification of the
observedimage.
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The samplewithin the HB5 is held in a cartridge,which entersthe microscopevacuum.A
number of different cartridgesare available offering a variety of capabilities.This work
was mostly performedusing a +30' tilt x-ray holder. This allowed tilting of up to 30' in
two perpendiculardirections. The specimenholder within this cartridge is made from
beryllium in order to reduce the absorption of x-rays generatedby the sample and to
preventthe detectionof x-ray lines from the holder (section3.6.1).
The post-specimenlensesallow the 11135to perform a number of different tasks more
effectively. PSL1 is usedto maximisethe EELS signal. Of the three post-specimenlenses
it offers the greatestamountof angularcompressionand thus allows a greaternumberof
electronsto enter the spectrometer.PSL2 and PSL3 provide different amountsof angular
compression,modifying the contrast observedin the image. PSL2 is generally used for
standarddiffraction contrast images.PSL3 can be used in associationwith the collector
apertureto give a greaterlevel of diffraction contrast, closer to that seenin a TEM. In
addition, PSL3 can be used in rocking-beammode to enhancethe visibility of Kikuchi
bands,aiding specimentilting to the correctorientation.
The HB5 has a number of detectorsfor imaging: one bright field and three annulardark
field (ADF) detectors.Three of the detectorsare interchangeable.Theseare the bright field
and two of the ADF detectors,which have central holes of different diameters.The third
ADF detector,which is a large angle detector,is slightly lower down the column and can
be usedin conjunctionwith one of the other detectors,though this is rarely done.Both the
bright field and dark field detectorsare madeup of scintillator material that emits photons
on being hit by an electron. These photons are detectedby a photomultiplier tube, the
signal is amplified and eventually passedto a cathoderay tube. The ADF detectorhas a
central hole that allows electronswhich havenot undergoneelastic scatteringor havebeen
scatteredthrough small angles to pass through undetectedwhilst collecting electrons
scatteredthrough larger angles. This provides a dark field image but allows the nonelastically scatteredelectronsto enterthe EELS spectrometer.
The EELS spectrometeris a GATAN 666 parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy
(PEELS) spectrometer.This will be discussedin section 3.4.1. The small and large
interchangeableADF detectorsprovide a collection angle at the detector of 25mrad and
50mrad respectively.Normally a smaller apertureis used to define this collection angle.
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There are in fact two apertures in this region of the microscope, the collector and
spectrometer apertures. The collector aperture is used as the defining aperture for the
spectrometer and is positioned before the interchangeable ADF. The spectrometer aperture
is used to remove stray electrons caused by scattering from the edge of the collector
aperture and hence minimise spurious signals within the spectrum.

3.3.2 Diffraction

in the HB5 STEM

Since the orientation relationship between the precipitate and the matrix was known, the
Kikuchi bands from the matrix were used to align the precipitate/matrix interface parallel
to the electron beam to high accuracy. Due to the nature of the STEM, diffraction
techniques are implemented differently than in a CTEM. However, the principle of
reciprocity (Keyse et al, 1998) enables comparisons to be made between the CTEM and
STEM. The principle of reciprocity effectively states that if the angles of collection in the
CTEM and of convergence in the STEM are equivalent (and similarly the angles of
convergence in the CTEM and of collection in the STEM), as shown in Fig. 3.6, then the
image contrast will be identical. This has implications in diffraction which are discussed
below.
STEM

CTEM

Convergence

Convergence

angle

angle
Specimen
Objective

Collection

aperture

angle

Collectiý
,ý/

angle7

Figure 3.6 Schematic comparing important angles in the STEM
with a convergent beam and the CTEM with a parallel beam.
The technique used for performing diffraction was the rocking-beam method. Initially, the
condenser lens is weakened to allow approximately parallel illumination to fall on the
specimen. The scanning system is then used to rock the beam about the SA aperture. As
the SA aperture is conjugate with the specimen this results in the beam failing on the same
area of specimen but at different angles of incidence. A simplified schematic of this can be
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seen in Fig. 3.7. The beam is rocked in two dimensions and the angle through which the
beam is deflected is used to adjust the effective camera length of the system.
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If a small axial detector is used, strong Intensity is detected from a suitably oriented plane
when the incident angle is 20B. The use of a small collector aperture allows this diffracted
beam to pass, whilst preventing stray electrons falling on the detector. This gives rise to a
diffraction pattern that is equivalent to a selected area diffraction pattern in a CTEM.

If instead an ADF detector is used, for a specific Bragg condition the undiffracted beam
falls on the ADF detector (assuming the collector aperture has been removed) whilst the
diffracted beam passes through the annulus. In a strong diffracting

condition, the

undiffracted beam loses significant intensity to the diffracted beam. Therefore, when the
signal from the ADF detector is converted and displayed on the CRT, a Kikuchi-like map
is created, corresponding to the orientation of the area of specimen (Craven, 1977). It is
then possible to use the post-specimen lenses to alter the compression of the beam and
hence the contrast of the Kikuchi bands.

3.3.3 Diffraction Contrast in the STEM
As discussed in the previous section, the principle of reciprocity makes it possible to obtain
diffraction contrast in the STEM similar to that observed in a CTEM. Due to the nearparallel illumination required in a CTEM, a small collection angle is required in a STEM.
This can be easily achieved using PSL3. However, a small collection angle results in a
smaller amount of signal failing on the detector and hence the image becomes noisy. This
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problemcan be partially rectified by integratingthe signal over a period of time, which can
be performedby the attachedimageacquisitionsystem.

3.4 EELS within the HB5
3.4.1 The EELS Spectrometer
The spectrometerused was a GATAN 666 PEELS spectrometer.A schematicof the
spectrometeris shown in Fig. 3.8. The electron beam entersthe spectrometerthrough the
entranceaperture.It then passesthrough two quadrupoleand two sextupolelenseswhich
focus the beam in two dimensionsand correct secondorder aberrationsrespectively.The
magnetic prism deflects the beam through 90' and in the process dispersesthe beam
slightly (electronsof different energieswill have a different radius of curvature in the
magneticfield) and also has a further focussing effect. The four quadrupolelensesthen
increasethis dispersionand project the beam onto a YAG scintillator which is optically
coupled to a 1024 channel photodiode array. The result is that electrons of different
energiesfall on different areasof the photodiodearray allowing parallel detectionof the
energyspectrum.The excitation of the post-prismquadrupoleschangesthe dispersionand
the rangeof electronenergiesrecordede.g. O.1eV per channelwill give a rangeof about
100eV.Dispersion settingsof between0.05 and 2eV per channel are available.Here the
majority of the work was donewith O.IeV per channeldispersion.By changingthe voltage
on the electrically isolated drift tube, it is possible to offset the spectrum energy. This
allows acquisition of core loss spectra at high dispersions.In addition, this is used to
calibratethe energydispersionand the absoluteenergy-lossscale.
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of GATAN 666 PEELS Detector.

3.4.2 Microscope Setup
The schematic diagram in Fig 3.5 shows the microscope as it is set up for collection of
EELS data.

To ensure the microscope is properly aligned, the following procedure is used. Once the
sample has been inserted, a suitable area is found and the sample focussed with the z-shift.
The PSLs are turned off for the main alignment. The selected area aperture is then inserted
and used to check the condenser stigmation. A virtual objective aperture (VOA) is then
inserted (normally 100gm diameter) and the objective stigmation checked. The objective
aperture (ROA) is used to define the optic axis; to do this the VOA is removed and a 70gm
or 100gm diameter objective aperture inserted. This aperture is then centred by minimising
the image shift when the objective lens current is wobbled. At this point, the objective
aperture is centred on the optic axis and its position can be used to align the spectrometer
and collector apertures. To do this, the microscope is changed into rocking-beam mode
(known as SA mode). In this mode, electrons are scattered from the edge of the objective
aperture and recorded by the ADF detector. If there is no sample in the way of the electron
beam, the objective aperture appears as a bright ring. The centre of this ring is used as a
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visual indication of the optic axis. This position is then marked and the objective aperture
removed. By recording the current from the spectrometer aperture as the beam is scanned,
the aperture can be imaged. Grigson coils are used to shift the beam on to the spectrometer
axis. The collector aperture (which is imaged in the same manner as the objective) is then
mechanically aligned to this axis. Each post-specimen lens is mounted in such a way that
the entire lens can be mechanically aligned with sufficient accuracy. The PSLs are turned
on individually and aligned to re-centre the image of the collector aperture on the optic
axis. The effect of this is that if the current to the PSL is altered, then the image of the
collector aperture expands and contracts concentrically about the optic axis position.

Once the microscope is aligned EELS data can be recorded.

3.4.3 Collection of EELS data
All EELS data were collected on the HB5 using the GATAN 666 EELS spectrometer. This
spectrometer was controlled by GATAN EUP software, which was also used for the
subsequentdata processing and analysis. The data for a single low loss spectrum was taken
as a series of 100 acquisitions, each acquisition lasting for 40 milliseconds. These
acquisitions were summed automatically by the software. This gave a good balance
between time for each spectrum and minimising the quantity of noise in the spectrum.

In order to achieve the best data from the photodiode array, it is desirable to maximise the
signal to noise ratio. This could be easily achieved by maximising the current falling on the
array. However, the photodiode saturates if more than 16000 counts are recorded in a
single channel. As discussed in section 2.1, the largest feature in the EELS spectrum is the
zero loss peak. This is normally the only feature that has suitable magnitude to cause a
problem with detector response. A beam blanking system was used to control the intensity
of the spectrum. This device allowed the beam to reach the detector for short, selectable
periods during the acquisition. As variations in thickness within the sample will affect the
number of counts in the zero loss peak, the beam blanking system was set to ensure that the
largest channel within the zero loss peak was between 8000 and 10000 counts. This
enabled EELS data to be taken from a limited range of thicknesses without readjustment of
the beam blank.
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The zero loss peak has long lails' which extend into the area of interest in the low loss
spectrum. To gain accurate information from this area it is necessary to subtract the effect
of the zero loss peak. The EELS software performs this by modelling the lower energy side
of the zero loss peak, mirroring it and subtracting it from the spectrum. In order for this to
be possible, the energy of the peak was offset to place it at around channel 180 on the
diode array. This ensured that there was a suitable number of channels to the left of the
zero loss peak for modelling and allowed for energy drift in the detector.

Prior to any data being taken, the detector had to be set up. The first step in this procedure
was to flood the diode array with electrons. This was done to equalise the charge
distribution in the YAG scintillator, reducing the variation in response for different
channels. The flooding was performed by removing all the apertures from the beam,
setting the energy dispersion to OeV and using PSL2. This spread the illumination
uniformly over the scintillator. The detector was flooded for about 10 minutes. After this,
all the relevant apertures were re-inserted and the desired dispersion selected. The EELS
spectrum was then focussed to minimise the width of the zero loss peak. In the Glasgow
HB5 it should be possible to minimise the FWHM of the zero loss peak to -0.5eV. If this
was not possible it was an indication that the microscope may need realigned. The majority
of the data presented in this thesis was acquired with an energy resolution (zero loss
FWHM) of 0.5eV. The energy dispersion of the spectrum was then calibrated using an
automated routine present in the EUP software. This routine varied the voltage applied on
the drift tube and using the subsequent change of position of the spectrum, determined the
calibration.

In order to reduce the artefacts caused by remaining variations in diode response four
spectra were acquired instead of one. Each of the spectra was displaced by IeV relative to
the previous and the spectra were later aligned and summed. In addition to this there was
signal always present from the diode array, even when the beam was not entering the
detector. To remove this, a spectrum was acquired with the same settings as a standard
spectrum but without the beam entering the detector. This resultant spectrum was
subtracted from all the spectra before analysis. As this background spectrum did not vary
noticeably during a session it was sufficient to acquire one dark current per run.
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Energies and approximate widths of the plasmon peaks from several materials are given in
table 3.1.

Experimental Plasmon

Experimental FWHM (eV)

Energy (eV)

@ 0.5eV Resolution

Magnesium Silicide

13.0

3.3

Aluminium

15.0

1.5

Silicon

16.7

4.2

Amorphous Carbon

29.4

19.0

Material

Table 3.1 - Plasmon peaks of interest
The carbon plasmon was of interest as it gave a measure of the extent of carbon
contamination present on the sample. Carbon contamination is a major problem in the
acquisition of good EELS data. Hydrocarbons diffusing across the specimen surface are
polymerised by the electron beam and cause a localised increase in thickness (Schamm and
Zanchi, 2001). In addition, the carbon peak is quite broad and so affected the visibility of
some of the peaks of interest.

3.4.4 Contamination
One technique used to reduce the amount of contamination observed, was to flood the
specimen. This involved removing all the apertures and gradually reducing the area of
specimen irradiated. This had the effect of locking the hydrocarbons in place over a wide
area of the sample so only a small amount of carbon was seen in any one place. This
solution was unfortunately localised to one area of specimen and only lasted a maximum of
about 30 minutes. In addition, when applied to thicker areas of sample, the electrons are
unable to reach the exit side of the specimen. As a result, only one side of the sample is
improved.

The other, more effective, method of reducing the contamination was to use a plasma
cleaner. A plasma cleaner uses an oxygen/argon gas mixture to create a plasma within a
vacuum. This plasma creates oxygen radicals, which react with C to remove it as CO
(Isabell et al., 1999). Normally the process is done for only a few minutes and the entire
sample is treated simultaneously. The samples were plasma cleaned immediately prior to
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being placed in the microscopeand this was done, where possible, in the sampleholder

thatwasbeingusedin themicroscope
sessionthatday.
3.4.5 Specimen Drift
Specimendrift was also a major problem within the microscope.When the samplehad
been mechanicallymoved, it continuedto drift for a period afterwards.This was due to
relaxationof the specimenshift mechanism.As distancesof fractions of a nanometrewere
being investigated,even tiny drifts could significantly change experimentalresults. The
specimendrift was found not to be constantand so could not be easily compensatedfor. To
minimise the effect of the drift, all measurementswere taken relative to the interfacewith
the interface position being relocatedafter each point. The position of the interfacecould
be found with high accuracy,using EELS. The above was done by electrically adjusting
the probe position. In addition, after every 4 points the microscope was returned to
scanningmode, the magnification reducedand the samplerepositionedto its state at the
beginning of the run. This was done using the electrical shifts. The electrical shifts cause
some misalignmentof the objective lens, which can reduce the energy resolution of the
low loss EELS spectrum.However,if the electrical shift applied is less than about 150nm,
this is not significant.The procedurefor acquiringdata also provided a check for the extent
of drift. As four spectra were recorded from the same point these spectra should be
effectively identical. The difference betweenthese spectraindicated the amount that the
specimenhad drifted during the courseof the four acquisitions.

3.5 The FEI Tecnai (S)TEM
The FEI Tecnai TF20 microscopeis a state of the art nanoanalYtical(S)TEM which has
recently beeninstalled at the University of Glasgow.This microscopewas operatedby Dr
MaureenMackenzieand it was usedfor only a small number of experiments.As a result,
only a limited discussionof this microscopewill be given, identifying importantfeatures.
The Tecnai is dcsignedas a high-rcsolutionnanoanalyticalelcctron microscopc.It is fittcd
with both a Gatan Enfina PEELS and an EDAX EDX spectrometerand can perform
conventional imaging with an information limit of 1.5A. Electrons are produced by a
Schottky field emitter and are acceleratedby an operating voltage of 200M The column
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liquid nitrogen cold finger to reduce the mobility of hydrocarbon contamination.The
samplestageis computer-controlledand has spatial drift rates of <0.5nm/min. However,
the main interestin the Tecnai is in its ability to perform spectrumimaging.
A spectrumimage is a digital image where every pixel in the image correspondsto an
analytical spectrum. More precisely, spectra are acquired from a 2D array of equally
spacedpoints. Such spectracan be x-ray emission or EELS, though in this thesis only
EELS spectrumimagesare discussed.The spectraare acquired by steppingthe focussed
STEM probe from one point to the next. As the probe is under computer control the
position of the points is determinedaccurately.The result is a 3D data cube, known as a
spectrumimage (Fig. 3.9). This cubehas two spatial dimensionsand an energydimension,
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Figure 3.9: The structureof a spectrumimage

The size and numberof points within a spectrumimage can be alteredprior to acquisition.
However, aseachpoint is acquiredindividually, large spectrumimagestake a long time to
acquire.One methodto reducethis time and still producehigh-quality data is to limit the
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spectrumimageto only one spatialdimension.This is known as a line spectrumimageor a
line scan.Spectrumimaging is discussedin section5.6.1.
The Tecnai was operated using a probe size of -0.5nm and a collection semi-angle of
1Imrad. This gave a current in the probe of -0.02nA and an energy resolution of 0.85eV.
The sample was held within a double-tilt rod which offered +80" cc tilt' and ±300 0 tilt

(Fig. 3.10).

tilt
Cc tilt

Figure 3.10: Schematic showing the directions of cc
and 0 tilt of the Tecnai sample rod.

3.6 EDX
3.6.1 EDX Detector
The X-ray detector fitted to the EM002B is a windowless Oxford Instruments Link
lithium-drifted silicon detector with a detector area of 30mm2. This detector allows the
detection of x-rays from elementsheavier than boron. The detector is controlled by a
QX2000 system.This systemhaslimited compatibility with conventionalMSDOS systems
but sufficient that a programwas written to convert files from a suitableoutput fonnat to a
comma-delimitedfile suitablefor Excel.
The HB5 is also fitted with a Link Si(Li) detector.However, as imaging and tilting are
more difficult in the HB5 in addition to the considerablysmaller count rate than observed
in the EM00213,it was rarely used.

180" of tilt is not practically useful. According to the FEI literature,
at only 60* of tilt,
2
Onm of sampleis visible to the electronbeam.It is sufficient to say that the tilt is not
limited by the stagein the ccdirection.
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3.6.2 Microscope and Detector Setup
For collection of EDX data the EM002B was aligned as standard for imaging. The
objective aperture was removed for the duration of the acquisition period, as it could result
in undesired x-rays from the aperture itself. The spot size was reduced to obtain x-ray data
from a localised region. The spot size was chosen to give information on a precipitate of
interest with a minimum of information from elsewhere. However, the count rate is
proportional to the current so a balance had to be struck.

Due to the finite response time of the detector, there is a certain amount of 'dead' time
when the detector is unable to register x-rays. This dead time increases with the count rate,
so it is desirable not to have too many x-rays incident on the detector at one time. The
detector software is able to calculate the amount of dead time and hence the corresponding
live time. In general, the dead times observed were between 10 and 20 percent of the live
time. Data were collected for a live time of 100s using an energy dispersion of 20eV per
channel. The detector has 1024 channels and so this gave an energy range of zero to
20keV.

3.6.3 Data Collection
The main peaks of interest were Mg Kcc, A] Koc, and Sl Koc.Other peaks observed were Fe
Ku, ý, Cu Koýp and Cr Kcc,p. The peak energies are presented in table 3.2

Element

Peak

Mg

Ka

1.25

Al

Koc

1.49

si

Ka

1.74

Kcc

5.41

Kp

5.95

Ka

6.40

Kp

7.06

Ka

8.04

Kp

8.90

Energy (KeV)

Cr

Fe

Cu

Table 3.2 - EDX peak energies
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3.7 Summary
The equipmentdescribedin this chapterenabledthe characterisationand subsequentdata
had
done,
before
be
Even
interest.
the
from
this
samples
the
could
samplesof
acquisition
to be preparedand made into a form that could be analysedwithin the microscope.The
following chapterdiscussesthe materialssystemsusedand the proceduresinvolved in their
for
electron microscopy.
preparation
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CHAPTER 4
SAMPLE SELECTION

AND PREPARATION

Generally, theoretical expressions found in literature for interfacial loss functions consider
ideal interfaces, where 'ideal' means sharp, planar interfaces which are exactly parallel to
the incon-ýingbeam (Fig. 2.2). If experimental results are to be accurately compared with
theory, the interfaces chosen must meet these criteria as closely as possible. Therefore it is
of interest to select a material system known to contain interfaces of this nature. Further to
this, application of additional criteria on the choice of material system can simplify the
data acquisition and subsequent analysis. In particular, it is beneficial to choose a system
which is well understood, where the component materials have narrow bulk plasmons
which are well separated (at least -1.5-2 eV) and where samples are relatively simple to
prepare.

Two systemsthat met theserequirementswere selected.The systemswere Al/M92Si and
AI/Si. For thesetwo systemsthe samplepreparationtechniquesare very similar and are
coveredin the following sections.

4.1 Al/M92Si SYSteM
The Al/Mg2Si system refers to a system composedof an aluminium matrix containing
small magnesiumsilicide (Mg2Si) platelets. One of the simplest ways to create such a
systemis by heat treatmentof an Al/Mg/Si alloy. The specific alloy selectedwas a 6061
alloy which has a nominal composition of 97.93 wt% Al, 1% Mg, 0.6% Si and the
remainderlargely comprising Cr and Cu. This alloy is of interest to industry as upon heat
treatmentit forms small hardeningprecipitateswhich trap dislocations.This results in a
strong, light material. The alloy is extremely useful as a structural material and has
applications for example in the manufactureof bikes and racecar components.These
applications arise as a result of its medium strength and low cost compared to other
aluminium alloys. It was of interest for this project as with sufficient heat treating it is
known to form equilibrium magnesium silicide platelets large enough for the work
required.
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Magnesium
aluminium

silicide platelets are known to be incoherent with respect to the surrounding
(Eskin et al, 1999). However, they do have a known orientation

is found that (100)AI 11(100)Mg2Si, [100]AI

relationship. It

11P IO]Mg2Si (Fig. 4.1) (Jacobs, 1972). This

orientation relationship was used within the microscope to align the interface accurately to
be parallel to the incident electron beam (section 5.2).

Figure 4.1: [100] Diffraction pattern from the edge of an M92Si
precipitate (circled in red) including the [110] diffraction pattern
from aluminium.
M92SI is only one of several precipitates that form in Al/Mg/Si alloys (Thomas, 1961; Jain,
1992; Zhen et al., 1997). Each precipitate appears at a different stage of the precipitation
process and further heat treating will

'transform' one precipitate into another. The

sequenceof precipitate formation goes as follows, in order of increasing heat treatment:
Pre-precipitate clusters
precipitates
precipitates
equilibrium

M92Si

The P" precipitates are long, thin, needle-like precipitates (Fig. 4.2) and were too narrow to
be of use in this project. The crystallography and composition of these precipitates is a
0'
in
literature.
The
discussion
the
precipitates are more rod-like than
matter of continuing
the P" precipitates and they are thicker and tend to be shorter. It can be difficult

to

differentiate between 0' and P" precipitates in isolation. However, when both are seen
together, the difference is clear. As with the 0", the crystallography and composition is not
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agreed upon in literature. There is also a B'precipitate mentioned in literature (Edwards et
P'which
has
1998)
has a circular cross-section.
the
which
a square cross-section unlike
al.,
It was the P-M92Si that was actually of interest. These are cuboidal platelets which 'grow'
from the P' precipitates. These cuboidal platelets have the structure of bulk M92Si i. e. antifluorite structure with a unit cell dimension of 0.639nm (Matsuda et al., 1999).

Scale:
-200nm

Figure 4.2: TEM images showing three different precipitate types present in 6061
Al alloys. Left is predominantly P" rods, centre shows the thicker P' rods and right
shows aP plate precipitate.
The alloy was initially bought in the form of a commercially available rod. Samples made
from this rod were found to contain small precipitates of unknown composition. These
precipitates were so numerous that they would often encroach on areas of interest making
those areas unusable. X-ray spectroscopy of these precipitates indicated the presence of
iron (Fig. 4.3). Atomic absorption spectroscopy revealed that iron was present in the alloy
as an impurity at a level of approximately 0.5at%. A higher purity alloy was provided by
Prof. George Weatherley, which had a similar composition to the commercial alloy but
with less Fe present. Samples made from this alloy were found to contain considerably
fewer of the impurity precipitates.

Preparation of samples for microscopy

involved

two main processes: thinning to electron

transparency and heat treatment to form the desired precipitates. The bulk of the thinning
was performed mechanically,

with the remainder done by ion milling.

Mechanical thinning

puts strain on a sample, causing dislocations. These are undesirable, as dislocations

in an

area are known to have an effect on the EELS spectra taken from that area (Batson, 1999,
Kolodzi et al., 2001). This was potentially problematic,

as dislocations

moving through the

sample would become pinned by the precipitates. Over time the number of dislocations at
the interface would build up, with the potential

to alter the EELS spectrum. The heat
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treatment dissolved existing precipitates allowing

the dislocations to move. New

precipitates were then formed later in the process. It was decided to perform the heat
treatment subsequent to mechanical thinning and prior to dimple grinding or ion milling.
By performing the processes in this order, the number of dislocations caused by the
mechanical preparation was greatly reduced whilst also avoiding problems caused by heat
treatment of a very thin (<50ltm) aluminiurn specimen (section 4.1.2).
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Figure 4.3: X-ray fluorescence spectrum of small impurity precipitates. Main
peaks are marked with the element to which they correspond.

4.1.1 Mechanical Grinding
The first step of the sample preparation procedure was the manufacture of the basic disks.
Disks of 1-2mm thickness and 3mm diameter were punched out of the bulk alloy using a
standard metal punch. A disk was then mounted onto a glass slide using wax as an
adhesive. The bulk of the thinning was done by grinding the disks on coarse silicon carbide
paper, until the thickness of the disk was close to that desired. The disk was then ground on
consecutively finer grades of paper, each grade being used to remove the scratches of the
previous one. The disk was then polished on a rotating polishing wheel using 3gm
followed by 0.25gm diamond paste. Polishing removed large scratches and any major
damage caused by the silicon carbide paper. The samples were polished to a thickness of
200ýtm and were then ready for the heat treatment process.
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4.1.2 Heat Treatment
The purposeof the heattreatmentprocesswas to encouragethe formation of suitably sized
equilibrium magnesium silicide platelets. As has been mentioned previously the
magnesiumsilicide plateletsare last in a precipitation seriesin the alloy. If suchan alloy is
not heat treated enough, only the precipitates appearingearly in the sequencewill be
formed. Conversely,if the alloy is heattreatedfor too long at too high a temperatureit can
result in loss of magnesiumfrom the alloy (Eskin et aL, 1999),altering the compositionof
the precipitates.The heat treatmentwas made up of two parts: solution treatment,which
dissolved the existing precipitatesand ageing, which actually causedthe growth of the
precipitates.
Solution treatmentof the alloy was performedfirst. If the alloy is not solution treatedthe
majority of the alloying elementswill be usedin a large numberof smallerprecipitatesand
so unavailablefor the formation of larger precipitates.Solution treatmentinvolves heating
a material to dissolve all the precipitatesalready present.This puts the alloying elements
into solid solution allowing them to be dispersedequally about the solid. These alloying
elementsare then available for the formation of large precipitates during ageing. As a
result, solution treatedalloys should produce larger, better quality precipitatesupon heat
treatment.Another effect of solution treatmentis the removal of strain and dislocations
within the system, particularly dislocations pinned by precipitates during mechanical
polishing. Performing a solution treatment effectively 'resets' the alloy, removing the
effects of previous ageing treatments.As a solution treatmentrequires to be at a higher
temperaturethan ageingprocessesit was this stagethat was most likely to result in loss of
magnesium.
The solution treatmentwas performed at 550"C for 15 minutes followed by a quenchin
brine to room temperature.A quenchis a reductionin temperaturewhich occursover such
a short time period that the alloy remains effectively unchanged through the lower
temperatures.
The possibility was consideredthat the increasedtemperaturewould result in increased
oxidation of the alloy. However, this was believed to be unfounded as the nature of
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The other step in the heat treatment was ageing of the sample. A variety of ageing
treatmentswere investigated.Initially a treatmentof 300'C for 1 hour was used.This was
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The samplesresulting from the ageingtreatmentwere found to contain a numberof fairly
large Mg2Si platelets.None of the other Mg/Si precipitates were evident. According to
literature, magnesiumsilicide platelets are cuboidal. The precipitateswithin the samples
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indicated that they were bulk M92SI. This suggests that the actual reason I'Or the
unexpected shapes was that the precipitates were milled by ion milling In planes not
parallel to the faces.

Figure 4.4: An

M92Si

precipitate.

4.1.3 Dimple Grinding
Following heat treatment, the samples required to be thinned further prior to ion milling.
As the samples were entirely self-supporting (many sample thinning techniques involve
adhering a thin copper ring to the sample, this provides extra strength to the sample and
helps to prevent damage from handling), excessive thinning would make the disks
extremely delicate and difficult to handle.

Samples produced by a dimple grinder have only the centre area thinned, leaving a thicker
ring of sample around the edge. This thicker ring makes the sample less susceptible to
damage caused by manipulation with tweezers. The area in the centre is considerably
thinner and is of a thickness suitable for ion milling. By thinning the samples with a dimple
grinder it was possible to make a much thinner sample whilst still allowing it to retain
sufficient strength.

A dimple grinder works by rotating a small wheel at a variable speed of between about 60
and 500 rpm. The edge of this wheel is covered with a small quantity of abrasive paste and
lowered onto the centre of the sample. The rotation of the wheel causes agitation of the
abrasive paste, which grinds away the centre area of the sample. The sample itself is
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mountedon a rotating table,the speedof which is linked to the speedof the grinding wheel
but is considerablyslower. The simultaneousrotation of wheel and table results in the
grinding of a dimple in the centreof the sample.The dimple grinder is set up in sucha way
as to allow the user to set the depth of the dimple prior to dimpling (Fig. 4.5). The dimple
grinder will then operateuntil that depthis reachedand self-terminate.

Figure 4.5: Schematicof dimple grinder set-up. D is the diameter of the grinding
dimple
dimple.
2r
is
diameter
d
is
depth
the
the
the
the
of
and
of
wheel,
It is known that when dimple grinding a soft material, abrasivefrom the pastecan become
embeddedin the sample. This results in wearing of the wheel as it moves over the
embeddedabrasiveand a correspondingdecreasein the thinning rate of the sample.As
aluminiurn is a soft material,concernwas expressedregardingthe use of dimple grinding
for this project. However,no decreasein thinning rate of the sampleor increasein the wear
rate of the wheel was evident for aluminiurn samplescompared to samplesof harder
material.
The samplesproducedfor this thesis were made using a 15mm.diameter stainlesssteel
wheel rotating at a speedof between200 and 300 rpm. The table was rotatedat -6 rpm. In
all casesa dimple depth of 180gm was used,leaving a thicknessof 20gm at the centreof
the sample.
In each case,the bulk of the dimple was ground using 3grn diamond paste.The sample
was then cleaned and the remainder done using 0.25gm diamond paste. As with the
mechanicalgrinding, this was done to remove the scratchescausedby the previous step.
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Finally, the grinding wheel was replacedwith a polishing wheel. A polishing wheel has a
similar diameterto the grinding wheel except that the area which contactsthe sampleis
made from a soft felt material. The polishing wheel was used with a 0.02gm alumina
suspensionto remove any remaining scratchesand leave the disk as smooth as possible.
The use of the polishing wheel meantthat the final thicknessat the centre of the disk was
lessthan 20gm.

4.1.4 Ion Milling
Once the disk had been dimpled it was necessaryto clean it prior to ion milling. The
purposeof the cleaningwas to removeas many possiblecontaminantsfrom the surfaceof
the sample as possible. In particular, the presenceof hydrocarbon contamination was
known to be problematicwhen taking datain the microscope.Cleaningthe sampleprior to
ion milling meant that a more rigorous cleaning method could be used, with the
that more of the hydrocarboncontaminationwould be removed.
consequence
The samplewas cleanedusing a soxhlet apparatus.Soxhlet apparatusis basically the same
as reflux apparatusexcept that insteadof the condensedsolvent returning straight to the
flask being heated,it is trappedin an upper compartmentwhere the sampleis held. This
hot solvent dissolveshydrocarbonsfrom the sampleand holds them in solution. Once the
amountof solventin the uppercompartmentincreasesbeyonda certain level, the solventis
exhaustedout into the flask, taking the hydrocarbonsstill held in solution. At this point the
process is able to repeat, as the solvent evaporatesat a lower temperaturethat the
hydrocarbons.The samples were soxhlet cleaned for approximately 1-2 hours using
inhibisol (1,1,1- trichloroethanewith additionsto inhibit certain reactions)asthe solvent.
Following soxhlet cleaning,the sampleswere placedin an ion mill and thinned to electron
transparency.Ion milling is a slow process,with the time taken dependenton the original
thicknessof the sample.It was for this reasonthat it was desirableto make the sampleas
thin as practical before ion milling in order to reducethe time necessary.For the samples
preparedas above,the ion milling processwould take of the order of 12 hours continuous
milling.
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The ion milling was performedusing a GatanDuoMill. Within the DuoMill the sampleis
held in a chamberat vacuum(nominally 3x 10-7torr) and is bombardedby argonatomsand
ions. Theseeffectively knock out ions from the sample,slowly thinning the sample.Two
ion guns, one positionedaboveand one below the sample,produce and collimate the ion
beamat the centreof the sample.This enablesthe sampleto be thinned equally from both
sides. As with the dimple grinder, the sample is constantly rotated. This results in the
samplethinning more evenly. The rate of thinning is dependenton the angle betweenthe
ion beam and the sample,the greater the angle (for angles less than 45*) the faster the
thinning is achieved.However,larger anglesalso increasethe depth of damagedoneby the
ion beamso a balancemust be struck. All sampleswere thinned using an angle of 12" and
a rotation speedof 2 rpm. The ion guns had an applied voltage of 4kV at a current of
0.5mA.

As mentioned previously, ion milling of a sample is a long process. The DuoMill is fitted
with a laser auto-terminator that stops the milling as soon as the laser light transmitted
through the sample exceeds a certain level. As the amount of light transmitted is related to
the thickness of the sample, the level can be set so the DuoMill terminates once the sample
is electron transparent. This allows the machine to be left unattended for long periods. The
laser is only capable of being detected once every revolution, which for 2rpm, means every
30 seconds. Since the rate of thinning is so slow, the delay in detection does not present a
problem. One possible problem was the redeposition of sputtered material from the sample.
Clearly, as material is being knocked out of the sample, that material may be redeposited
elsewhere. One of the areas that it was evidently being redeposited was on the viewing
is
This
used not only for viewing the sample but it also allows the laser
window
window.
to pass into the vacuum chamber. As the amount of redeposited material on the window
increases, the amount of laser light falling on the sample decreases. If the amount of
redeposited material on the window varies, it is likely that the thickness at which the ion
mill ten-ninateswill vary also. It was observed that the amount of material redeposited on
the window did change between samples. This was possibly due to differences in the initial
thickness of the sample and also to randomness in where the material was redeposited. As
a result it was difficult to set the auto-terminator to create reproducibly thin samples.
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Figure 4.6: TEM images at low magnification of different samples. Left
shows a large hole compared with right where a similar preparation process
resulted in a number of smaller holes.
It was believed that the ion mill should make a large area of the sample electron
transparent with only a small hole at the centre. In general, this was found not to be the
case. In order to have a sufficiently large amount of thin area it was necessary to allow the
thinning of a single large hole in the sample. Alternatively, a similar length of time often
resulted in the thinning of a number of small holes (Fig. 4.6). If only a single small hole
was present, the quantity of thin area was negligible.

4.2 AIN System
The A]/Si system was developed from the AI/Mg/Si system using the knowledge that
magnesium is lost with excessive heat treatment. Samples that were accidentally solution
treated for too long were found to contain solely silicon precipitates and no Mg/Si
precipitates. By deliberately using extended solution treatment times, samples containing
SI precipitates were made. Following the solution treatment, these samples differed from
the previous samples only in the magnesium content. This enabled the remainder of the
sample preparation to be performed in the same way as previously, including the ageing
treatment.

In fact, silicon precipitates were also present in the samples which had been solution
treated for the correct amount of time. It has been suggested that silicon is another of the
pre-M92Si phases in the precipitation sequence (Zhen et al, 1997), however this does not
appear to be supported in any other studies. One study (Eskin et al, 1999) concludes that
silicon precipitates start growing early in the Mg/Si precipitation sequence but do not form
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Figure 4.7: Electron diffraction pattern (left) showing aluminium and silicon
(circled) diffraction spots. Right shows precipitate from which the diffraction
pattern was acquired.
The AI/Si system does not appear to be as well covered in literature as the Al/Mg/Si
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However, orientation relationships between aluminium and silicon have been reported
(Kobayashi et al., 1976). These relationships are considerably more complex than that for
Al/Mg2Si. The presenceof twinning within the silicon precipitates makes determination of
from
diffraction
Fig
4.7
the
recorded
a
pattern
gives
orientation relationships complex.
precipitate within one of the Al/Si samples and the bright field image of the corresponding
precipitate. The computer program Desktop Microscopist was used to visualise theoretical
diffraction patterns and it is believed that the observed diffraction pattern agrees with the
theory, allowing for twinning in the precipitate.

4.3 Summary
All the data in this thesis were acquired from samples prepared in the manner described
above. The choice of systems was very important in simplifying

the process of

experimentally proving the theoretical equations describing energy loss from interfaces.
The two systems chosen, despite both only providing aluminium/serniconductor interfaces,
were sufficiently different to give two separateexperimental verifications of eqn 2.33. The
techniques used to acquire the data necessary for this are given in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter the various techniquesused in the acquisition and processingof the
from
initially
includes
This
be
discussed.
the
methods
used,
all
experimentalresults will
selectingand aligning an interfaceof interest,throughto analysisof the data. Prior to this,
it was necessaryto ensurethe validity of someof the techniquesused.This is discussedin
the first section.

5.1 Verifying Analytical Techniques
Many of the methodsusedin the analysiswere standardand well establishedtechniques.
However, some more unusualmethodswere used as they resulted in better quality data.
These methods had checks performed on them to ensure that their use was valid. The

techniquesand validity checksare outlined below.

5.1.1 Linearity of DetectorResponse
It was generallybelievedby usersof the system,that the responseof the photodiodearray
becamenon-linearwhen the numberof countsin a single channelincreasedabove 10,000.
It was for this reasonthat it was standardpractice to set the beam-blankingunit such that
the maximum numberof countsin any channelwas <104.It was decidedto investigatethe
numberof countsat which the detectorresponsebecamenon-linear.If it transpiredthat the
responsewas linear up to higher values,it would enablea greatercount rate to be usedand
so provide bettersignal to noiseratio in the spectra.
To test the detectorresponse,a seriesof zero loss peakswere obtainedfrom a hole in the
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in Fig. 5.1 have been divided by 106. In addition, a ratio was taken of each spectrum with
ZL 1, the spectrum containing the highest number of counts (Fig. 5.1 bottom). It was
observed that the ratio was effectively constant over the range of the zero loss peak for all
the different spectra. This indicated that the detector response was linear over the range of
counts examined. Perhaps surprisingly, even at high counts little deviation was observed,
despite the proximity to saturation. This result validated the use of a greater intensity in the
spectrum. In addition, it allowed the development of a further technique.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of zero loss peaks acquired with different blanking
times (top), given is the time during each acquisition that the beam was
unblanked. Bottom gives the ratio of counts in each zero loss peak.
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5.1.2 Substitutionof Zero loss Peakinto a SaturatedSpectrum
Once it had been establishedthat the detectorresponsewas linear up to high counts,the
possibility of collecting spectrain which the zero loss peak had been allowed to saturate
was considered.By allowing the zero loss to saturate,the number of counts in the rest of
the spectrumwas greatly increased.This resultedin a much larger signal to noiseratio and
hencegave better data. As an unsaturatedzero loss peak was required for performing a
fourier-log deconvolution(section2.1.2) the presenceof a saturatedzero loss peak would
prevent proper processingof the data. It was thereforenecessaryto replacethe saturated
zero loss peak with an equivalent unsaturatedpeak. This could be done by copying
channelsfrom an unsaturatedspectrum to a saturatedone, assuming the spectra were
suitably scaled.Scaling was carried out by altering the intensity of the saturatedspectrum
to make the magnitudeof the lower energy tail of the zero loss peak equal to the same
region in the unsaturatedspectrum(seealso section5.3.2).
To verify this technique,three types of spectra were recorded.These were a saturated
spectrumfrom the sample,an unsaturatedspectrumfrom the sample and an unsaturated
spectrumtaken through a hole in the sample.Following acquisition of thesespectra,the
dark current was removed.The spectra were aligned and scaled so that the number of
countsin the region -2.54-1.5eV was the same.
Figure 5.2 shows a plot of the saturatedand unsaturatedspectraoverlaid. Also shown on
this figure is the ratio of the number of counts in the unsaturatedspectrumto that in the
saturatedspectrum.With exceptionof the area around OeV, the two spectrashowedvery
strongsimilarity. This was echoedin the ratio graph,which was effectively constantexcept
for the channelswhere the zero loss peak has saturated.This result indicated that using a
saturatedspectrumwith a replacementzero loss peakwas a valid technique.
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Figure 5.2: Graph comparing scaled saturated (red line) and unsaturated (blue line)
data. Also shown is the ratio of unsaturated to saturated data (green line using righthand axis) indicating the strong similarity in the spectra. The vertical lines indicate
the region of replacement.
It was of interest to extend this investigation further to test whether a zero loss peak
acquired from a hole would act as a suitable replacement. If it was, then a single
unsaturated spectrum taken from a hole could be used, suitably scaled, to replace the zero
loss from any saturated spectrum with the same energy resolution and dispersion.

The spectra were compared in the same way as previously and the results indicated that an
fact,
In
introducing
be
artefacts.
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with
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from a hole, it was possible to obtain an excellent signal to noise ratio whilst not requiring
a large number of additional spectra.
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5.1.3 Kramers-Kronig Program
As mentionedpreviously, the Kramers-Kronigtransformationon the data was performed
by a computerprogram,DK. Before making use of DK, it was desirableto check that it
producedaccurateresults.To do this, the output of the program required to be compared
with referencedielectric functions. Fortunately there is a large quantity of optical and
dielectric data available in the literature which can be converted or used directly for
comparison(Palik, 1985;Danielset aL, 1970).
Bulk EELS data were acquired from aluminium and magnesiumoxide. The data were
collected and processedusing the proceduredescribedfor bulk data in sections5.3.1 and
5.3.2. The spectra were then imported into DK and a Kramers-Kronig Transformation
performed.The dielectric functions generatedby DK are shownin Fig. 5.3. Includedin the
samegraphsare dielectric functionscalculatedfrom optical data (Al - Palik, 1985;MgO Roesslerand Walker, 1967).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of dielectric data calculated by DK (blue) with optical data
(red). DK functions are calculated from experimental low loss EELS data acquired from
MgO (top) and Al (bottom).
The dielectric function of MgO appears to deviate quite significantly from the reference
function. However, the reference data is taken using reflectance measurements (Roessler
and Walker, 1967). This is an optical technique that offers considerably better energy
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reference function. This is likely to be caused by the lower energy resolution of EELS. In
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addition, the reference data was taken from a single crystal of MgO, the EELS data was
acquired from powdered MgO dispersed on a holey carbon grid. This may also have had an
effect on the observed dielectric function. However, a comparison of the peak positions
indicates that the DK and reference MgO dielectric data are similar.

A greater similarity is observed with the aluminium dielectric function. Above 15eV the
two functions are identical. However, deviation is noticed below that energy. It is believed
that this is caused by surface effects in the EELS spectrum from the aluminium sample.

In both casesit was believed that the deviation between the dielectric functions was caused
by the original EELS data rather than by DK. This indicated that the program was working
correctly.
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Figure 5.41: Comparison of original energy loss spectrum (blue) with spectrum
generated by recombined dielectric functions (red).
A further test of the program to confirm the results was to recreate a loss function using the
dielectric data. The recreated energy loss spectrum should appear identical to the original
spectrum used for calculation of the dielectric functions.

Fig 5.4 compares a energy loss spectrum calculated from DK dielectric data (Eqn 2.25)
with the original experimental energy loss spectrum. The two spectra are identical, as
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would be expected. This was further proof that the DK program was producing correct
results.

5.2 Selecting and Aligning the Interface
Initially it was not felt necessaryto select specific interfaces prior to viewing the sample in
the STEM as the precipitate interfaces were believed to be sharp and planar. Some
selection of interfaces was performed within the STEM. Precipitates that did not go all the
way through the sample and so had aluminium covering part of the precipitate could be
identified by standard imaging. It was also possible to identify problems with the interface
by quickly passing the probe over the interface and viewing the EELS spectrum. If, for
example, a spectrum from close to the interface clearly showed two separate plasmon
peaks (Fig. 5.5) it was an indication that the interface was tilted. Despite these precautions,
early data sets displayed behaviour which deviated from that which would be expected
(section 6.1.1). As a result a more rigorous method of interface selection and alignment
was employed for the refined technique.

It was decided that the best method of improving the technique was to identify a number of
precipitates which were known to have good interfaces and use those for the majority of
the data. To identify these precipitates, an extensive study of the specimen was done in the
TEM. Each prospective precipitate was examined with the surrounding aluminium tilted to
a nearby low-index two-beam condition. If it appeared to have a sharp parallel interface
with little thickness variation, suitable images were taken of it for later examination. In
addition, a series of images were taken at various decreasing magnifications to provide a
map to aid in finding the precipitate at a later point. A diffraction pattern was also taken
from the matrix surrounding the precipitate. This procedure was repeated for a number of
precipitates.
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Figure 5.5: Spectrum acquired from a tilted interface. The pronounced double-pronged
peak indicates the presenceof both aluminium and magnesium silicide bulk plasmons.

Following the microscope session, the images were examined and a number of factors
investigated. Firstly, it was important that no thickness fringes were evident in the vicinity
of the interface. Thickness fringes at the interface indicated that the interface was tilted
slightly with respect to the beam. Thickness fringes in this case were caused by the varying
thickness of the aluminiurn over the precipitate (Fig. 5.6). Secondly, the presenceof a large
number of dislocations was undesirable, as dislocations are known to affect the low loss
spectrum (Brockt and Lakner, 2000) Finally, thickness fringes in the bulk matrix were
examined. If the aluminium thickness varied too sharply away from the interface, then it
made the comparison between theory and experiment more complex. The 'ideal' case is for
no thickness variation at all over the area of interest. Situations close to this were chosen
either by selecting interfaces with thickness contours perpendicular to the interface or ones
with a large distance between adjacent fringes.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of a tilted interface indicating the
varying thickness of aluminium resulting in thickness fringes.
Images of a number of precipitates were examined and diffraction patterns from the
surrounding matrix used to assign crystallographic directions to the images. It was
observed that the magnesium silicide platelets grew with facets along specific directions.
The key facet planes were (using the aluminium coordinate system) (100), 11101 and
11111. Using the known Al/Mg2Si orientation relationship a transformation matrix was
made which enabled directions and planes to be transformed from one coordinate system
to another (Kobayashi et al., 1976). The facet planes were transformed into corresponding
planes in the M92Si coordinate system. The transformation matrix was:

YV-2 YV-2 0
YV-2 IV 0
-2
001

The structure of this matrix meant that, with the exception of (001), no planes or directions
with a non-zero 'l' component mapped onto a standard direction within M92Si. For cases
where the facet plane in aluminium maps onto a low index plane in the precipitate
coordinate system It implies that there may be less of a lattice mismatch between the
planes and hence result in a sharper interface. 1100) and some (1101 facets should
therefore provide better interfaces. It was found that tilting to a <110> pole made some
11001 and (1101 facets parallel to the electron beam. In addition, the texturing of the
matrix, resulting from rolling during the manufacture of the alloy, was such that for the
majority of precipitates this was the major pole which required the least tilt to bring it
parallel to the axis. It was for this reason that a <1 10> pole was selected. Fig 5.7 gives a
bright field image of a precipitate where the surrounding matrix has been oriented to the
[011] pole. Two 11001 facets parallel to the electron beam are labelled. The other facets of
this precipitate are angled to the electron beam, as indicated by the thickness fringes.
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Figure 5.7: M92Si precipitate with matrix oriented to [0111 pole.
Facet planes parallel to the electron beam are marked.
Once suitable precipitates were identified and characterised, the sample was transferred to
the STEM. Following a standard alignment of the STEM (section 3.4.2), a precipitate of
interest was located with the assistance of the precipitate map obtained in the TEM. The
STEM was then operated in rocking beam mode and the sample tilted to the closest <1 10>
pole using the Kikuchi lines as a guide. The centre of the Kikuchi pattern was aligned to
the optic axis using the centre of the aligned objective aperture as a guide. Only one <1 10>
pole was available in the range of the TEM tilt. Therefore, the <1 10> pole requiting least
tilt in the STEM was the one used in the precipitate study in the TEM. When the sample
was close to a pole, setting the third post-specimen lens (PSL3) to a high value provided a
diffraction contrast image within the STEM. This enabled further examination of the
precipitate and comparison with the image obtained in the TEM. Fig 5.8 shows images of
the same precipitate taken in the TEM (left) and the STEM (right). Much of the thickness
detail was not evident in STEM, though contrast around the precipitate edges was
sufficient to identify facets angled to the electron beam (e.g. the lower left precipitate edge
in Fig. 5.8.
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100nm

Figure 5.8: Comparison of TEM (lefi) and STEM (right) images of the
same precipitate.
It was found that data taken shortly after aligning the sample on a pole displayed a large
drift. This was found to result from the large change in condensor lens excitation (Delby
and Kriivanek, 2002) necessary for changing between fixed and rocking beam modes. To
minimise this problem, the condensor lens was left to equilibrate for a period of 30-60
minutes prior to data acquisition. Following this period, the diffraction contrast image of
the sample was examined again to check for any differences which might suggest a change
in the angle of tilt. No difference was observed on any occasion following the equilibration
period. This indicated that the tilt angle had not changed noticeably. The interface was then
ready for data acquisition.

5.3 Acquisition and Analysis of HB5 Data
5.3.1 Acquisition of Data Across the Interface
The exact method for the acquiring ofdata, and the data taken, was refined over a number
of microscope sessions to solve problems which arose and also to make the process easier.
The final technique, which was used in the acquisition of all the data appearing in this
thesis, required the collection of 93 distinct spectra per data series. EELS spectra were
collected from a set of 12 points 0.4nm apart across the interface. In addition, spectra were
taken at 8 points separated by 3.75nm to indicate the trend at greater distance from the
interface. Spectra were also taken from points at larger distance from the interface to
provide data characteristic of' the bulk materials. This data was used for the fitting
procedure. To provide a zero loss peak for replacement of the unsaturated peak, spectra
with unsaturated zero loss peaks were taken from a point through a hole in the sample. For
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each point four spectra were taken, with each spectrum recorded at a different position on
the diode array. This was done to reduce the effect of gain variations in the diode array and
also give an indication of the extent of spatial drift. Finally, a spectrum was acquired with
no electron beam failing on the detector array; this was used to correct for the dark current
present in the system.

To acquire the spectra for the data series, the following procedure was used. Initially, once
the interface of interest had been located and aligned to the electron beam, the interface
was centred on the screen at a magnification of x IOM and the scan rotation adjusted so that
the interface appeared horizontal. The interface position and any notable features in the
vicinity were then noted at a lower magnification, this enabled later repositioning of the
interface if it was necessary.The microscope was then put in spot mode at xIOM so that
the electron probe was no longer scanned across the sample. A continuous EELS
acquisition was then taken, giving a new spectrum from the probe position every fraction
of a second. The EELS spectrum was observed as the probe position was electrically
altered. When the EELS spectrum indicated that the probe was near the interface and at a
reproducible point the acquisition was stopped.
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Figure

5.9: Spectrum of reproducible point (see text) and theoretical interface
spectrum. Peak in reproducible spectrum appears to be flattened. This is due to the
combination of aluminium and interface plasmon peaks.
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The reproducible point was one where the spectrum was in a
recognisable' state. The interface point itself wasn't used as it was
difficult to identify without further analysis when the probe was exactly
on the interface. This difficulty would have introduced an error of the
order of the distance between the points. Normally, there would be a
point at which the proportions of the different plasmons were such that
the top of the combined peak would be flat or that a second peak would
start to 'grow' out of the first. Points such as these were used for the
reproducible point, as they were considerably easier to re-identify. In Fig
5.9 one such reproducible point is shown. Included in the same plot is a

Material2

theoretical interface spectrum for comparison. The reproducible point
was clearly not acquired from the interfacial point. It was not important

X

that the central point was not on the interface. If the point was close to
the interface the set of points acquired still covered a suitable distance
from the interface to obtain all the information required. At the stage of
data processing it was apparent where the interfacial point should be and
-ýj.
ftsimm".
the distances were changed accordingly. This method of re-finding the
interface helped to reduce the effect of spatial drift on the data and was
considerably more accurate than using the image for realignment.

The disadvantage of re-finding the interface for every point was that it

MaterialI

increased the contamination build-up at the interface. To reduce the

x

effect on the data, the spectra closest to the interface were taken first and
then data from the further out points were taken. Fig. 5.10 gives a
schematic indicating the position and order in which the points were
x

acquired.

Once the reproducible point had been located (or re-located), the probe
was moved a set distance away from the interface. The probe was moved
electrically, controlled by a 10-turn potentiometer.
The potentiometer was rotated an integral number of
1/4turns in the desired direction. A rotation of 1/4turn
corresponded to a probe movement of 0.94nm at

x

Figure
5.10: Schematic of
acquisition procedure. Points are
taken at 0.38nm (light red) and
3.75nm (dark red) in the order
indicated by the white numbers.
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x4M and 0.38nm at xIOM. This kind of experiment had normally been done previously by
marking set distances on the screen and then moving the probe according to the marks. It
was felt that using marks would be more complex and less accurate. Positioning using
marks is very dependent on parallax and, as the entire screen height is used, would
probably become quite inaccurate at the extremities.

Occasionally, the spectra were observed to be displaced on the diode array by some
unknown cause within the microscope. This was known as energy drift. If this occurred
during an acquisition, the shape of the spectrum was noticeably altered. As a result the
spectrum would be uselessfor analysis and so that particular spectrum was re-acquired. Fig
5.11 shows a spectrum which has experienced energy drift.
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Following the acquisition of the spectra at a point the reproducible point Is relocated and
the probe moved to a different position. Every four points (i. e. every 16 spectra) it was
necessary to save the spectra occupying the memory banks of EUP. During this time the
microscope was returned to scanning mode and, if necessary, the interface repositioned.
Repositioning of the interface was performed using the electrical shifts. The electrical
shifts altered the region of sample scanned by the electron beam. It was therefore possible
to examine a nearby area of the specimen without having to move the sample. It was
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preferableto usethe electric shifts as using the mechanicalshifts generallyresultedin a lot
of spatial drift for a period after use. Following repositioning of the interface, the
microscopewas returnedto spot modeand the sequencecontinued. Once spectrafrom the
twelve points had beenacquiredat xIOM the magnification was reducedto x4M. At this
lower magnificationspectrawere acquiredfrom 8 different points. The data were acquired
in the sameway as previously with the exceptionof the distancebetweenthe points. For
these points the distancebetween adjacent points correspondedto one full turn of the
potentiometer.This was equivalentto 3.8nm.
All of these spectratogether made up a single data series. This series then had to be
processed before final analysis could be performed.

5.3.2 Preliminary Data Processing
Before the final fitting and analysis procedurescould be performed it was necessaryto
perform some preliminary processingon the spectra.It was required that the spectrabe
deconvolutedand, wherepossible,that the four spectrafrom a point be consolidatedinto a
single spectrum.
The first step, which had to be done to all the spectra,was that the backgroundcurrent,
known as the dark current,must be removed.This madesure that the spectrumwas solely
the infon-nationfrom the sampleand did not containartefactsfrom the photodiodearray.
Following this, the four spectrafrom eachpoint were aligned with each other so that the
zero loss peak occupied the same channels in each spectrum. Using an interpolation
technique,it was possibleto align the zero loss peaksto a fraction of a channelso they
appearedalmost identical. The interpolation technique initially involved aligning the
spectrato within one channel.Following this, the spectrumwas displacedby one channel
and a linear combination of the displacedand the undisplacedspectraperformed.This
compensatedfor the slight energydrift that was alwayspresentwithin the system.Fig 5.12
comparesthe accuracyof aligning unsaturatedzero loss peaksusing the standardwholechannel and the interpolation techniques.The spectrum aligned using the interpolation
techniqueappearslargely identical to the referencespectrum,whereasthe whole-channel
techniqueis still displaced.The saturatedspectrafrom a data series were aligned to an
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unsaturated hole spectrum. This was done to simplify the replacement of the saturated zero
loss peak by the unsaturated peak. By aligning to the unsaturated spectrum at this point it
removed the necessity for further alignment. Following alignment, the centre of the zero
loss peak was set as OeV.
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Figure 5.12: Alignment of an unsaturated spectrum to a reference spectrum (blue) to
an accuracy of one channel (orange) and a fraction of a channel (green).

The plasmon peaks of the four aligned spectra were then compared. Though the number of
counts may vary between spectra, the shape should remain largely the same. If this was
observed to be the case, the four spectra were summed. However, if the sample had drifted
between or during an acquisition, the plasmon peak would appear different in the different
spectra (Fig. 5.13). If the spectra were not the same and had clearly drifted, the spectra
were not summed and were processedindividually as separate spectra.
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Figure 5.13: Graph of spectra which have drifted spatially between acquisitions.
Spectra were acquired in the order blue, red, green, orange. Sample was drifting in a
direction to cause the electron probe to move from within the A] over the interface
into M92Si-

Sample drift for these experiments was caused by a number of different factors. Relaxation
of the stage mechanism was the main cause. This occurred after the sample stage had been
moved in some way. Normally, the sample would be observed to drift in the direction of
movement for some time after the movement. Another cause has been discussed
previously, that of significant changes in the condenser lens excitation which results in a
movement of the sample. Both of these causes can be minimised by allowing the
microscope to settle for a period before acquiring data. The final main cause stemmed from
an inadequate air conditioning

system. An investigation was performed into the

temperature conditions within the microscope room. The temperature was found to
fluctuate by YC with a cycle time of 10 minutes corresponding to the air conditioning unit
switching on and off. The fluctuation in temperature was found to correlate to a spatial
drift of around 70nm over a cycle (Fig. 5.14). This drift was reduced to about 40nm when
the air conditioner fan was set to full speed. Whilst this still appears to be a large drift, the
timescale for the acquisition of the four spectra from a single point is less than 30 seconds.
The drift resulting from the fluctuation in temperature is significantly smaller over this
time period.
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Figure 5.14: Correlation of temperature and sample position within the STEM.
Once all the spectra have been summed, or the decision has been made to process them
individually, the unsaturated zero loss peak was added in using the technique discussed in
section 5.1.2. This resulted in a full low loss spectrum with an unsaturated zero loss peak
(Fig. 5.15). This spectrum was then fourier-log deconvoluted by a procedure within EUP'.
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Figure 5.15: Plot showing the result of replacing an unsaturated zero loss peak.
' As part of the deconvolution procedure EUP performed checks on the data to ensure that
no background counts were remaining. If the program identified that there were residual
background counts, a constant number of counts were subtracted from every channel in the
spectrum. The number of counts subtracted was always <0.5% of the plasmon peak height.
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It was often observed in deconvoluted spectra, that the second and third plasmons had not
been correctly deconvoluted (Fig. 5.16). This was believed to result from incomplete
angular collection into the spectrometer, resulting in an imperfect Poisson distribution of
the counts. A brief investigation into this was performed. The collection semi-angle was
varied between 12.5mrad and 40mrad but no significant difference in the height of the
second plasmon following deconvolution was observed. However, as the second plasmon
occurs at twice the energy of the first plasmon its magnitude does not significantly affect
the data processing.
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Figure 5.16: Graph indicating the incorrect evaluation of the single-scattering
distribution. The area of the second plasmon shows an excess of counts and the area of
the third plasmon shows a deficit of counts (both circled). The scale is chosen so the
maximum of the first plasmon is 1000.

5.3.3 Data Fitting and Analysis
In the final stage of the data analysis, the effective proportion of each component in the
experimental spectra was determined. The four reference spectra (2 bulk spectra, an
interface spectrum and a carbon spectrum) were fitted using a least-squaresfit technique to
each experimental spectrum. Fig 5.17 gives an experimental spectrum with the component
spectra fitted to it.
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Figure 5.17: Experimental spectrum with reference spectra fitted
to it. Inset the deviation between the fit and the original data.

All spectra within a series were fitted using the same component spectra. Four component
spectra were used. In the case of the Al/Mg2Si interface, the spectra were aluminium,
magnesium silicide, interface and carbon. For an Al/Si interface, the M92Si spectrum was
replaced by Si. All spectra used were single-scattered low loss spectra. The aluminium,
magnesium silicide and silicon component spectra were acquired along with the rest of the
data in the series. This meant that the bulk component spectra were all specific to the
series. Fig 5.17 does not show an M92Si component in the fit. This is as the experimental
spectrum was acquired from within the aluminium and so no Mg2Si component would be
expected. Despite this, M92Si was included in the fit, it merely has a zero value.

Initially, the interface spectrum used was an experimental spectrum acquired in the same
way as the rest of the data (section 6.1). However, the majority of the results presented in
this thesis were calculated using a theoretical interface spectrum. The theoretical interface
spectrum was generated using dielectric functions obtained from experimental data using a
Kramers-Kronig transformation. The non-relativistic equation (eqn 2.33) was used for
calculation of the spectrum.
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The carbonspectrumused,was one acquiredin a samplethat was contaminatingbadly. By
into
hole,
the
the
the
sample
a
a self-supporting'trail' of
moving
probe slowly off
edgeof
carbonwas created.The probewas movedsufficiently far away from the edgeto makeany
interfacial effects negligible and allowed to linger for a period. A spectrum was then
acquired,this was an amorphouscarbonspectra.By utilising this methodit is believedthat
a carbon spectrummost accuratelymodelling that seen as contamination was obtained.
This spectrumwasprocessedin the standardway and usedfor fitting.
A spectrum was generatedfor comparison to each processedspectrum using a linear
combination of the four componentspectra.A least-squaresfit was performed over the
The
function
Excel.
in-built
10-28eV
the
magnitude of each
within
range
solver
using
referencespectrumwas varied to provide the best fit to the data.It was expectedthat only
one of the bulk spectrawould be presentwithin a specific spectrum.Despite this, all four
relevant componentspectrawere fitted to each processedspectrum.The result was the
individual
in
the
spectra.
relative proportionsof eachcomponent
The fitting range was deliberately chosento extend beyond the scope of the bulk and
interface plasmons, though excluded the second plasmon of aluminium. This range
included energiesat which the tail of the carbon plasmon would be present.This was to
for
improve
hence
fitting
the
to
the
correction
and
plasmon
carbon
provide more accurate
contamination.
Further processing was necessaryto extract useful information from points which
displayedspatial drift. Such a points had four different spectracorrespondingto a specific
drifted
between
have
is
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As
to
the
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sample
four
be
it
first
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spectra
none
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point and acquiring
spectrum, can
actually correspondto that valueof xO.
However, if it is assumedthat the sample drifted at a constant rate, the data can be
extrapolatedback to zero time. The time at which each acquisition finished was recorded
with the relevantspectrum.In addition, the duration of eachacquisitionwas also known (4
seconds).An averageduration for the time betweenre-locating the referencepoint and the
end of the first acquisition in a serieswas measured.It was found to be 8 seconds.A plot
was then made of the effective proportion of the four componentsfor each acquisition
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againstthe time for that acquisition.A quadratictrend-linewasthen fitted to this plot (Fig.
5.18).Thoughthe drift was linear,the relationshipbetweendistanceand MAis not. For this
reason a quadratic trend-line was used. Using the intercept of the trend-line, an
extrapolationwas madeto zero time for each component.This value of a componentat
zero time corresponded
to the true valuefor that componentat the measuredxOvalue.
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Figure 5.18: Graph for correction of specimen drift. The component values for the
four spectra in the series are plotted at the corresponding time value. A best-fit
quadratic is then fitted to the data and used to extrapolate back to zero time. Shown are
the interface (green), Mg2Si (blue) and aluminiurn (red) components. Best-fit lines and
equations are included.
ne relative proportions of each component of a spectrum were combined with the number
of counts in the corresponding component spectrum. This gave the number of counts
attributable to each component. It was possible to convert this into an effective MA value by
dividing

by the number of counts in the experimental zero loss peak. The effective MA

values for each spectrum were subsequently plotted with their corresponding distance from
the interface.

As outlined in chapter 2 the Howie equation takes the fon-n of-
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Therefore,to comparetheory with experiment,a Besselfunction was fitted to the decayof
the interface(eqn5.1b) and a form of the sameBesselfunction was fitted to the growth of
the bulk plasmon(eqn5.1a).

11
)(Ci
jxOI]
Interface decayfit = A.
KO
ý'Fi

Equation5.1a

(Ci
Bulk decayfit = A, KO Ixo1)

Equation 5.1b

Each side of the interfacewas fitted separately.Eqn 5.1a was fitted to bulk componenti
whilst simultaneouslyfitting eqn 5.1b to the correspondinginterfacecomponent.This was
performedusing a least-squarcs
technique,varying Aj, Bi and Ci to provide the best fit.
Fitting of the Besselfunction is problematicat small distancesfrom the interface.As the
function is asymptoticto the y-axis, the gradientcloseto x--Ois very steep.This resultsin
weighting of the fit at low x. In order to avoid this, the points at a distanceof less than
0.75nmfrom the interfacewereexcludedfrom the fit.
xo=Ocorrespondsto the interfaceposition.The useof a reproduciblepoint (section5.3.1)
meant that the experimentalxo values were not correctly aligned. An alignment was
performedby extrapolatingthe interfacecomponenton eachside of the interfaceuntil the
components intersected (Fig. 5.19). The point at which the extrapolated interface
components intersected was taken to be the interface point and the xo values adjusted
accordingly. The extrapolation was performed by extending the fit from the +0.375nm
point using the gradient of the fit at that point. The Bessel function is asymptotic io the yaxis and so the interface components should never actually meet if extrapolated correctly.
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Figure 5.19: Method of calibrating xOvalues. Interface component fits (green) are
extrapolated (broken purple line) to an intersection point (circled). This intersection
gives the actual interface point (black broken line). Extrapolation is performed using
the gradient of the Bessel function at the +0.375nm point.
Following the calibration of the distance from the interface, the Besse] function fit was
recalculated to provide corrected values of Aj, Bi and Ci.

5.4 Interpretation of the data
The form of the best-fit lines was chosen to reflect the theoretical equation. Therefore, if a
good fit resulted, it was indicative of the experimental data adhering to the theory.
However, further comparisons can be made. The variables Aj, Bi and Ci can be related to
eqn 2.33 and expected values determined.

The IIA value will vary with thickness. To compensate for this, Ai acts as a scaling value
and allows for areas of different thickness to be analysed in a comparable way. As a result,
it would be expected that the values of Ai would vary for data taken from different
interfaces. However, the thickness across a single interface is assumed to be constant.
Therefore A, should be equal to A2, or equivalently AI/A2`1. Deviations from this expected
value are likely to be caused by incorrect selection of the interface position
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Within eqn 2.33, w correspondsto a full range of frequencies. However, the Bessel
function term will havethe most pronouncedeffect on frequenciescorrespondingto a large
number of counts. The largest number of counts within a deconvoluted spectrum is
observedat the plasmonfrequency.Therefore,a comparisonof the plasmonfrequenciesor
energies,will give an approximation to the relative distancesover which the interface
plasmon decaysin each medium. The value of C1gives the rate of decay of the interface
plasmon (and hencethe growth of the bulk plasmon) with distance.Comparisonof eqns
5.1a and 5.1b with eqn 2.33 gives Cj=2&v. Since the effect of Bessel function is most
significant on a large number of counts it is reasonableto take (9 as 4. Therefore the
following assumptioncan be made:
C,
=

Ep (2)

(2)
O)p

C2

It has been discussedin section 2.2.1 that the effective MA of each bulk componentwill
reach a plateauvalue. If it is assumedthat the thicknessof the sampleis constantacross
the interface then the relative heightsof the plateauswill be dependentonly on the mean
free path i.e.
i-tIA)l
ýLl =
(t/2)2
P2

=

*ý2

Herr, P, and P2 are the plateau values of effective MA for bulk materials I and 2
respectively. The mean free paths (Ai) for materials I and 2 can be determined using eqn
2.11. The plateau values are very dependent on thickness fluctuations. To minimise the
ki
large
fluctuations,
taken
the
the
effect of such
as
values at
of the
plateau values were
function fitted to the bulk component.

5.5 Kramers-Kronig

Transformation

Not all data was processedin the mannerdescribedabove. Some data was necessaryfor
generatingtheoreticalspectra.For this, dielectric functions of the materialsof interestwere
required. Standardexperimentalspectrawere acquired from the bulk in the materialsof
interest.Care was taken to select an areathat had a MAof between0.2 and 1. If the area
were excessively thick, a large number of counts would be present in the second and
possibly third plasmons within the spectrum. This is known to cause problems with
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fourier-log deconvolution,resultingin either too many or too few counts in the areaof the
secondand third plasmons.This is not directly problematicfor obtaining dielectric data in
the energy range of interest.However, the Kramers-Kronig transformationmakesuse of
the entire spectrumin calculatingeachpoint. Therefore,there may have beensome small
effect if the spectrumhad deviatedsignificantly from a true single-scatteringdistribution.
It was necessaryto avoid particularly thin areasas any surfaceeffects would no longer be
insignificant and would, in turn, showup in the dielectric function.
Once a spectrumhad beenacquiredand deconvolutedit was then exportedin a text format
before being convertedfor input into DK (Appendix 2). Prior to performing the KramersKronig transformation,the spectrumwas truncatedat 60eV to remove the core loss edges
which featureabovethat region.
The Kramers-Kronig program requires input of the electron beam energy, the collection
semi-angle, the MA value for the spectrum and the refractive index of the material. The first
three values are all known. The refractive index of the majority of bulk materials is also
known. This does not appear to be the case for magnesium silicide. A search of the
literature suggests that nobody has experimentally determined the refractive index for
M92Si. A number of techniques were considered for determining the refractive index
ourselves. Unfortunately, as bulk M92Si crystals are moisture sensitive many of the
conventional techniques become impractical. The remaining techniques considered were
particularly expensive to perform on materials with a refractive index greater than 3. It has
been postulated (Mahan et A,

1996) that the refractive index Of M92Si is 3.67. The

refractive index is used for scaling of the results from the Kramers-Kronig transformation.
It does not have a significant effect on the shape of the resulting dielectric function. In the
absenceof a suitable alternative, the estimated value of refractive index was used.

The dielectric functions generatedwere used with the relativistic and non-relativistic
equationsto calculate theoretical spectra.Fig 5.20 gives the experimentally determined
dielectric functionsfor aluminium, magnesiumsilicide and silicon.
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Figure 5.20: Dielectric functions for aluminium (top), magnesium
sificide (middle) and silicon (bottom).
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5.6 Acquisition and Analysis of Tecnai Data
5.6.1 Acquisition of Data Acrossthe Interface
The acquisition of data was considerablysimplified with the Tecnai. Routineswithin the
software for the Tecnai allowed data to be taken from a number of points over a line,
known as a line spectrumimage', or a 2D area,known as a spectrumimage'. In eachcase,
the dimensionsof the line/area,number of points, acquisitions per point and time per
acquisition could be altered to provide the best data. However, a balance was required
betweenquality of dataandthe time takenfor the dataset.
The advantageof having the acquisition automated,was that considerablyless time was
required for the acquisition of the sameamount of data. As a result, more data could be
taken within a time period equivalentto that for an H135dataset.In addition, the drift with
the Tecnai was considerablylower than that in the HB5. This, combinedwith the increased
accuracywith which the position of points could be determined(section 3.5), allowed for
extremelyreliable data.
The different times per acquisition were chosen to balance data quality and total
acquisition time. In addition, the acquisition times have to be sufficiently short to prevent
the zero loss peak saturating,a necessityas the Tecnai was not fitted with a beam-blank
unit. A high numberof acquisitionsper point was essentialto obtain a good signal to noise
ratio within the data. The length over which line-traceswere taken was also varied but
chosenin each caseto be in excessof 30nm. This provided a similar spatial rangeto the
BB5 data. The number of points in the line was kept constant at 200. However, as the
length of the line was alteredfor eachdataset,the inter-point distancevaried between0.2
and 0.4nm, similar to that for the HB5 data.With thesesettings,a line spectrumimagewas
acquiredin <3 minutes.

1 Though a line-trace covers
only one spatial dimension, each point correspondsto a
complete low loss EELS spectrum. This means that intensity is measuredover two
dimensions,thoseof x and energyloss.Similarly, a spectrumimage hasx andy in addition
to energyloss.
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A spectrum image generally provides more data than its line counterpart. As a result the
time taken is often considerably longer. Areas were chosen to extend at least 5nni oil either
side of the interface and 10nm parallel to the interface. The number of acquisitions per
point and the number of points were selected to give a good signal to noise ratio whilst
keeping the time for a spectrum image below 40 minutes. Fig 5.21 shows the typical
dimensions over which spectrum images were acquired.

Figure 5.21: Tecnai images indicating setup for acquisition ofspectruin images. Data is
acquired over the area indicated by the green line for a line spectrum image (Iýfi) and
within the green box for a spectrum image (right). Scale markers read 0.1lLm and
0.05gm for left and right images respectively.

5.6.2 Data Processing and Analysis
The initial processing of the data from the Tecnai was quite different to that for the HB5
data. As the amount of data in each dataset was considerably larger for the Tecnai, it was
not practical to deal with each spectrum individually. Instead, the Tecnai software had the
capability to process entire datasets simultaneously, reducing the time required (Thomas,
2002; Hamilton, 2002).

The number of stages of processing was also reduced from the HB5. It was not necessary
to correct for dark counts as this was done automatically by the system. As only a single
unsaturated spectrum resulted from each point, it was also not required to sum the spectra
or replace the zero loss peak. However, it was necessary to align and calibrate the zero loss
peaks, this was done using a plug-in to the software. Following the zero loss alignment,
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The results from the least-squaresfit were scaled using the number of counts in the zero
loss peak from each spectrum in the spectrum image. This was then combined with the
number of counts in each of the reference spectra to calculate effective MA values.

For line spectrum images, the final analysis was performed in the same way as for the
HB5. Data was exported from Digital Micrograph into Excel and t1A plots generated. The
interfacial position was determined roughly using the estimated centre of the interface
decay (Fig. 5.23). Eqns 5.1a and 5.1b were then fitted as before. Finally the interface
position was determined more accurately using the procedure outlined in section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.23: Plot of MA vs distance. Distance is as acquired from the Tecnai. The
new approximate zero position is marked (broken blue line). This point was
determined using the centre of the peak in the interface component graph.
For spectrum images another step was required. Each spectrum image is equivalent to a
number of line spectrum images. As the number of these line spectrum images is often
substantial (30 or more) it is not practical to process them all. At least ten lines across the
interface were selected from the spectrum image. These were then processed individually
as for the final stage of the line spectrum images. Due to the time involved in acquiring a
spectrum image, drift was quite noticeable (Fig. 6.11). However, the orientation of the
interface was chosen to be vertical on the screen. This caused the spectrum image to be
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acquiredin lines acrossthe interface'. By processinglines individually, the interfacepoint
was chosen independently for each one and hence the effect of drift is substantially
reduced.

5.7 Summary
The proceduresdescribedin this chapterwere usedfor the calculation of the experimental
results used for comparison with the theoretical expressions. The results and the
comparisonsmade are outlined in the following two chapters.Chapter 6 discussesthe
be
drawn from them.
from
Al/Mg2Si
that
the
conclusions
can
systemand
results obtained
Chapter 7 covers the same areasfor the AI/Si system.

1A spectrumimageis acquiredpoint by point. The points are acquiredsequentiallyleft to
right in rows. The rows are acquiredtop to bottom. Thesedirections are relative to the
imageas acquired.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS:

MG2SI SYSTEM

In this chapter, the results obtained from the Al/Mg2Si system will be presented.The
chapteris split into threemain sections.The first discussesthe resultsobtainedon the 11135
using the early experimentaltechniques.This is followed by the results from the refined
technique.Finally, dataacquiredon the Tecnai microscopeis presented.

6.1 Experimental

Results

6.1.1 Early Experiments
This section gives the results from early experiments performed on the Al/Mg2Si system.
These results were obtained before the techniques involved were refined. The precipitates
used were selected at random from an area of the sample. Prior to data collection only
limited checks on interface quality were performed. However, the sample was tilted to
align the interface to be parallel to the electron beam. This was judged using Kikuchi bands
from the matrix, viewed in diffraction mode. When a Kikuchi band running parallel to the
interface of interest was centred on the optic axis, the interface was judged to be aligned.

Initially, it was of interest to compare theoretical and experimental interface plasmons.
Whilst many of the datasetsdid not contain a spectrum correspondingto the interface
itself, the spatialstep-sizeusednormally resultedin the acquisition of at leastone spectrum
from very close to the interface. Fig 6.1 comparesthe theoretically calculated interface
plasmon with two experimentallyobservedplasmonshapestaken from different datasets.
The experimental spectra were selected as being those acquired from closest to the
interface from their respectivedatasets.The experimentalspectraare very similar, though
not identical, to the theoreticalspectrum.The shapeand energyof the interfaceplasmonis
well predicted by non-relativistic theory as seen from Fig 6.1. To examine further the
correlation betweentheory and experiment,the behaviour as the probe was moved away
from the interfacewas investigated.
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of theoretically
spectra designated 2.2a and 2.9b.

and experimentally

recorded

Spectra were acquired at different distances from the interface as outlined in section 5.3.1.
These spectra were then processed and analysed using the procedure given in sections
5.3.2 and 5.3.3. The same bulk and interface spectra were used in the fitting procedure for
all the datasets. Good bulk spectra showing low contamination were acquired from
aluminium and magnesium silicide. The interface spectrum was selected by comparing
experimental spectra from different datasets with the theoretical interface spectrum. The
experimental spectrum showing greatest similarity to the theoretical spectrum was chosen.

Figure 6.2 gives a plot of t1A for each component versus distance for an Al/Mg2S1
interface. This plot indicates that the non-relativistic theory, as represented by equation
2.33, predicts the experiment well. In order to compare further the experimental results
with theory, a curve was fitted to the bulk and interfacial components on each side of the
interface. As can be see from eqn 2.33, the interfacial component should decay according
to K 0(

2=,,
V

In order to avoid the asymptotic nature of the Bessel function at xo=O, an

exponential function was used for fitting to the MA data. As the fit was purely to indicate
qualitatively the trend, this choice of function was valid (Appendix 1). Curves were fitted
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in the form Ae-B'O to the interface component and A(I -e

to the bulk component. A

fit
for
both
least-squares
best
B
the
to
curves simultaneously.
and
were varied
provide
These curves are also included in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Plot of effective t1A vs distance for the Al (blue), M92Si (red) and
interface(green)componentsfrom experimentaldata.Best-fit exponentiallines have
beenfitted to the points on eachside of the interface.
The exponential displayed a reasonable fit to the experimental data, providing further
agreement with

the theory. Further to this, according to free electron theory

AAI -"ý0-99AW

had constant thickness over the area
(eqn
2.11).
if
Therefore,
the
sample
S'
2
of interest, it follows that

tt
AAI
mg, si

The ratio of MA values from Fig. 6.2 yields 1.22. This indicated that the data was not
indicated
large
The
data
thickness.
value
the
at
xO
consistent with
assumption of constant
that the bulk plasmon had not reached a uniforrn value, particularly on the aluminium side.
This could be a result of thickness variations, which would support the incorrect plateau
ratio value.

The plasmon energies in aluminium and magnesium silicide differ by around 2eV.
Therefore, an asymmetry in the decay lengths would be expected (section 5.4). As the
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be
for
it
is
higher
for
than
would
expected
magnesium
silicide,
plasmonenergy
aluminium
that the decay length of the interface plasmon would be shorter on the aluminium side.
Though an asymmetryin decay lengths is observed,it is opposite to that expected.The
interface plasmon on the magnesiumsilicide side of the interface is observedto decay
considerablymore steeplythan the correspondingaluminium.
The early experiments had highlighted a number of problems. In particular, it was
necessaryto prove whetherthe asymmetrywas opposite to that expectedor whether this
desirable
increase
it
In
from
in
to
the
the
was
addition,
experiment.
resulted
an error
distanceover which data was taken,in order to determinewhether a plateauwas reached.
This would determinewhetherthere was a variation in thicknessas believed. To address
theseproblemsand increasethe likelihood of acquiring a useabledataset,the experimental
techniquerequiredimprovement.

6.1.2 ExperimentalImprovements
The improvementsin experimentaltechniqueare outlined in detail in chapter5. However,
as a summary,the basicimprovementsmadewere:
Selectionof betterinterfaces
Checksmadeto ensurelimited variation in thicknessin the vicinity of the precipitate
Careful alignmentof the matrix surroundingthe precipitateto a suitablepole
Additional datatakenat greaterdistancefrom the interfaceto give an indication of bulk
behaviour
*

Extra caretakento reducedrift

*

Use of bulk spectraspecific to a precipitateduring the fitting procedure

For the early experiments,the interfacial spectrumused for fitting was an experimental
spectrum. It was felt that an experimental spectrum would provide a better and more
accuratefit than a theoreticalone. However, it was observedthat experimentallyobtained
interface spectraappearedto contain a small amount of bulk component.An investigation
was performed to examine the quality of fit achieved using a selection of experimental
interface spectra;this was then correlated to the quantity of bulk componentpresentin
each one. In addition to the experimentalspectra,a theoretical spectrumgeneratedusing
dielectric functionscalculatedfrom bulk experimentaldatawas included for comparison.
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The experimental interface spectra were all selected from different datasets. Within their
respective sets, the spectrum chosen was the one closest to the interface point (section
5.3.3). Two additional spectra were selected as target spectra for performing the fitting.
The first of these was acquired at a small distance from the interface on the aluminium side
(hereafter referred to as 'TargetAl') and the second from an equivalent distance into the
magnesium silicide ffargetmg').

In both cases there was a significant

interfacial

component in addition to a notable amount of bulk contribution. These spectra were
selected as it was anticipated that the experimental interfacial spectra were likely to have a
small amount of bulk component present. It was expected that a fitting spectrum with a
small amount of aluminium present would fit better to a spectrum containing aluminium,
than to one containing only interface and magnesium silicide components. Equivalently, a
fitting spectrum containing magnesium silicide would fit better to a spectrum with a
magnesium silicide component. The fits were performed using a least-squares fit over the
range 10-28eV. The quality of fit value was given by the weighted least squares value
S

Njfi' - Ni &zta
(Lyons, 1991) for the range 12-17eV, where Nj is the intensity of
&zta

channel i for the fit or the experimentaldata dependingon the superscript.This gave an
accurateimpression of the quality of fit in the region of the plasmons of interest. The
in order of quality of fit to Targetmg,
from bestto
resultsof this investigationwere ar-ranged
worst. They are presentedin Fig. 6.3.
With the exceptionof the first and last spectra,a generaltrend was seenin the results.As
the fit to Targetmgbecameworse, the fit to TargetAlimproved. This was in keeping with
the expectedresult. The two spectrathat deviatedfrom this trend were original and theory.
Original provided the worst fit to Targetmgand one of the worst fits to TargetAl.It was this
spectrumthat was usedfor a lot of the early fitting, including for Fig. 6.2. This spectrum
fitted so poorly largely becausethe fit rangeusedcovers part of the carbon plasmon.For
the original spectrumthe amount of carbon was quite high and the fitting proceduredid
not allow for the subtractionof carbon.Therefore, when this spectrumwas fitted to data
that had a negligible amount of carbon present, the resulting fit was poor. The theory
spectrum was generated using the relativistic theoretical equation (eqn 2.3.2). It
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demonstrated the best fit to both TargetAl and Targetmgcompared with the other spectra.
This result was unsurprising as theory contains no bulk component.
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Figure 6.3: Graph indicating quality of fit using different interface spectra. Fit was
performed on experimental data taken from a small distance away from the interface
into aluminiurn (blue) and M92Si (red). Increasing fit value indicates a worse fit.

It was then of interest to correlate the above results to the amount of bulk component
present in each of the experimental spectra. To do this, a least squares fit was performed on
each spectrum over the range 10-28eV. The fitting spectra used were the theoretical
interface spectrum and two experimental bulk spectra. The results from this analysis are
presented in Fig. 6.4 in the same order as previously.
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Figure 6.4: Amount of bulk component present in experimental interface spectra.
Results are scaled to give an interface component amount of I in each case.

Once again a trend was observed in the results. As the amount of aluminium component
increased, the amount of magnesium silicide decreased. Perhaps surprisingly, all spectra
selected were found to contain both aluminium and magnesium silicide components. This
could have resulted from the size of the electron probe. As the probe was approximately
Inm in size, when positioned exactly on the interface it would have extended out to the
order of 0.5nm on either side of the interface. This would have caused the excitation of
bulk plasmons in addition to the interface plasmon resulting in corresponding peaks in the
loss spectrum (see section 8.3).

When the results from figs 6.3 and 6.4 were compared, it was observed that there was a
strong correlation between the two. An improvement in the fit to TargetAl corresponded to
an increased aluminium component (and hence a decreased M92Si component) in the
experimental interface spectrum. Similarly, a better fit to Targetmgcorresponded to a larger
M92Si component (and a smaller aluminium component) in the interface spectrum. This
can be seen clearly in the case of spectrum 2.2, which provides the best fit to Targetmgand
the worst fit to TargetAl. This corresponds to having the highest amount Of M92Si and the
lowest amount of aluminium in the spectra examined.
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This investigation demonstratedthat experimental interface spectra always contained a
bulk component.This bulk componenthad a significant effect on the quality of the fit and
as such,a betterfit was providedby a theoreticallygeneratedinterfacespectrum.
Following this investigation all fits were performed with a theoretically calculated
interface spectrumusing dielectric data from experimentalspectra.For convenience,the
same interface spectrum was used for fitting to all Al/Mg2Si data sets.

6.1.3

Experiments

Based on Refined Technique

In this section,the resultsobtainedusing the improved techniquewill be presented.As it is
neither practical nor useful to presentall the data obtained,a representativecross-section
will be given. Conclusionsspecific to this data will also be given in this section, with
overall conclusionsgiven in chapter8.
Both spatial drift and carbon contamination were known to be problematic in the
acquisition of datafrom an interface.To obtain the most accurateresults,the data acquired
was rated accordingto its carboncontent and the amountof spatial drift apparent.Six data
sets showing low contaminationand low drift were selectedand processed.The data sets
were taken from four different interfaces,eachwith different MAvalues.Fig 6.5 gives a MA
plot for one such interface. Also shown on the plot is the best-fit line to the different
components.For the refined technique,Besselfunctions were usedfor fitting to provide a
more accuratecomparisonwith theory. The fits were performedusing the proceduregiven
in section5.3.3.
In general,the fit was observedto be betterthan that observedfor the earlier data,thoughit
starts to deviate at larger negative values. However, this deviation is attributable to the
thicknessof the aluminium increasingwith distancefrom the interface.
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Figure 6.5: Plot of t1A vs distance for an Al/Mg2Si interface. Graph indicates the relative
proportions of aluminium (red), magnesium silicide (blue) and interface (green) with
distance from the interface. Also shown is the function fitted to each component.
One of the most notable features in this data set was the apparent presence Of M92Si on the
aluminium side of the interface and vice versa. Only one bulk component should be
observed on each side of the interface in an ideal system. The bulk components extend to
approximately 0.75nm on the opposite side of the interface. It is likely that this results
from the spatial extent of the electron probe (section 8.3), which has a diameter of
approximately Inm in the HB5. This overlap of the bulk components was not evident in
the earlier experiments. However, the use of an experimental interface spectrum for the
fitting procedure prevented it being observed. As the experimental interface spectrum
contained components of both Al and M92Si, the effective MA of the bulk components
appeared to drop to zero at the interface. This is supported by the results in section 6.1.2.
The reappearance of a small proportion Of M92Si component at larger distance from the
interface is not believed to be representative of the true behaviour of the system. The
presence of such a small component is likely to be an artefact from the fitting procedure. In
particular, the addition of a small amount Of M92Si into a fit will compensate for a slight
excess of counts on the low energy side of the aluminium. Such an excess of counts can be
caused by the presence of a small amount of surface plasmon.
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Using eqn 5.2 and taking material I to be aluminium and material2 to be M92Si it is found
that
CAI=

cmg,
si

15
1.15
=
13

As disucussed previously, the expected value for the Al ratio is I and for Pi is 1.01. For the

resultsgiven in Fig. 6.5 the valuesobtainedwere as follows.
PAI
PMg

= 1.10
2Si

A A'
AMg2Si

CAI

= 1.21

CUg2Si

= 1.30

This set showsreasonableagreementwith theory. The ratio of Al valuesindicatesthat the
optimal interfaceposition was not chosenaccurately.This will affect the valuesof P, and
Cj, possibly accounting for some of the deviation from theory. A comparison of these
resultswith other resultsobtainedfrom the Al/Mg2Si systemis given in section6.1.5.

6.1.4 Fitting to TheoreticalData
A number of assumptionshad beenmade in the analysisof the data. The largestof these
assumptionswas that eachspectrumcould be decomposedinto componentparts. In order
to justify that this assumptionwas valid, an analysis was perfon-nedon theoretical data.
The theoretical data was generated using the relativistic equation (eqn 2.3.2) from
experimentallydetermineddielectric functions (section5.5). Data was generatedfor points
at different distancesfrom the interface, resulting in a complete theoretical dataset.This
theoretical dataset was then analysed in the same manner as an experimental dataset
(section5.3.3) and the resultscomparedwith the expectedvalues.
The results for this theoretical systemare given in Fig. 6.6. The y-axis of the plot is not
strictly MA as the theoretically generatedspectrahave no zero loss peak with which to
calculate MA values. This is not problematic however as the effective proportion is
equivalentto MAmultiplied by a constantfactor.
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with distance from an interface.
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The Bessel function provided an extremely good fit to the data, with the interface plasmon
declining more sharply on the M92Si side than on the aluminium side, as expected. This
result proved that the approach taken in data analysis was valid. In particular, that both the
decomposition of spectra into components and the fitting of a Bessel function to a t1A vs
distance plot were justified.

It was of interest to determine the Aj, Pi and Ci ratios for this data. As the expected values
rely on a number of assumptions, this theoretical system provided arguably more accurate
results.
PAI

CAI

AAI

= 1.18

PMg
2Si

=
AMg2Si

1.10

1.09
=

CMg
2Si

The values obtained for the theoretical system were close, but not identical, to the expected
values. Most unexpected is the ratio of the Ai values. As there is no uncertainty
position of the interface, it would be expected that AAj1AMg2Si--`I.The similarity

in the

between the

Ai and Ci ratios suggests that there may be a link between the two. As the Bessel function is
undefined for xo=O, the functions on either side of the interface never meet. It is therefore
plausible that the inherent asymmetry in the system results in a further asymmetry in the Ai
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ratio. The values for the other two ratios show great similarity to those proposcd as
expected values. This indicates that the assumptions made were valid.

6.1.5 Overall Results for the System
Table 6.1 gives the ratios of interest for six datasets collected and processed using tile
refined method. In addition, the plateau values on the aluminium side of' the interface are
included to indicate relative thicknesses in the region of the interface. In order to compare
different results from the same interface, sets 3a & 3b were acquired from the same
interface, as were sets 4a & 4b. These results represent 4 interfaces in total.

Dataset

AAllAmg2si

CAWCMg2Si

Al Plateau

PAIlPmg2si

Set 1

1.00

1.14

1.21

1.30

Set 2

1.30

1.20

1.06

1.35

Set 3a

1.83

1.20

1.02

1.25

Set 3b

1.92

1.24

1.01

1.00

Set 4a

0.76

1.30

1.17

1.35

Set 4b

0.71

1.40

1.13

1.24

Average

1.23

1.10

1.25

Standard Error

0.04

0.03

0.05

Theoretical Value

1.18

1.10

1.09

Expected Value

1.01

1.00

1.15

Table 6.1: Table of results for AI/M92SI system.

These results indicate extremely good agreement between the experiment and the
theoretical equations. The average value for the plateau ratio differs from both the expected
and theoretical values by less that 5%. The ratio of the scaling factor, Aj, shows exceptional
agreement with the theoretical case, though deviates more significantly from the expected
value. The worst agreement is seen for

CAIICMq2Si

where a deviation of 7.5"/(,and 12.5% is

seen for the expected and theoretical results respectively. In all cases the standard error is

quite low (<5%) indicating good agreementbetweenthe experimentalresults.
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The results from sets3a and 3b and from sets4a and 4b do not show marked similarity.
This is believedto be due to the variation in carboncontaminationpresent.For sets3a and
3b the averageMAcontribution from carbonwas 0.54 and 0.22 respectively.Sets4a and4b
had an averagecarbon MA of 0.23 and 0.05 respectively. Whilst the analysis technique
allowed for the presenceof carbon, it was not possible to isolate totally its effect. As a
result, variationsin the amountof carbonwere likely to haveaffectedthe results.
Due to the numeroussourcesof error throughout the whole experimentaland analytical
procedure,it was difficult to determinea single quantitative error. Instead,the sourcesof
error will be given, with a discussionof their significanceto the final result.

6.1.6 Sourcesof Error
The errors in the final resultsaroseeither from the experimentitself or from the subsequent
analysis.Someof theseerrors have beendiscussedbriefly in previous sectionsbut a more
in depth treatmentwill be presentedhere.
Much of this work relies on sub-nanometrespatialresolution.The smallerstep-sizeusedin
data acquisition was 0.38nm. However, it has also been discussedthat the electron probe
had a spatial size at the sample of Inm. The most notable effect of this was that the
interface contribution did not reach a maximum at the interface. Instead, the interface
contribution was observedeffectively to plateauin the vicinity of the interface.This was
not believed to have an effect on the Ai and Ci ratios, as the fit range starts at greater
distancefrom the interface.However, there may have be a less noticeableeffect from the
probe size. For example,the probe size may have resultedin convolution with the decay
shapeto result in a shalloweror steeperdecay.
Spatial drift of the specimenis anotherlikely sourceof error. However, the extent of the
effect is difficult to quantify. If the samplewere drifting at a uniform rate throughoutthe
acquisition then, on a basic level, the results would just be displacedwith respectto the
interface,an effect which would be correctedduring the analysis.In actuality, it would be
more complex than this. As the plasmondecayfollows a Besse]function, the drift rate has
a more significant effect close to the interfacethan it doesfurther out. This madethe drift
correctionprocedure(section5.3.3) more accuratefor somepoints than others.In addition
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to this, it was observedthat the drift was not uniform, it varied from point to point in the
dataset.These two effects combined, were likely to have causedsome alteration in the
observeddecayof the plasmons.
Contamination was a significant issue for many of the datasets.Though the datasetsin
Table 6.1 were specifically selectedto have a low carbon component,they still had some
carbon present. As the carbon plasmon peak is extremely broad, it adds a significant
number of counts within the fit range.The inclusion of a carbon spectrumin the fitting
procedurecompensatedfor a significant proportion of this. However, the assumptionwas
made that the carbon forming on the samplewas purely amorphouscarbon. It was noted
that fitting using the carbon spectrum was inaccurate when the experimental spectrum
contained a small or very large carbon component.In addition, spectra with a greater
carbon content also displayedincreasedcounts in the 0-1OeV range. This arose from a
plasmon peak associatedwith the carbon n orbital. The higher energy tail of this peak
extendedinto the region of the M92Si plasmon.The fitting procedurewill have attempted
to compensatefor the effect of thesetwo factors in order to obtain the best fit. This would
have resultedin an alterationof the proportionsof the bulk and interfaceplasmons,giving
spuriousvalues.
Another considerationwas that of the rangeover which the fitting was performed.Ideally,
all fits would have beenperformedover the full energy range of the spectra.In practice,
this would have had a severelydetrimentaleffect on the results.Above 28eV a numberof
factors have an effect on the EELS spectrum.IncorTectremoval of plural scatteringby
deconvolution in an aluminium spectrum results in a notable peak at 30eV, usually
accompaniedby a deficit of countsat 45eV (Fig. 5.16). At higher energy,core loss edges
have a significant effect on the counts. Below 10eV peaksresulting from surfaceloss or
from carbon 71orbitals (see above) appear. Attempting to fit to include these regions
resulted in bad fits and meaninglessresults. Conversely,if the fit range did not cover a
high enoughenergythe carbonplasmondid not fit correctly. This generally took the form
of massiveover-estimationof the carboncontribution to provide a good fit using the lower
energy tail of the carbon plasmon.Outside the fit range, the size of the carbon plasmon
resultedin significant deviation from the experimentalspectrum.It is believed that the fit
range chosen provided the most accurate fit possible using this technique. Though
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restricting the fit-range is likely to haveintroducedan error in the fit, this is believedto be
small comparedwith the other errorsdiscussedin this section.
Connectedwith the discussionabove is that of plasmon shapes.The M92Si plasmon is
considerablybroaderthan that of aluminium. As a result, small changesin the aluminium
plasmon are considerably more noticeable than corresponding changes in the M92Si
plasmon.Equally, a small amountOfM92Si plasmonwas often observedin fits wherenone
would be expected.This was attributed to the broadnessof the M92Si compensatingfor
small deficits in counts betweenthe experimentaland the combined fit spectra(section
6.1.3) and not believedto be indicative of the presenceOf M92SLAs a result it is believed
that the fit to the aluminium is more accuratethan that to Mg2Si. Once again this error is
believedto be small comparedwith the other errors discussedin this section.

6.1 Tecnai Results
The FEI Tecnai microscopewas able to provide a hugeamountof data in a short time. This
data gave a great deal of information on the interfacesexamined.The presentationof such
a large amount of data is not easy.However, as with previous sections,a representative
cross-sectionof the varioustypesof dataobtainedwill be presented.

6.2.1 High-ResolutionImaging
Using high-resolutionimaging, it was possibleto determinethe quality of the interface.In
particular, the sharpnessand the extent to which the interface was parallel to the electron
beam were examined. Fig 6.7 shows an image obtained from the Tecnai, with the
aluminium tilted to a [100] pole.
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Magnesium Silicide

Figure 6.7: High-i-esolution image of an iiluiiiiiiiui-n/iiiýi,, iiesi'uilI
silicide
s
r_Cinterface unsuitable foi- data collection. Aluminium was aligned to aI 1101I)Olc.
Within this image, the interface is not abrupt, but instead appears to extend over 5nni. The
fading in intensity from the M92Si to the Al suggests that this interface is tilted with
respect to the electron beam. As such, it was not a suitable interface from which to acquire
data. Unfortunately, due to problems with contamination, this sample had not been fully
investigated in the TEM prior to analysis in the Tecnai. As a result, it is difficult to know
whether the tilting observed for this interface would have been noted during the TEM
investigation. Fig 6.8 shows a high-resolution image of an Al/Mg2Si interface which is
parallel to the electron beam.
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Magnesium Silicide

'

_ __
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Figure

6.8: High-resolution image of an aluminium/magnesium
interface. Aluminium was align ed to a [1001 pole.

silicide

The lattice planes within the M92Si appear to be approximately parallel to the interface. As
a result, steps are not required at this interface to compensate for mismatch between the
lattice and interface directions (section 7.4.1). The interface does not appear to be
atomically sharp, instead a -Inm band is apparent at the interface. The nature of this band
is not clear. It may contain both aluminium and magnesium sificide. If this were the case,
the results would be significantly affected and a broadening of the I/A Plot Would he
observed. Alternatively, this region could arise through strain between the aluminium and
magnesium silicide lattices. This would be expected, as the Al/M92S] interface is
incoherent. The effect of this on the data is more difficult to determine. It may not have
any effect at all. On examination of the interface, no dislocations are immediately evident.
However, it would be expected that the dislocations would occur in the aluminiuni, as the
softer material. Unfortunately, due to the lack of contrast within the aluminium it is not
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6.2.2 Line Spectrum Imaging
The main interest in the Tecnai for this thesis was in its ability to perform spectrum
imaging. Line spectrum imaging enables data with a good signal to noise ratio to be taken
from an interface in a relatively short period of time.

Data were acquired from a single interface using acquisition times of between 5 and 500nis
between
In
I
10.
The
and
point
was
varied
per
per acquisition.
number of acquisitions
data
between
The
0.4nm
0.2,0.3
points.
taken
and
with
addition, spectrum images were
were processed and analysed using the techniques outline in section 5.6.

Fig 6.9 gives a line spectrum image. It is effectively a plot giving processed energy-loss
dimension
The
interface.
different
distances
corresponds to the
y
across an
spectra at
distance across the ]interface in steps of 0.35nm and the x dimension represents the energy
loss in eV. The magnitude of the intensity i's represented by the brightness ofthe point.
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Figure 6.9: Line spectrum image of an Al/Mg2SI interface (top). The intensity ofeach
detail
EELS
Bottom
intensity
the
shows
the
spectrum.
in
ofthat channel
pixel indicates
of a portion of this image.

Fig 6.9 top highlights how sharp the transition in the EELS spectrum is across the
interface. The change from the broad M92Si plasmon peak on the upper hall'of the figure
to the much narrower aluminium plasmon peak on the lower hall' of' the figure is very
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abrupt. The image requires to be magnified before the interface plasmon peak is evident
(Fig 6.9 bottom). It was for this reason that a good spatial resolution was a necessity.

The MA plot corresponding to this data is given in Fig. 6.10. This data shows the MA
behaviour over a much larger distance than the data from the 1-1135.
It is evident that the
thickness remains fairly constant over the interface. Whilst neither the aluminium nor the
magnesium silicide flatten out completely at large distance, only a very slight gradient is
observed, particularly with the aluminium component. The data from this interface should
therefore be largely unaffected by the problems associated with thickness variations
(section 8.1).
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One problem is apparent with the data shown in Fig. 6.10. Every 7nm, a group of points
from
This
deviation
from
the
trend
the
results.
problem
arose
an
of
show a
general
unresolved issue with the automatic dark current correction. At regularly spaced intervals
with some acquisitions, the dark current was not subtracted correctly. As a result, there was
a constant background number of counts to some of the spectra and not to others. As the
number of points that were affected in the above data series was small compared to the
total number of points It is not believed to have affected the fit.
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The resultsobtainedfor the aboveseriesare given below.
AAI

PA'
PMg

2Si

=1.17

AUg2Si

CAI

1.16
=

CMg2Si

1.44
=

As the thicknessvariation is small, the ratio of the plateauvaluescompareswell with the
theoretical value of 1.18.The ratio of the actual values of the componentsat 35nm from
the interfaceis lower, at 1.14.This doesnot give a true indicator of the thicknessvariation
as both the aluminium and magnesiumsilicide componentsshow an increasein thickness
with distancefrom the interface.As a result, the plateauvalues for both componentswill
be high, having a cancellingeffect when a ratio is taken.
As with the data from the HB5, the ratio of Cj values is high compared with the theoretical
value. However, as mentioned previously, the data on the M92Si side of the interface
shows slight thickness variation. As the fitting to bulk and interface components is linked,
the thickness variations will have an effect on the fitting to both the bulk and the
corresponding interface components. The best-fit line to the interface component on the
M92Si side is consistently high beyond a distance of 3nm. This indicates that the decay
is too small. If the value of Cmg2siwere
length on the M92Si side is too long i. e. CMg2Si
increased, the ratio would decrease,bringing it closer to the theoretical value. Therefore, if
the thickness were constant within the M92Si the resulting Ci ratio would better reflect the
theoretical value.

6.2.3 Spectrum Imaging
The problemsposedby representinga large quantity of data are more acutefor a spectrum
image. A spectrumimage measuresintensity in 3 dimensions,thoseof distanceparallel to
the interface(y), distanceperpendicularto the interface (x) and energy loss.Fig 6.11 gives
a zero loss imageof part of the interfaceexaminedin figs 6.8,6.9 and 6.10. The brightness
indicatesthe magnitudeof the zero loss peakin the correspondingEELS spectrum.
It was instantly noticeable that the interface did not appear to be straight. Instead, the
interface showed a periodic variation. This variation was believed to result from drift
within the microscope.In particular, variations in temperaturein the microscoperoom or
of the cooling water are known to causedrift and were likely to be the source.However,
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this was not especially problematic as lincs perlmidicular to Ilic intcrfacc wcrc takcil
(section 5.6.2). Each line had its interfacial point determined indcpendently. Thcrcforc,
assuming the drift was minimal during the acquisition of' a line, the results werc likcly to
be unaffected.

Al

M92Si

Figure 6.11: Spectrum imaoe of an \I/M(, -,Si interface. Intensity in each pixel is
.,
calculated using the number of counts in the corresponding zero loss peak for that pixel.
This spectrum image corresponds to an area ot'dimensions 34nm xII m-n.

Once the spectrum image had been split into components, it was considerably easier to
represent. Fig 6.12 gives a 3D surface plot of the effective t1A of' the bulk and interface
components vs position. The interface component is presented as a 3D plan view. In each
case a darker colour indicates a larger value of t1A.

Examination of the interface plot ]indicated that there was not a significant variation in the
shape of the interface plasmon decay. Along the length of' the interface examined, the
decay length appeared to remain largely constant, though the position moved significantly.

In general, the thickness did not vary significantly along the interface length, Y, examined.
However, the plot indicated that the Mg2Si was slightly thicker towards the centre oftlic Y
range. Similarly, the thickness of the Al was found to be thicker beyond y=10nm. In both
cases, the thickness variation is very small and so fairly consistent results would be
expected along the length, Y, of the interface.
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The 3D data consists of a number of 2D slices (38 in the case of Fig. 6.12) combined. Each
2D slice was a plot of MA vs distance from the interface. It was impractical using the
techniques available to fit Besse] functions to all the slices. Instead, 9 slices were selected
and processed as 2D MAplots. One such plot is given in Fig. 6.13.
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6.13:

Slice of 3D MA plot. Proportion
(red), Interface (green)
of aluminium
best-fit lines. Each
and magnesium
silicide (blue) are shown with corresponding
point is 0.28nm apart.

The results from this plot are given in table 6.2 along with the other results from this
spectrum image. The slice given in Fig. 6.13 was taken from ay distance of 3.55nm.
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Al Plateau

Mg2Si Plateau

PA; IPMg2si

AA; IAMg2,

0

1.20

1.02

1.18

1.00

1.34

1.18

1.20

1.02

1.18

0.94

1.44

2.37

1.21

1.02

1.19

1.13

1.27

3.55

1.22

1.03

1.19

1.15

1.20

4.74

1.23

1.03

1.20

0.98

1.30

5.92

1.23

1.03

1.20

1.11

1.20

7.10

1.22

1.03

1.19

1.07

1.03

8.29

1.22

1.03

1.18

1.05

0.87

9.47

1.23

1.05

1.17

0.98

0.60

Average

1.22

1.03

1.19

1.05

1.14

Standard Error

0.004

0.003

0.003

0.03

0.09

1.10

1.09

1.00

1.15

y Distance (nm)

Fe
Theoretical-V-a!
1.01

Expected Value

Si

CAJICMg2.

Si

Table 6.2: Ta ble ofi-esults for a wectrum imap-e.

As expected, the ratio of Pi values did not vary notably over the area examined and was
extremely close to the theoretical value. However, the ratio of Ai values varied by -1517c.
This reflected the uncertainty in choosing the interfacial point. Despite this uncertainty, the
average value was close to the theoretical value, indicating that the method of selecting the
interfacial point is effective.

The ratio of Ci values were not consistent over the range of Y distance. Even though the A,
and P, ratios remained largely the same, the Ci ratios showed a considerably spread.
However, comparison of the data and the MA plots suggests a cause for this spread. The
most significant variation in values is noted for v distances of' 7.10,8.29

and 9.47

nanometres. These correspond to the interface component plateauing at an increasingly
positive value on the aluminiurn side and an increasingly negative value on the magnesium
silicide side. This is believed to result from problems with the least-squares fitting of' the
best-fit lines for the Tecnai data. This is discussed more fully

in section 7.4.2.1ý'Ig 6.14

shows the data from av distance of 9.47nm, indicating the problerns with the interfacial
component.
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Figure

6.14: Plot of MA vs distance from the interface. Interfacial
component (green)
does not fall to zero on Al side and has a negative plateau value on the M92Si side.
Also shown are the Al (red) and M92Si (blue) components.

As the problems have a notable effect on the results from these distances, the data is
unrepresentative for the system. If these results are then omitted, the average and the
spread of values is significantly different. The average of the Ci ratios becomes 1.29 with a
standard error of 0.04 over the six values. This is further away from the theoretical value
than before, but is believed to be more representative of this interface. The result is high
compared with the theoretical value for this system. However, this result is close to the
overall result from the HB5 for this system. This indicates that there is consistency
between data from the H135and the Tecnai. In addition, there is some correlation between
the results for the line spectrum image and the spectrum image from the Tecnai. It is not
clear why the Ci ratio is consistently high. Some possible reasons have been given in
section 6.1.6 to explain sources of error. However, it is possible that these results are
accurate for the interfaces examined and that the deviation results from the interface itself.
As discussed previously, the theoretical model deals with atomically sharp interfaces. The
high-resolution micrograph showed that the interface examined was not perfect. Though
the exact nature of the problem at the interface could not be determined, it is likely that it
will have an effect on the EELS spectrum.
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6.2 Summary
In this chapter,the results obtainedfrom the Al/Mg2Si systemwere presented.Once the
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interface plasmon,as measuredby the Cj ratio, were found to be high comparedwith the
theoretical value. Some reasonsto explain this discrepancyhave been proposed,though
this will be discussedfurther in Chapter8.
A further comparisonof experimentalresultswith the theoreticalequationsis given in the
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS: AL/Si SYSTEM
The results from the Al/Si system will be presented in this chapter. The chapter will take a
similar form to the latter part of chapter 6. Initially,

the results from a single HB5

experiment will be compared with expected values. Following this, a theoretical fit will be
discussed, before the overall results from the HB5 are given and conclusions drawn. Data
then be presented together with relevant

acquired on the Tecnai microscope will

conclusions. Finally, all the experimental results for the system will be compared and
comparisons made with the expected and theoretical values.

7.1 Results from a Single Dataset
In this section, the results from a single dataset acquired from an Al/Si interface is
in
for
This
data
be
the
the
to
system
section
overall
results
entire
presented.
related
will
7.3. All experimental data presented was acquired using the techniques outlined in
chapter 5.
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Figure 7.1: Plot of t1A vs distance for and AI/Si interface. The graph indicates the relative
proportions of aluminium (red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components with
distance from the interface. Also shown is the best-fit Besse] function to each component.
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Fig 7.1 gives the MAvs distanceplot for datataken from an AI/Si interface.Using the same
it
5.4
in
to
analysis,
was expected that the interface
aid
approximations given
section
plasmon would decaymore quickly on the silicon side than on the aluminium side. This
results from the silicon having a higher plasmon energy than aluminium. This expected
result was observedwithin the data.
As with the Al/Mg2Si system, Besse] functions were fitted to the bulk and interface
components.Best-fit lines using eqns 5.1a and 5.1b were fitted to the data. The scaling
value,Aj, and the decayconstantsBI and Ci were varied as before.For the AI/Si system,the
expectedvalues for the ratios of the interface plasmon decay, Ci, and the bulk plateau
values,PI, are given below (section5.4 and eqn 2.11).
ýýAI
.

==

csi

Ep(Si)

15
'=0.90
16.7

A(Si)
PAI tIA(Al)
",2,T(Al)
"2
Psi tIA(Si)

85.48
= 0.98
87.31

The resultsdeterminedfrom the datagiven in Fig. 7.1 were as follows.
CAI_

LAL

Psi

= 1.02

1.03
=
-ý-A'
Asi

Csi

= 0.67

The fit was observedto be very good with an excellent result for the ratio of the A, values
comparedwith the expectedvalue of 1. This indicated that the interfaceposition had been
well chosen.The ratio of the plateauswas also found to be close to the expectedvalue.
However, the data on the aluminium.side of the interfacedid not appearto havereacheda
plateau, indicating that there may be a variation in thickness in the sample.Thickness
effects could accountfor the slightly low value of PA/Psi.For this dataset,the ratio of Ci
valueswas observedto be very low. It was not clear why this was the case,particularly as
the other ratios were close to the expectedvalues.However, this result was indicative of
7.3).
(section
for
the
experimentalresults
systemas a whole
Unusually for experimental data, the amount of interface plasmon component peaked
sharply at the interface. Associatedwith this, the tailing of each of the bulk plasmonsdid
not extendnoticeably into the oppositeside of the interface.This datasetappearedto have
exceptional spatial resolution, which was better than any other dataset.However, as the
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probe size was not altered between datasets, the spatial resolution was unlikely to have
changed. If this interface had been more accurately aligned to the electron beam or was
free from defects and hence sharper than the other interfaces, better data would result.
However, it would still be expected that the size of the probe would cause a contribution
from the bulk plasmons on either side of the interface. The reason for the absenceof these
contributions is unclear.

An analysis was performed on a theoretical system to determine alternative reference
values for the ratios of interest. This is presented in the next section.

7.2 Fitting to Theoretical Data
The procedure followed was identical to that given in section 6.1.4. In summary,
theoretical spectra were generated for points at different distances from the interface.
These spectra were generated using eqn 2.33 with dielectric functions calculated using
experimental data from the bulk materials. These spectra were then processed as
experimental spectra to create a plot of effective proportion vs distance from the interface.
This plot is given in figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Theoretical plot of proportion of each component with distance from the
interface. Plot shows Al (red), Si (orange) and interface (green) components with their
respective fits (solid lines). In addition, fits are extrapolated to the data point at Onm
(broken lines).
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As for the Al/Mg2Si system, the Bessel function provided an excellent fit to the theoretical
data. However, several unexpected results were noted. Firstly, the plateau values of the two
bulk materials appearedto be almost identical. Whilst the difference between the mean free
paths for A] and Si is smaller than that for Al and M92Si it is Still about 10%, considerably
greater than that displayed in Fig. 7.2. Secondly, the decay of the interface plasmon on
each side of the interface also appeared to be very similar. Further examination suggested
that the theoretical data displayed a more rapid decay with distance on the aluminium side
than on the Si side, opposite to that predicted by the expected values.

The ratios for this theoreticalsystemwere calculatedand are given below.
AA--'

LAI
= 1.0 1

.

Psi

Asi

CAI

= 1.02

=

Csi

1.07

These results confirmed the observations given above. The plateau values were effectively
equal and the Ci decay values were similar. The asymmetry in decay lengths was opposite
to that expected for the system. Compared with the Al/Mg2Si system the deviation between
the expected value for the Ci ratio of 0.90 and theoretical result was quite large for this
system. Whereas the difference between expected and theoretical values was less than 6%
in Al/Mg2Si. for AI/Si this increased to 15%. This may be a result of the different peak
widths. M92Si has a FWIIM of 3eV compared with 4.4eV for Si. Therefore, selecting a
single energy to define the plasmon peak was a worse approximation for Si than for M92Si.
As this approximation was used in the calculation of the expected C, ratios, it was probable
that the expected value was also less accurate for the M/Si system. This is discussed in
more detail in section 8.2. As the expected values use a number of approximations, the
theoretical values are a more accurate indicator of the behaviour of the non-relativistic
eqaution.

7.3 Overall Results for the System
Table 7.1 gives the ratios of interestfor six representativedatasetsfrom the AI/Si system.
The plateauvalue for the aluminium is also included as an indicator of samplethickness.
All the datasetswere acquiredfrom different interfaces.
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CAICSI

Al Plateau

PARSi

Set 1

0.44

0.97

0.92

0.61

Set 2

0.52

0.87

0.81

0.51

Set 3

1.85

1.02

1.03

0.67

Set 4

0.90

1.04

1.00

0.58

Set 5

0.47

0.81

0.99

1.06

Set 6

0.63

1.08

0.94

0.66

0.97

0.95

0.68

0.04

0.03

08

1.01

1.02

1.07

0.98

1.00

0.90

Dataset

Average
Standard
Theoretical

Error
Value

Expected Value

AA1Asj

Table 7.1: Table of results for AI/Si system

The experimental data from the AI/Si system showed good agreement with both the
theoretical and the expected values for the ratio of the plateau values. As with the M92SI,
the optimum position for the interface has been selected for all the datasets examined.
However, as was observed in the M92SI system, the ratio of experimental C, values was
noticeably different from both the theoretical and the expected values. In the Al/M92S1
system the Ci ratio was high compared with theory; for this system the experimental values
were consistently low, with the exception of set 5. It is not clear why the ratio for this set is
so different. There was nothing apparent within the data to suggest a reason.

Variations in thickness appeared to be more prevalent in this system. A number ofdatasets
exhibited obvious signs of thickness variation. One such set, showing clear- evidence of
increasing thickness on both sides of the interface, is shown in Fig. 7.3 (see also section
7.4). This figure corresponds to the data from set 2 in table 7.1. It would be expected that
such thickness vatiations would have a notable effect not only on the plateau values but
also on the ratio of Ci. As a result, this was likely to be the major source Of CITOrfor this
system.
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7.4 Tecnai Results
The FEI Tecnai microscope was used to supplement the data obtained from the HB5. As
with the Al/Mg2Si system, high-resolution images were taken of prospective interfaces.
Interfaces which appeared suitable were used for the acquisition of line spectrum images
and spectrum images.

7.4.1 High-Resolution Imaging
High-resolution imaging was used to determine the quality of interfaces. Many possible
problems with the interface such as tilting of the interface, dislocations or steps will be
evident using high-resolution electron microscopy. Fig 7.4 shows an image obtained from
the Tecnai, with the aluminium tilted to a [110] pole.
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Figure 7.4: Ifigh-resoit, ition image of' an aluminium/silicon interfacc. A11.1111111IL11
was aligned to a[I 10] pole.
This image demonstrated that the Al/Si interfaces were sharp. However, steps were
apparent along the interface. The lattice planes of the aluminiurn and the silicon within this
image are not parallel to each other. In addition, neither of the sets of' lattice planes are
parallel to the interface. As a result of this, steps are necessary to accommodate the
mismatch between the lattice planes of the two materials. It was not clear what effect, it'
any, the steps along the interface would have on the data.

If the lattice mismatch requires the formation of steps along the interface in one plane, then
they may be present along the interface in the perpendicular plane. It is expected that steps
in the direction of the electron beam will have a greater effect than those pci-pendicular to
it. However, there appears to be no discussion in the literature of' the effect of' steps oil
EELS of an interface. A simplistic analysis is given in section 8.3 of the possible results
from a stepped interface. As an approximation, EELS from a stepped interface Is thought
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to be similar to EELS from a tilted interface. The sample was afigncd to dic I 1101dircolon
of the aluminium. If the interface were not parallel to this crystallographic direction, as
would be the case if steps were present, then the interface would he tilted with rcspccl to
the electron beam.

7.4.2 Line Spectrum Imaging
The Tecnai was used to acquire line spectrum images from an AUSI interface.
Chronologically, this work was done prior to the acquisition of the Tccnai data from (lic
A]/Mg2Si interface. As the EELS set-up was optimised after the AUSI data was acquired,
the acquisition times and number of acquisitions are very different for the two systems.
Despite this, the basic procedure for obtaining the data remained the same.

Data were acquired from a single interface using an acquisition time of' 5rns per
acquisition. The number of acquisitions per point was varied between 30 and 120. In
addition, spectrum images were taken with 0.2,0.3 and 0.4nm between points. The data
were processed and analysed using the techniques outlined in section 5.6.

Fig 7.5 gives a plot showing processed energy loss spectra at different distances across an
interface. The y dimension corresponds to the distance across the interface and the x
dimension represents the energy loss in eV. The magnitude of' the intensity is represented
by the brightness of the point. The horizontal black lines represent missing spectra caused
by problems in the deconvolution routine.
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Figure 7.5: Line spectrum image with horizontal dimension corresponding to energy and
the vertical dimension corresponding to distance across the interface. The intensity of'
each pixel indicates the intensity of that channel in the EELS spectrum. Bonoin shows
magnified region of top image.
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The transition from Al to Si is difficult to see in this figure, even in the magnified section
(Fig. 7.5 bottom). The silicon plasmon is very broad and so the interface plasmon is
difficult to resolve. As with the Al/Mg2Si interface, the transition between plasmons occurs
over a very short distance.

All fitting performed on data from the HB5 had the constraint that none of the components
could have a negative contribution. It was not possible to apply this constraint to the fitting
procedure for data from the Tecnai. This introduced some serious problems. It was often
the case that a better fit would be achieved by having a negative amount of one of the
components. Clearly, this is not physical. In addition, as the amount of each component in
a fit was related, the subtraction of one component was compensated with an excess of
another to maintain a good fit. Fig 7.6 shows a MA vs distance plot for a dataset indicating
the problems associated with allowing negative components.
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Figure 7.6: Plot of Effective t1A vs distance for data acquired using FEI Tecnai. Plot
indicates problems caused by allowing negative components (see text). Aluminium
(red), ]interface (green) and silicon (orange) components are shown

On the aluminium side of the interface, the interface component did not decay to zero. This
was directly related to the negative amount of silicon component in the fit. Peaks and
troughs in the silicon component were echoed in the interface component. For example, the
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peak in the silicon componentat -28nm correspondedexactly to a trough in the interface
component.Further to this, a peak was also observedin the aluminium componentat the
same distance,though of a lessermagnitude.It was notable also, that when the silicon
component increasedto becomezero, the interface component also becamezero. This
indicated that if the silicon componentwere preventedfrom becoming negative, that the
interface component would fall to zerg as expected.The combination of the interface
componentand the negativesilicon componentresults in a slight increasein counts on the
higher energy side of the aluminium peak. This could have, for example, been to
compensatefor a small amount of carbon contamination.However, the correction is so
small that its effect is negligible.
A secondaryproblem, related to the first, is apparenton the silicon side of the interface.
Slight variations in the spectrafrom point to point, possibly arising from noise in the
spectra,resultedin the fitting of a negativecomponentto somespectrabut not others.This
causedthe bulk and interface componentsto split. This is seen most clearly in the Si
componenton the right of Fig. 7.6. At distancesgreaterthan 5nm, the trend of the silicon
MA appearedto have split into two parallel lines. This was nonsensicalin terms of a
from
the fitting procedure.
resulting
physical systemand was purely an artefact
These problems made it difficult to obtain meaningful fits to the data. However, the
artefactsonly becamepredominantat >3nm from the interface.It was thereforepossibleto
fit over a rangethat excludedthe region that containedspuriousresults.Fig 7.7 gives a MA
vs distance plot for the same interface as figs 7.5 and 7.6. In the acquisition of this
spectrumimage,the spatialrangeobservedin Fig. 7.5 was sacrificedin favour of a smaller
distancebetweenthe points (0.2nm).
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Figure 7.7: t1A vs distance plot calculated from a line spectrum image. Plot
shows aluminium (red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components. Also
shown are the fits to the data (solid lines).

This data had significant variation in the effective MA from point to point in the interfacial
component beyond 3nm. This problem was believed to result from the least-squaresfitting
procedure to the data. As the large variation in results would significantly effect the fitting
of the Bessel function, the fit on the aluminium side was restricted. Fits using eqn 5.1a and
5.1b were performed over the range 0.8 4 21nm on the silicon side of the interface and 0.8
4 2.6nm on the aluminium side of the interface. It was not believed to be necessary to
restrict the fit on the silicon side, other than close to the interface (section 5.33).

It was observed that a good fit was achieved on both sides of the interface up to about 5nm.
Despite the restricted fit range and the accompanying limited number of points, the fit on
the aluminium side was extremely good. The fit continued to reflect the data at distances of'
up to 2nm outside the fit range. This data proved that there was a notable change in
thickness with distance from the interface in both bulk components, though particularly on
the aluminium side. However, the aluminium fit range was restricted and so the thickness
variation may not have had a significant effect on the fit for this side of the interface. As
the silicon fit-range continued to large distance, the silicon fit was affected by the thickness
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variation. This was indicatedby the angle betweenthe trend of the bulk silicon data and
the best-fit line.
The resultscorrespondingto this fit are given below.
LAI

CAI
= 1.09

.

Psi

ýLA'

Asi

= 0.98

csi

0.89

It would be expectedthat the data from the Tecnai system would be a more accurate
representationof the experimentalsystem.Not only did the Tecnai offer a considerably
larger data set, resulting in a more representativefit, but also the distanceswere more
accuratelydeterminedand drift was reduced.From this point of view it was unsurprising
that the resultsfor this systemwere extremelygood and consistentwith both expectedand
theoretical values. The problem with a very low Ci ratio, noted in section 7.3, was not
apparentin this dataset,though the result was still slightly low in comparison with the
theoretical value. In practice, the thickness variations were so significant that the
correlation between experimental and theoretical results was unexpected.However, a
thicknessincreaseon both sidesof the interfacewill have a cancelling effect (section8.1).
In addition, the problemsresulting from allowing negativecomponentsare apparenteven
within the restricted fit-range on the aluminium side. This would certainly have had an
effect on the results.

7.4.3 Spectrum Imaging
The Al/Si system was further investigated using spectrum imaging. In this way the
variation of resultsalong the interfacewas examined.Fig 7.8 gives a zero loss imageof the
interface examinedin figs 7.7 and 7.5. The brightnessindicatesthe magnitudeof the zero
loss peak in the corresponding EELS spectrum.

The drift observed with the Al/Mg2Si system (section 6.2.3) was also observed here. The

spatial extent of the drift was not as significant as the total acquisition time was shorter.
The method of analysis (section 5.6.2) is believed to eliminate the effect of drift for this
data.
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si

ýýW

Figure 7.8: OeV slicc of a spectrum image from an AIN 'interface. Intensity
in each pixel is calculated using the number of counts in the corresponding
zero loss peak for that pixel. This spectrum image covers an area of'
dimensions 15nm x 15nm
Fig 7.9 gives a 3D surface plot of the effective MA of the bulk and interface components vs
position for this interface. The interface component is presented as a 3D plan view. In each
case, a darker colour indicates a larger value of MA. As with the Al/Mg2Si data, there was
not a significant variation in the shape of the interface piasmon decay. However, there was
a notable variation in thickness within the area analysed. This data covered a total x
distance of 15nm, half that examined in the HB5 datasets. However, it has been observed
in earlier data (see Fig. 7.7) that both Al and Si reaches a plateau well within this range.
Thickness variations were observed in the plateau both perpendicular (-Vdirection) and
parallel (y direction) to the interface. The silicon plot within Fig. 7.9 shows a t/A variation
of about 0.05 over av distance of 15nm. A similar variation was observed within the
aluminium. It was expected that the thickness changes parallel to the interface would affect
the consistency of the results from this interface.
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Figure 7.9: 3D surface plots indicating effective MA for aluminium (top), interface
(centre) and silicon (bottoni) components with respect to distance parallel and
perpendicular to the interface. Each contour indicates a variation of 0.05 in t/A.
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The 3D data consisted of a number of 2D lines (50 in the case offig.

7.9) combined. Each

line was a plot of MA vs distance from the interface. It was impractical using the techniques
available to fit Bessel functions to all of the slices. Instead, 12 slices were selected to give
roughly equally spaced sets and processedas MA plots. One such plot is given in Fig. 7.10
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Figure 7.10: Slice of 3D t1Aplot. Proportion of aluminium (red), interface (green)
and silicon (orange) components are shown with best-fit lines calculated using
eqns 5.1a and 5.1b. Each point is0.3nm apart.
The results from this plot are given in table 7.2 along with the other results from this
interface. The data given in Fig. 7.10 was taken from ay distance of 1.8nm. The problems
caused by negative component amounts, discussed in the previous section, were not as
significant for this data, largely due to the smaller spatial range. As a result, the Bessel
function fit was performed over the full range, starting at a distance of 0.6nm from the
interface.
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CAVC.,

Al Plateau

Si Plateau

PA;lPsi

AAVAsj

0

0.31

0.25

1.24

1.20

1.0-1

0.9

0.30

0.25

1.20

1.16

0.98

1.8

0.30

0.25

1.20

1.15

1.02

3.0

0.30

0.26

1.15

1.11

1.02

4.5

0.29

0.26

1.13

1.34

1.07

6

0.29

0.27

1.06

1.10

1.43

7.5

0.30

0.27

1.09

1.37

1.18

9

0.30

0.27

1.09

1.07

1.41

10.5

0.29

0.27

1.07

1.33

1.24

12

0.29

0.28

1.05

1.20

1.30

13.5

0.29

0.28

1.04

1.28

1.20

14.7

0.30

0.28

1.07

1.06

1.85

Average

1.12

1.20

1.22

Standard Error

0.02

0.03

0.07

Theoretical value

1.01

1.02

1.07

1.00

0.90

y Distance (nm)

Expected value

vi

Table 7.2: Table of results from a single Tecnai clataset

These results showed a clear trend in the value of the Si plateau. As expected, the t/A of the
plateau increased with y distance. No obvious trend was observed in the plateau values for
aluminium. However, the plateau values given in table 7.2 are those from the Bessel
function fit. Examination of the actual component values at large distance from the
interface indicated that the alummium t1A value decreased from 0.34 at av distance of'
Onm, to 0.30 approaching the other extreme. This was opposite to the increasing t1A values
observed in Si. As the plateau values are very dependent on the thickness, a trend was also
seen in the plateau ratio values. As the y distance increased, the PAIlPsi value decreased.
There may also have been a trend in the Ci ratios, though this was less clear. As the Y
distance was increased, the Ci ratio also increased. Unfortunately, the spread of' values was
such that it was difficult to determine whether this was a genuine i-csult, or mcrely random
fluctuations.
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Overall, the average Ai and Ci ratios were not very close to the cxpcc(cd or thcorctical
values. The spectra and fits corresponding to the values that deviated most strongly wcre
examined. These spectra were affected by the problems associatcd with negative fit
components. This suggested that the poor values werc not directly Caused by the
experiment.

Perhaps the most interesting result from this dataset was that the Ci ratios were, in gencral,
data for the AUSI system. Howevcr, (tic
too high. This was opposite to the result from 1-1135
interface examined in the Tecnai was a different interface from all those examined in the
1-1135.
It is therefore possible that this discrepancy was caused by the interface itself'. One
data
other interface was examined using the Tecnai. The data presented in Set I ofthc 1-1135
was acquired from this interface. A comparison of the data sets from this Interface Would
therefore give a better indication of consistency between the 1-1135
and Tecnal data.

7.4.4 Comparison of HB5 and Tecnai Data from the Same Interface
A spectrum image was acquired using the technique outlined in section 5.6.1 with the setup
described in section 7.4.2. An image of the interface and the area over which the spectrum
image was acquired is shown in Fig. 7.11.

Figure 7.11: Tecnaj b6ght-field STEM image of' an AIN iritcri'ace. Green
box shows the area over which a spectrum image was acquired. Scale marker
reads 0.1ýtm
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The spectrum image was acquired and processed in the same way as discussed in sections
7.4.3 and 5.6.2. Fig 7.12 gives the MAplot of a line from the spectrum image. This line was
taken from ay distance of 6nm.
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7.12: MA vs distance plot taken from ay distance of 6nm. Proportion of
aluminium (red), interface (green) and silicon (orange) components are shown with
best-fit lines. Each point is 0.4nm apart.
Figure

Table 7.3 gives the overall results for this spectrum image with the results from the
corresponding HB5 dataset.
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y distance (nm)

Al Plateau

Si Plateau

AAVASI

PAVPSI

CAVCSi

0

0.40

0.34

1.19

0.86

0.82

1.2

0.41

0.34

1.21

0.96

0.85

2.4

0.41

0.34

1.20

0.83

0.63

3.6

0.41

0.34

1.19

1.00

0.67

4.8

0.41

0.34

1.20

0.92

0.70

6.0

0.41

0.34

1.20

0.96

0.67

--7.2

0.41

0.35

1.20

0.93

0.63

8.4

0.42

0.35

1.20

0.80

0.56

9.6

0.41

0.35

1.21

11

0.77

10.8

0.43

0.35

1.21

0.96

0.72

, 0.43

0.36

1.21

1.04

0.71

0.43

0.36

1.21

1.07

0.59

Tecnai Average

1.20

0.96

0.69

Standard Error

0.002

0.03

0.03

0.97

0.92

0.61

HB5 Average

0.97

0.95

0.68

Theoretical Value

H) 1

1.02

1.07

1.00

0.90

12
13.2

HB5 Set 1

Expected value

0.44

0
-4

Table 7.3: Comparison ol 11115and Tecnai results.

These results showed considerable similarity between the Tecnai and HB5 results. The
ratio of Ci values was found to be very close to the HB5 result from the same interface and
the overall results from the HB5. This indicated that the difference in values from the HB5
and Tecnai noted in the previous section, was causedby the interface.

The plateau value for bulk silicon in the Tecnai data was found to be lower than the HB5
data. However, a small increase in silicon thickness was observed over 13nm within the
Tecnai data. As the length of this interface is greater than 0.2ltm It is likely that the overall
thickness increase along the interface is much greater. Data taken from different positions
along the interface could therefore display noticeably different plateau values.
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It is not clear why there is such a significant difference in the results from the two

in thenextchapter.
interfacesexaminedin theTecnai.Somepossiblecausesarediscussed
7.5 Summary
In this chapter the results obtained from a number of Al/Si interfaces were discussed.
Theseresults were obtainedusing the B135and Tecnai microscopes.The data was initially
not found to be consistentbetweenthe two microscopes.However, when data acquired
from the same interface were compared, the HB5 and Tecnai results showed strong
similarity. In general,the resultswere not close to the expectedor theoretical values.This
was partially attributedto problemswith the analysis,though the main causeis believedto
be the interface itself. A discussionof possible physical factors affecting EELS from an
interface is given in the next chapter.
The data from the Tecnai showed conclusively that, for some interfaces, the thickness
high-resolution
images
indicated
In
from
interface.
distance
the
the
addition,
varied with
that, for silicon, the interfaceswere sharp,but not necessarilyperfectly planar. Whilst it is
factors
data,
is
have
known
the
the
this
this
one
of
on
will
not
exactly what effect
consideredin the next chapter.
The results presentedin this chapter will be further discussed in Chapter 8. There,
from
Al/M92Si
from
data
the
be
between
this
that
the
system
and
comparisonswill
made
systemand overall conclusionsreached.In addition, some methodsto analysefurther the
results will be examined.Finally, suggestionsfor extendingthe work in this thesiswill be
made.
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DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This chapter will initially discusssome of the factors that are believed to affect the data
obtained from an interface using EELS. Following this, the experimental data will be
comparedand conclusionsdrawn with referenceto these factors. Finally, suggestionsfor
experimentsand analysesto extendthe work in this thesiswill be presented.

8.1 Effect of Thickness on Theoretical Results
Thicknessvariationshavebeennotedat a numberof the interfacesexaminedin this thesis.
The effect of thesethicknessvariations is not clear. Therefore it is of interest to consider
the effects of different thickness profiles on the experimental data.

A variety of different thicknessprofiles were simulatedfor the Al/Si system.The effect of
these thicknessprofiles on the Besselfunction fit and the resulting ratios of interest was
investigated.In addition, the effect of correcting thicknessvariations in experimentaldata
was examined.Unfortunately,the theoreticalequations(eqns2.32 & 2.33) do not directly
allow for variationsin samplethickness.However,just as the experimentaldata was scaled
using the number of counts in the zero loss peak it was possibleto scalethe experimental
data in a similar manner.As the theoreticalspectrado not contain zero loss peaks,the data
was scaledusing an arbitrary scaling value. By altering the scaling value used,changesin
local thicknesswithin the samplewere simulated.
Recalling eqn 2.16b for a deconvolutedspectrum,
t-

11

2where Io correspondsto the total intensity in the zero loss peak and 11correspondsto the
intensity in the rest of the spectrum.By artificially altering the Ilflo ratio, the MAvalue will
also change. Since A is constant for a material, such changes representa variation in
thickness.If I, is non-nalisedfor all the different spectra,then the relative thicknesswill
dependsolely on the value of 10.The theoretical spectraare calculated using normalised
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dielectric data, hence the spectra must also be normalised. Therefore, by tailoring tile
values of 10 used to scale the components from a fit (section 5.3.3), it is possible to
simulate different thickness profiles. The calculated sample thickness is inversely
proportional to the number of counts in the zero loss peak i. e. a larger h) value corresponds
to a thinner sample and vice-versa.

However, the analysis is not quite that simple and certain assumptions must he made. The
first of these assumptions is best explained by a thought experiment. If a beam is passing
through a standard two-layer system, parallel to and a small distance from the interface
(Fig. 8.1 left) then the resulting EELS spectrum will contain a certain amount of' bulk
component and a certain amount of interface component. If the thickness on one side of' the
interface is then increased whilst keeping the other constant, the length of' the interface
remains the same (Fig. 8.1 right). The EELS spectrum from the same point will then have
an increased bulk component (and will have some component from the material/vacuum
interface) but it would not be expected that the material/material interface component
would increase. As a result, for the method being used here to simulate varying thickness,
it is necessary to keep the scaling factor for the interface component constant irrespective
of the intended sample thickness at the electron probe. In addition, for this method to be
consistent, the scaling factor for the bulk component close to (or at) the interface must he
equal to the scaling factor for the interface component.

I

e- beam

Figure 8.1: Sample thickness profiles for the thouglit experinicnt.

The processed theoretical AUSI data was taken and each data point scaled using a
simulated value. The magnitudes of the values were chosen for convenience, the resultant
MA were physically quite high. However, it is the variation in values that is important. A
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25% change in the scaling value results in an approximately 25%, change in the IIA value.
Following scaling, Besse] function fits were applied to each component.

8.1.1 Altered Thickness Profile Symmetric Bow-tie
loom

Figure 8.2: "y

metric Bow-tie"

thickness profile. Image is not to scale.

Using the technique outlined above specific thickness profiles will be considered. The first
of these is designated the "symmetric bow-tie" profile and deals with the case where the
sample has been preferentially thinned in the vicinity of the interface. As a result, the
thickness of both bulk materials increases with distance from the interface (Fig. 8.2).
Specifically, scaling values were chosen to give a 25% increase in thickness over 15nm on
each side of the interface.

Strictly, for this thickness profile, the two-layer equation may not be entirely appropriate.
The EELS spectrum from this thickness profile will have a small contribution from the
material/vacuum

interface. In addition,

there may be a material/vacuum/material

contribution (i. e. a three-layer system). Neither of these contributions are considered in this
treatment. However, if it is assumed that the contribution is small compared with that from
the bulk and interface components, then these effects can be neglected.

Fig 8.3 shows the MA vs distance plot for this profile with the Bessel function fits included
in the plot.
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Figure 8.3: t/;. ýs distance plot for the *'symmetric bow-tie" thickness profile.
Aluminium (red). silicon (orange) and interface (green) components are shown.

Unlike the excellent fit displayed for the standard theoretical data, the Bessel functions fit
poorly to this data. This is unsurprising as the Bessel function reaches a plateau value,
whereas, due to the thickness variations, this data does not. As a result, the fit is in general
too high for the interface component and also for the bulk components close to the
interface. Further a%kayfrom the interface, the bulk components become increasingly
larger than the Bessel fit.

For this system with constant thickness the results for the fits were as follows
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Using the "symmetric bow-tie" thickness profile the results were not significantly altered
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This was unsur-prising for the plateau values. As the thickness increase was symmetric
about the interface, the ratio of plateau values should remain unchanged. Similarly, any
changes to the decay constants, C, will be balanced due to the symmetry.
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8.1.2 Altered Thickness Profile - Asymmetric Bow-tie
The "asymmetric bow-tie" profile is a more physically realistic version ofthe "symmetric
bow-tie" profile. This profile allows for the likelihood that the aluminium and silicon
would be thinned at different rates, whilst still having preferential thinning at the interface.
It is possible that interfaces showing thickness variations had a profile similar to this. A
cross-section indicating the profile is shown in Fig. 8.4. In this case, the aluminium was
chosen to have a 10% increase in thickness and the silicon a 20% increase in thickness
compared with the thickness at the interface. In both cases the thickness increase is
measured over 15nm on either side of the interface.
MON44

Figure 8.4: "Asymmetric

bow-tie" thickness profile. Image is not to scale.

Fig 8.5 shows the MA vs distance plot for this profile with the Bessel function fits included
in the plot.
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Figure 8.5: t1A vs distance plot for the "asymmetric bow-tic" thickness profile.
Aluminium (red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components are shown.
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Naturally, the plot has similar features to the "symmetric bow-tic" profile. The deviation
between fit and data on the alummium side is not as significant as previously, due to the
smaller thickness increase. Other than this, the plot is largely the same. However, as the
profile is asymmetric, it would be expected that the results from the fit would be quite
different to those from the "symmetric bow-tie" profile.
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The ratio of plateau values from the data is lower than for the theoretical data of constant
thickness. This was expected as the silicon thickness was greater than that of' the
aluminium. However, the ratio of plateau values from the fit is closer to the standard
theoretical value. This results from the fit having an averaging effect on the thickness
increase and so 'buffering' the thickness change.

It was expected that the decay values would be affected by the asymmetric thickness
variation. In fact, they were not. The ratio was closer to the theoretical value for this profile
than for the "symmetric bow-tie" profile. This was an unexpected result, but indicates that
some of the concerns relating to thickness variations for the experimental data were
unfounded. For an interface with a thickness profile similar to this, even with relatively
substantial thickness variations, no significant change should be expected in the ratio of Ci
values.

8.1.3 Altered Thickness Profile - Flat Bow-tie
The "flat bow-tie" profile is another adaptation of the bow-tie profile. In this case,
preferential thinning not only of the interface but also of the vicinity of the interface is
considered. A cross-section indicating the profile is shown in Fig. 8.6. In this case, the
thickness is constant to 5nm on each side of the interface. The thickness then increases
symmetrically to give a 20% increase in thickness at 15nm.
11"Mol

Figure 8.6: "Flat bow-tie" thickness profile. Image is not to scale.
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Fig 8.7 shows the MA vs distance plot for this profile with the Bessel function fits included
in the plot.
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Figure 8.7: MA vs distance plot for the "flat bow-tie" thickness profile. Aluminium
(red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components are shown.

The plot from this profile was largely identical to that from the "symmetric bow-tie"
profile. As there was a change in thickness gradient at 5nm it was expected that the decay
of the interface plasmon would also show a change. However, no such change was
apparent. As the profile is symmetric, it would once again be expected that the values
would balance on each side of the interface and hence the ratios would be largely
unchanged.
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This assumption was validated by the data. The results from this profile were the same as
for the "symmetric bow-tie" profile except for a slight difference in Ci ratio. These results
suggested that any thickness profile based on the bow-tie profile would not show
noticeably different results.
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8.1.4 Altered Thickness Profile - Turbine
The final thickness profile examined was designated the "turbine" profile. This profile
simulates the preferential thinning of one of the bulk materials (in this case silicon). The
masking from the other material during the thinning results in a thickness gradient over the
interface (Fig. 8.8). For this profile the silicon is 25% thinner than the aluminium and the
thickness variation occurs over a distance of 10nm (i. e. extends 5nm on either side of' the
interface).

MMMMMMý
Figure 8.8: "Turbine" thickness profile. Image is not to scale.

Fig 8.9 shows the MA vs distance plot for this profile with the Bessel function fits included
in the plot.
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Figure 8.9: MA vs distance plot for the "turbine" thickness profile. Aluminium
(red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components are shown.

The fit to the data for this profile was not particularly bad, except at larger distances from
the interface. Unusually, the fit on the silicon side beyond 5nm was higher than the data
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itself. This corresponds to the thickness decrease in the silicon close to the interfacc. TlIc
results for this profile were difficult to predict and proved interesting.
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A notable difference was seen in all the ratios for this profile compared with the constant
thickness case. The ratios of the plateau values were large, as would be expected given the
smaller silicon thickness. However, the ratio of Ci values was significantly different from
the theoretical value. The increasing thickness on the aluminium

side caused the

aluminium component to grow more quickly in the t1A plot. Similarly, the decreasing
thickness on the silicon side resulted in slower growth of the silicon component. These two
effects combined, caused an increase in the Ci ratio.

8.1.5 Correcting Thickness Variations
In addition to modelling thickness variations, it is also of interest to correct their effects.
The techniques applied above in simulation can also be applied to experimental data to
remove some of the effects caused by non-constant thickness.

The data shown in Fig. 7.12 displayed a thickness variation within the aluminium. This
data is given again in Fig. 8.10 to provide easy reference.
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Figure 8.10: t1A plot of data given in fig 7.12
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In order to correct this data, it is assumed that the aluminium thickness varies in a linear
manner and the silicon thickness remains constant. Furthermore, the assumption is made
that the thinnest point is located at the interface (i. e. a one-sided "bow-tie" profile). For this
profile, the aluminium thickness varies as y=nzxo+c where y is the recorded 11Avalue, 1?
1 is
the gradient of the thickness change, xo is the distance from the interface and c is the
flattened thickness (also the thickness at the interface). Therefore, the flattened thickness
can be determined from c=Y-nzxo.Knowledge of the gradient of the thickness change thus
allowed the thickness to be corrected. Using the same argument given at the beginning of
section 8.1, no adjustment was necessaryto the interface component.

A linear best-fit line was fitted to the aluminium component between -8 and -22nm. In this
region the component was believed to be varying solely due to differences in thickness. A
gradient was then deten-ninedfrom this best-fit line. This gradient was equal to the gradient
of the thickness change.

Using the gradient of the thickness change, corrected MA values were calculated for each
point. In addition, following the correction, the interfacial position was re-selected. Fig
8.11 shows the plot of the corrected data.
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Figure 8.11: Data from fig 7.12 corrected to give constant thickness across the
interface. Proportion of aluminium (red), silicon (orange) and interface components
(green) are shown.
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This techniquewas clearly very successful.The significant variation in thickness within
the aluminium is no longer apparent.Both bulk materials do show a slight thickness
variation at large distancefrom the interface; this is discussedbelow. The Besselfunction
fit on the aluminium side is considerablycloser to the data than for the uncorrectedcase.
With the exceptionof the slight variation at large distancefrom the interface, the plateau
value of the fit is equivalentto that of the data.The resultsfrom the uncorrecteddatawere
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As expected,the plateauvalueschangedsignificantly. The plateauratios for the corrected
data showedgreatersimilarity betweenthe fit and data. In addition, both correctedplateau
for
The
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1.01.
the correcteddata was
to
the
theoretical
ratio
of
ratios were close
value
closer to the theoretical value of 1.07. The changein the ratio of decay constantswas
surprising. In the simulationsabove,variationsin thicknessmoving out from the interface
(i. e. the "bow-tie" profiles) did not result in any change in the ratio of decay constants.
Here, the change is quite significant. However, it is not clear why such a change was
apparentin this case,but not in the simulateddata.The optimal interface position was reselectedfollowing the thickness correction. This required an offset of 0.2nm. Such an
offset does not result in a significant changein the Ci ratio. As noted above, there is a
slight thickness variation apparentat the extremity of the plot. Initially, this region was
excludedfrom the fitting of the best-fit line (the fit was performed over -8nm 4 -18nm).
This resulted in a Ci ratio of 0.92, closer again to the theoretical value. However, the
thickness variation appearedover-corrected.This indicated that the Ci ratio was very
sensitive to the thickness corrections, an opposite conclusion to the theoretical
investigation.

One possibility is that the fit for the theoreticaldatais effectively perfect and becomesonly
slightly worse when the thicknessprofile is altered. The experimental data on the other
hand showsa poor fit. This fit improveswhen the thicknessis corrected.As a result, the fit
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and corresponding values are more representative of the data following thickness
correction. It is apparentthat the fit before (Fig. 8.10) and after (Fig. 8.11) the thickness
correction is quite different. The fit to the correcteddata is considerably better, resulting
from a sharper decay in the Bessel function. In addition, it was noted that the data
presentedin Fig. 7.10 had a similar thicknessprofile to that in Fig. 7.12 and yet the C,
ratios were significantly different. The data was taken from different interfacesbut also the
x distanceexaminedin eachcasevaried. If the Besselfunction fit rangefor the data in Fig.
8.10 is limited to 9nm on eachside of the interface,the resultantC, ratio is quite different.
Instead of the original 0.67 observed,the value becomes0.85. This difference in values
still resultsfrom the thicknessvariation.The Besselfunction fit is unableto fit properly to
a constantly increasingthicknessat distancefrom the interface,just as a line with zero
gradient doesnot fit well to a line with non-zerogradient.At bestit will attemptto average
out the difference between fit and data, increasing the plateau value of the fit. If the
experimental data extendsout to large distance,a lot of the data will correspondto the
plateau region. Therefore, the fit for such a case will be worse. This could also be an
explanation as to why no significant difference was noted in the theoretical data. The
theoreticaldata neither coversthe samespatialdistancenor has the samedensity of points
as the corrected experimentaldata. As a result, the fit to the experimental data will be
considerablymore sensitiveto the generaltrend of the data.
The correction of the dataresultedin a significantly better fit both at large and small x. As
the techniqueis believedto be valid the resultantCi ratio should be closer to the theoretical
value. The Ci ratio for the correcteddata of 0.80 was close to the theoreticalvalue of 1.05.
This showed that variations in thickness do have an effect and that this effect can be
corrected,at leastin part.

8.2 Effect of Plasmon Width on Theoretical Results
It was proposedin section 7.2 that the difference in plasmon widths betweensilicon and
magnesiumsilicide may have an effect on the results.For thesetwo systemsthe effect is
difficult to quantify as a numberof factors are different, most noticeably plasmonenergy.
In order to examinethe effect of plasmonpeak width on the theoretical values,data was
generatedfor a systemwith a wide bulk plasmonpeakand one with a narrow bulk plasmon
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peak. The wide and narrow plasmons had the same plasmon energy. These systems were
then processed as for the standard theoretical data to obtain the ratios of' interest.
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Figure 8.12: Loss functions generated from Drude dielectric data for aluminium, narrow
and wide plasmons.

Drude, dielectric functions were calculated using eqn 2.5 with I-=AElh

to calculate the

damping constant. AEp, the FWRM of the plasmon peak, was chosen as 2eV and 5eV for
the narrow and wide plasmons respectively. In addition, a Drude aluminium dielectric
function was calculated using values of 15.IeV for Ep and 1.2eV for AEp. Fig 8.12 shows
the loss functions corresponding to this dielectric data.

These dielectric functions were used to generate a theoretical dataset for Al/narrow and
Al/wide systems. These datasetswere processedas before to determine the fit values.

Using the approximations discussed in section 5.4, the expected values for both systems
would be identical as the plasmon energies are the same. The actual values determined
from the fit were
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These results showed that the plasmon width does make a difference to the results
obtained. However, the change in results is quite small and since the difference hetwccn
the plasmon widths of silicon and magnesium silicide is only -0.8eV compared with 3eV
in this analysis it would be expected that the effect of plasmon widths for the experimental
data would be negligible.

8.3 Effect of Finite Probe Size on Theoretical Results
It has been observed that in the MA vs distance graphs, the bulk components appeal- to
extend to the opposite side of the interface. This tailing was not apparent in the theoretical
predictions. In previous discussions within this thesis the effect has been attributed to the
finite spatial extent of the electron probe. In order to investigate the validity of this
assumption the effect of a finite probe was simulated within the theoretical data. The
method chosen to perform this analysis was to convolute a function simulating the probe
with theoretical data. As this could be performed within Mallab where the original
theoretical data had been produced, it was decided that this would be the most suitable
option.
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Figure 8.13: Graph of function used to simulate the electron probe.
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The intensity distribution of the electron probe was simulated using a Gaussianfunction.
Values were chosento provide a FWIHM of 1.5nmwith the function centrcd on X--Onm.A
graph of the function is given in Fig. 8.13. To provide sufficient data to rcprcscnt
accuratelythe Gaussianfunction, a spacingof 0.1nm was chosenbetweendata points, with
41 points in total (i.e. covering 2nm either side of the central point). Ilowcvcr, in ordcr to
perform a convolution within Matlab, the two setsof data (theoreticaldata and simulatcd
probe) were requiredto havethe samescale.Thereforefor the convolution to be pcrformcd
correctly the theoreticaldataalso neededa O.Inm spacing.By altering the Mailab program
theoreticaldatawas generatedwith this spacing.
The convolution function within Matlab was then usedto convolutethe simulatedelectron
probe with the theoreticaldata.The effect of convolution here was to simulate placing the
finite electron probe at each point of interest. This meant that each convoluted spectrum
had a contribution from 41 different theoretical spectrafrom adjacentdata points (i.e. the
same number as in the probe function) in varying proportions dependenton the probe
function.

To provide the spatialrangein the theoreticaldataas in previousgraphsit was necessaryto
have over 400 theoreticalenergyloss spectra.It was not practical to perform the standard
analysison this numberof points. Therefore,following the convolution procedure,spectra
were selectedfrom distancesequivalent to those used in previous theoretical treatments
for
These
the
this
then
standard
method
thesis.
using
processed
within
spectra were
theoreticalspectraand a MAvs distanceplot calculated(Fig. 8.14)
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Figure 8.14: Theoretical t1A plot for a system with finite probe size (filled s'vinbols).
Aluminium (red), silicon (orange) and interface (green) components are shown. Also
shown are the standard theoretical results for the Al/Si system (hollow circles) for
comparison.
As was expected the bulk components did extend to the opposite side of' the interl'acc.
Associated with this, the interface component had a rounded peak compared with the sharp
peak observed in previous theoretical data. This was an indication that the probe may he
the cause of the tailing within the experimental data.

The results from this data were:
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As would be expected the plateau ratio was not altered as this should be independent of the
probe size. It is shown in Fig. 8.14 that the theoretical and convoluted theoretical data vary
only close to the interface. The ratio of A values was increased slightly from the standard
theoretical Al/Si system, though the reason for this is not clear. The ratio of C values was
not significantly different from the standard theoretical value. This was not a surprising
result as the simulated probe was symmetric and so would effect both sides ofthc interface
equally. As a result if the decay values were altered, they would be altered by an equivalent
amount, leaving the ratio unchanged.
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The probe size chosenfor this analysis was 1.5nm, this is slightly larger than the Inm
probe size presentin the HB5. A larger probe size was chosento accentuateany effect on
the data. It would be anticipatedthat any effect of the probe would be smaller than that
shown here.Therefore,despitethe effect of finite probe size on the MAplot itself, it is not
believed to havea notableeffect on the valuesof interest.

8.4 Effect of Interfacial Steps on Theoretical Results
Stepswere observedat the interfacein the high-resolutionimage shown in Fig. 7.4. It was
postulated that the interface may additionally be steppedin the direction of the electron
beam. It was thereforeof interestto determinewhat effect stepswould haveon EELS data
from an interface.
No discussionis given in literatureof EELS from steppedinterfaces.However, it might be
expectedthat the effect would be similar to that from a tilted interface.The approximation
identical
interfaces
interface
to
that
of
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was equivalent a number
a stepped
stacked.Theseinterfacesare then progressivelydisplacedin the x direction with respectto
eachother (Fig. 8.15 right). The resulting loss function from a point xOwould then be equal
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Where If is the loss function observedat a distancex from a planar interface, xOis the
distancefrom the central line of the steppedinterface,x, is the height of a step (in the x
direction) and n is the numberof steps.This is a very approximateway of handling steps.
The expressionfor a planar interface is intended to deal with semi-infinite media and
neglects any effect from the outer surfacesof the material. Clearly, stacking a series of
semi-infinite media is physically nonsensical.In addition, such surface effects can be
significant. Aizpurua et al (1999) investigated coupling between the edge modes in
theoreticalEELS spectrafrom a truncatedslab.Further problemsariseif the dimensionsof
the stepsare considered.Plasmonsare a bulk excitation and as such interactover -5-10nm.
If the stepsare smaller than 5nm in height, then theoretically they are unableto support a
plasmonexcitation. Attempting to rectify all theselimitations is likely to require a complex
computational solution. The purpose of this section is not to provide a fully accurate
theoreticalmodel, but insteadto offer an indication of the effect of stepson EELS from an
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interface. For this, the assumption is made that the major effect is froin the displaccnieni of'
the interface with respect to the electron beam and other effects can be discarded.

Material I

Material 2

lerial 2

Figure 8.15: Diagram of a planar (left) and a stepped (right) interface.
The dotted line marks the central line of the interface.
The method of simulation used will also give an approximation to a tilted planar interface
and EELS from a planar interface using an electron probe of finite size. In these cases, the
steps should be considerably smaller as strictly an integral over the horizontal interface
extent or probe width respectively is required. Even if this analysis did perform the
relevant integral it involves further approximations. For the tilted interface case it is
assumed that the energy lost is associated with the component of velocity of the electron
beam parallel to the interface. This assumption has been made by others for a beam at
glancing incidence (Echenique and Pendry, 1975) and also here, in the application of this
treatment to a stepped interface. For simulating a probe of finite size, this approximation is
not required. It is, however, assumed that all the incident electrons are parallel to the
electron beam and, for this treatment, that at the sample the probe has a square profile of'
uniform electron intensity. This simulation is not intended to model correctly these two
cases. However, it does offer a first approximation to their behaviour.

A theoretical MA plot was calculated for an AIN

system with a stepped interface. For this

interface the number of steps, n=6 and the height of a step, x.,=0.5nm. The t1A results from
this system are shown in Fig. 8.16.
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As with the finite probe analysis, the bulk components were observed to have a tail on the
opposite side of the interface. For this system, the interface extends 1.5nm either side of
the central point. This agrees with the tails of the bulk component, which have fallen to
zero by 1.9nm. The chosen spatial resolution does not allow more accurate determination
of the point at which they become zero. Also observed on this plot is that the interfacial
component is flattened in the vicinity of the centre of the interface. Both of these features
have been observed in the majority of the experimental data.

The ratios of interest from the Bessel function fits were calculated and found to be
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As would be expected, the plateau values of the bulk material remained unaffected. The
plateau values are indicative of the behaviour at large distance from the interface and so
should not be affected by the interface at all. The ratio of Ci values was slightly changed
from the planar case. As this interface is broadened it would be expected that the decay of'
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the interface plasmon would be shallower. However, it would be anticipated that this
would be symmetrical about the interface and so the Ci ratio would remain unaitcrcd.
Examination of the bulk tails showsthat the silicon decaysslightly more sharply than the
is
from
fitting
is
is
It
the
this
spectra
or
effect
of
reference
an
aluminium.
not clear whether
indicative of the data itself. The experimentalsteppedinterface (section 7.4) did show an
increased Ci ratio as did this theoretical data. However, for the stepped interface, the
average Ci ratio was found to be 1.22. Clearly this is still high compared with the
theoretical result from a stepped interface. However, the experimental data was
for
here
by
and so steps at the
accounted
thickness
not
significantly affected
variations
interface may explain, in part, for the high value of the C, ratio.

8.5 Detection of a Thin Interfacial Layer Using EELS
The analysis in this section has a different intent comparedwith the preceding sections.
Insteadof examiningthe effect of an interfacial layer on the results,this sectionintendsto
determine whether a thin layer of a third material would be detected using EELS. In
analysingand presentingthe data,it hasalwaysbeenassumedthat the interfaceswere twolayer interfaces.It was thereforeof interestto investigatewhether, if a thin layer of a third
detected?
Fig
8.17
it
be
interface,
shows the geometry
the
material were presentat
would
it
is
be
intended
is
to
interface.
in
The
understood
the
physical;
this
of
section not
analysis
that a O.1nm layer of a material is not experimentallyrealisable.Equally, the layers of the
interface
form
Al/Mg2Si
likely
to
the
under
at
materials chosenare not necessarilyable or
investigation. The materials were chosen to be difficult to detect in an EELS spectrum due
to their wide bulk plasmons. In addition, the materials were readily available, simplifying
the process of obtaining experimental dielectric data. Four materials (X) were investigated.
These were MgO, Sit Si02 and A1203-
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a 1)

D
Figure 8.17: Schematic showing geometry of the interfaces modelled.
X indicates the material forming the interfacial layer and D is the width
of the layer. a, b and c indicate the three beam positions investigated.

8.5.1 Interfacial MgO Layer
The result obtained for the case where X=MgO for a width D=0.5nm is shown in Fig. 8.18
with the beam travelling down at b. The results for the three different beam positions were
almost identical. The theoretical data indicated that it would be very easy to detect if there
was a 0.5nm layer of MgO at the Al/Mg2Si interface. Although there is only a slight shift
in the A]/Mg2Si interface plasmon to higher energy, the additional detail between 18 and
28 eV arising from the MgO plasmon would make such a layer easily identifiable. In
addition, the FWHM of the main plasmon peak almost doubled from 2.7eV up to 5eV.
When D was reduced to O.Inm, the intensity in the 18-28eV region was greatly decreased.
However, the overall shape in that region remained largely unchanged. The FWHM ofthe
main plasmon peak was observed to have increased to 3.5eV, though there was no notable
shift in energy. For the 0.1nm case it was possible that an interfacial MgO layer would not
be detected, with the extra peak in the 18-28eV region attributed to carbon on the sample.
However, further examination of the spectrum would identify that this peak did not result
from carbon. The shape of the peak is very distinct and could be discerned from carbon,
which has a simple plasmon shape.
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Figure 8.18: Theoretical spectrum for an Al/M92Si system with
D=0.5nm and X=MgO (red). Beam is positioned at b. Theoretical
spectrum for a two-layer interface is included for comparison (blue).

8.5.2 InterfacialSiO2Layer
Fig 8.19 gives the results from the case where X-=Si02- Initially,

D=0.1nrn was

investigated. For this case, the spectra from the three different beam positions were
effectively identical. The plasmon energy was observed to shift slightly to lower energy
and the FWHM of the main peak increased to 3.3eV. Once again, the number ofcounts on
the higher energy side of the main plasmon peak was increased. Unlike the MgO case, the
shape in this region is quite uniform. As a result it would be extremely difficult

to

differentiate this spectrum from a two-layer interfacial spectrum with a small amount of'
carbon present.

The width of the interfacial

layer was then increased to 0.5nm, the results for which are

also given in Fig 8.19. Here the deviation
noticeable.

Though

from the two-layer

case was much more

the shift in plasmon energy was not significantly

greater than the

D=O. I nm case, the FWHM was observed to have increased to 4.9eV. As with the MgO, the
counts in the 18-28eV region were increased again from the O. Inm case. However, this
could still be mistaken for carbon due to the shape of the extra peak. The data for the bearn
positioned
experimental

at a also indicated an increase in counts in the 5-1 IeV region. Whilst

the

data often has a small peak present around 7eV, it Is never observed to have a

secondary peak at 9eV. The shape in this region would act as an indicator ofthe

presence

of a thin layer Of Si02-
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Figure 8.19: Theoretical results for three-layer Al/x/M92Si system (red). X:
in each
--Si02
case. (1) D_-O.I nm, beam positioned at b. (2)-(4) D=0.5nm beam positioned at a, b and c
respectively. Two-layer interface plasmon is included for comparison (blue).

8.5.3 Interfacial

A1203

Layer

The results from X=A1103 were found to be similar to the Si02 case. Fig 8.20 gives the
results for the A]/A1203/Mg2Si

system. For D=O. Inm the FWHM

of the main plasmon

peak was increased to 3.8eV with a shift in peak energy of the order of 0.3eV to lower
energy. As with Si02, increased counts were observed on the higher energy side of the
plasmon and once again these could be mistakenly
The effect of having a 0.5nm interfacial

attributed

to the presence of carbon.

layer was also investigated

for this system. The

results were once again similar to the equivalent situation for the Al/SiO2/Mg2Si
The main plasmon peak was shifted

system.

by 0.5eV to lower energy and the FWHM

increased to 4.3eV compared to the two-layer

system. The behaviour

was

in the 18-28eV

region was extremely similar to the Si02 results, both in shape and intensity. This leads,
once again, to the conclusion that these results could easily be mistaken for data taken a
small distance away from an Al/M92Si interface with a reasonable amount of carbon
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contamination. However, as with the Si02 results, the theoretical data corresponding to
position a shows characteristic behaviour at lower energy. This behaviour in the 5-1 leV
range is not reproduced in any simulated or experimental two-layer Al/Mg2Si data. As a
result, this region would serve to identify the presence of a relatively thin layer of A1203.
Indeed, the shape is such that theoretically speaking it would be possible, with sufficient
thickness, to differentiate between a layer of A1203 and a layer Of Si02 at an Al/Mg2Si
interface.

8.5.4 Interfacial Si Layer
The final system examined was Al/Si/Mg2Si. for which the data is given in Fig. 8.21. This
system was of particular interest as X was a semiconductor. The results were quite different
to those observed for the other systems, as would be expected. For both the D=O.I nm and
the 0.5nm case, an increase in counts was only observed in the 15-25eV range. This had
the effect of increasing the FWHM of the interface plasmon peak and causing a shift to
higher energy. Unusually, all six situations investigated for this system produced
noticeably different data. The O.Inm case with the beam directed down at c showed very
little alteration in the Al/Mg2Si interface plasmon peak. The FWHM of the plasmon peak
remained unchanged at 2.7eV and the plasmon energy was shifted by only O.IeV. When
the beam position was changed to ba larger difference was noted. The plasmon FWHM
was increased to 3.6eV, though the plasmon energy was still only shifted by O.IeV
compared with the two-layer case. With the beam situated at a the effect was increased
again with a FWHM of 3.7eV and a energy shift of 0.2eV. The broadening and shifting of
the plasmon would all be observed within a two-layer Al/Mg2Si system. A very small
movement of the electron beam from the interface towards the bulk aluminium in the twolayer system would generate spectra that would be effectively indistinguishable from those
resulting from D--O.Inm.
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Figure 8.20: Theoretical results for three-layer Al/X/M92Si system (red). X=A1203 in
each case. (1) D=O. I rim, beam positioned at b. (2)-(4) D=0.5nm beam positioned at a,
b and c respectively. Two-layer interface plasmon is included for comparison (blue).

The situation was not significantly

improved

by increasing D to 0.5nm. It was initially

observed that the three-layer results were easily discernible

interface

shift of 0.7eV was observed, along with a FWRM

of 4.8eV.

the beam at b gave a shift of only 0.3eV but a very large FWHM

of 5.5eV.

spectrum. At a, a significant
Modelling

from the two-layer

Having the beam at c gave the spectrum that was most similar to the two-layer
This scenario resulted in a 0.2eV shift coupled with a FWHM

system.

of 4.3eV. Despite these

differences, it would once again be possible to generate very similar spectra to all of these
from a two-layer

system merely by moving the electron probe a short distance from the

in
isolation.
If
However,
this
a trace over
project,
examined
interface.
in
spectra were not
the interface were performed, as is described in chapter 5, it is likely that the results would
indicate that the interface was not ideal. The presence of a thin Si layer at the interface
would be sufficient

to vary the data enough that it would not be mistaken for a good

Al/Mg2S1 two-layer interface.
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Figure 8.21: Theoretical results for a three-layer A]/X/Mg2Si system (red). X=Si in
each case. (1)-(3) D--O.Inm, beam positioned at a, b and c respectively. (4)-(6)
D--0.5nm, beam positioned at a, b and c respectively. A two-layer interface plasmon is
included for comparison (blue).
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8.5.5 Conclusionson the Detectionof an Interfacial Layer
The results for the various three-layer systems indicate that this technique is not sensitive
to very thin layers of either Si02 or A1203-In both cases the resulting shape could easily be
mistaken for the presence of carbon contamination with the slightly thicker layer, these
materials would be identified due to characteristic behaviour in the 5-IleV

region. The

sensitivity would be increased in a sample known to have low contamination. In such a
sample, a carbon plasmon would not be expected and hence the three-laycr interface
plasmon would not be mistakenly identified. The technique displayed least sensitivity to
the presence of an interfacial layer of Si. The shapes of the plasmons were not sufficiently
different from those obtainable from the two-layer system that the Si would be instantly
noticed. Only on further analysis would the interface be flagged as non-ideal, though this
may not be recognised as being caused by a layer of Si. It is likely that with different bulk
materials, a layer of Si would be instantly noticeable. The most promising results came
from the MgO system. A thicker layer of MgO would be instantly identified due to its
characteristic shape. A thinner layer would be identified once the spectrum was examined
in greater detail. In general, this technique is largely insensitive to a O.Inrn interfacial layer
of any material. However, the sensitivity is increased with increased width of the layer.
With a thickness of 0.5nm all the materials examined had an observable effect on the
EELS spectrum. This once again indicated the excellent spatial resolution available using
EELS.

A significant assumption is made within this section. It is assumed that the dielectric
function from a thin layer of a material is identical to that from the bulk material. This is
for
be
to
the
case,
particularly
very thin layers (< Inm). However, this
very unlikely
assumption has been made by other workers (French, 2000). The assumption is made as it
simplifies the process of calculating Hamaker constants for three-layer systems. EELS may
offer the opportunity to dispense with this assumption. Spectra can be obtained from an
interfacial layer with high spatial resolution. Once corrected for interface contributions,
these spectra can be used to determine the dielectric function of the interfacial layer. This
would then provide considerably more accurate values for the Hamaker constant.
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8.6 Overall Discussion and Conclusions
In this thesis, data recorded from Al/M92Si and Al/Si interfaces has been presented. By
examination of the non-relativistic theoretical equation, expected values of key results
were estimated. The results examined were the ratio of plateau values of the bulk
component, P, which gave a measure of the thickness variation across the interface; the
ratio of Ai values, which gave an indication of how well the interfacial position had been
determined and finally the ratio of Ci values, which measured the comparative decay of the
interface component and the corresponding growth of the bulk components on each side of
the interface. Due to the approximations Involved in the determination of expected values,
theoretical data was generated and processed. This data provided more accurate values to
describe the theoretical behaviour of the systems. Experimental data was acquired from the
HB5 and Tecnai microscopes from a number of interfaces. The data from the different
microscopes was compared with each other and with the theoretical values to determine
how well experimental data holds to the theoretical equation.

8.6.1 Al/Mg2Si System
CA/CMg2Si

PAIIPMg2Si

AAJIAMg2Si

Average of HB5 Data

1.23+0.04

1.10+0.03

1.25+0.05

Tecnai Line Spectrum Image

1.17

1.16

1.44

Tecnai Spectrum Image

1.19+0.003

1.05+0.03

1.14+0.09
1.29+0.04

Theoretical Value

1.10

1.18

Table SA: Tab)c ()I i-csults for the

Al/M92SI

1.09

system with standard errors

Table 8.1 gives the results obtained from the AlIM92SI system. The errors quoted are the
line
image
6).
As
for
(chapter
the
provided only
spectrum
that
standard errors
set of results
discussed
in
As
have
for
does
section
error.
standard
a
not
each value, it
a single result
6.1.6, the actual errors are likely to be much larger, but are difficult to quantify.

The results were all quite consistent for the plateau values and close to the theoretical
The
fairly
This
indicated
thickness.
that
the
of
constant
areas
examined
were
all
value.
results for the A, ratios indicated

that the technique

used for selecting

the optimum
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interface position was valid and worked effectively. Unfortunately, the Ci values did not
compare as well. Two values are included for the spectrum image, these respectively
correspond to the 'as recorded' average and the average after the non-representative results
were removed (section 6.2.3). The two results for the Tecnai spectrum image indicates the
variety of values obtained, though the difference in this case is caused by problems in the
data.
As
discussed
differences
in
(section 6.2.3), the
the
than
already
analysis rather
spectrum image and line spectrum image were acquired from the same interface. The trend
I.n the results from the spectrum image and the positions of the spectrum images were
found
data
Using
to agree, though it
the
compared
and
were
this
compared.
information,
indicated the variation in results that can be obtained from an interface. The 'corrected'
Tecnai spectrum image value was close to the HB5 result. This indicated that there was
Compared
the
with the theoretical value,
results.
experimental
good agreement amongst all
the results were consistently high. It is not clear why this is the case but a number of
6.1.6
8.5.4.
in
discussed
and
section
section
possible sources of error are

8.6.2 AI/Sl System
PA; 1PSi

AA; /ASi

CA/CSi

Averageof HB5 data

).97+0.04

0.95+0.03

0.68+0.08

Tecnai Line SpectrumImage

1.09

0.98

0.89

Tecnai SpectrumImage

1.12+0.02

1.20+0.03

1.22+0.07

Tecnai SpectrumImage2

1.20+0.002

0.96+0.03

0.69+0.03

TheoreticalValue

1.01

1.02

1.07

Table 8.2: -kihic ot vcsults lor the AI/Si system with standard errors

Table 8.2 gives the results from the AI/Si system. Difficulties with the analysis routines
made the line spectrum image result questionable (section 7.4.2). The first result from
spectrum imaging did not correlate with the result from the HB5. However, this was
believed to be caused by differences in the interfaces. Analysis of Tecnai data acquired
from one of the interfaces examined in the HB5, produced results very similar to that from
the HB5. The ratio of plateau values from the second spectrum image is significantly larger
than that from the HB5. Despite this, the Al t1A is found to be -0.46 in both cases. The
thickness was observed to vary significantly along an interface. Therefore the difference in
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from
HB5
C,
Though
the
the
and the Tecnai for the
ratios
plateau %aluesiý, unsurprising.
same interface were found to agree. they were lower than the theoretical value. However,
Tecnai data that %kascorrected for thickness variations displayed a C, ratio of 0.80,
considerably, closer to the theoretical value.
I

8.6.3 Factors Affecting the Experimental Results
It A as clear both from the difference between experimental and theoretical values and from
the ýanation in the experimental values that the results were highly dependent on the area
and interface under examination. To investigate this, a number of different thickness
profiles %keretheoretically modelled. In addition, other possible factors affecting the
expen.mental results were simulated. The results from these analyses are given in table 8.3.

PAJ/PSi(fit)

AAVASi

CAVCSi

Fiat

1.01

1.02

1.07

Dow-tie

1.01

1.01

1.05

().97

0.97

1.06

Flat Bow-tie

1.01

1.01

1.06

Turbine

1.17

1.55

1.55

Finite Probe

1.01

1.05

1.06

Stepped Interface

1.01

1.08

1.10

Asymmetric Row-tie

1

I ame ?i. -': i ,mc ot results from factors affecting experimental results
The onl) thickness profile that was observed to make a significant difference to the decay
ratio was the turbine profile. Variations in thickness are easy to identify experimentally
only when there is a change in thickness at large distance from the interface. At such
distances the thickness is indicated solely by the bulk plasmon. As a result, the turbine
profile would be difficult to identify in experimental data as the thickness variation occurs
close to the interface. Unexpectedly, correcting for variations in thickness in experimental
data did cause a change in the decay ratios. This was attributed to the different qualities of
fit between the theory and experiment and to the fit range. Finally, the theoretical effect of
found
finite
interface
to be significant for the
examined
and
were
a
probe and steps at an
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MAplots, but not so for the ratios of interest.A slight increasewas observedin the decay
ratio.

8.6.4 Overall
The techniquesusedin this project were shown to be well suited to obtaining energyloss
information from interfacesin materials.EELS has beenshown to be a sensitivetechnique
which is able to detectsmall misalignmentsbetweenthe interface and the beam.However,
it is best used in conjunction with HRTEM, which offers greater sensitivity in the
examinationof the interface structure.For this reason,along with the more accuratebeam
was found to be a very powerful tool in this
positioning, the FEI Tecnai TF20 n-dcroscope
work.
The Besselfunctions fitted well to the experimentaldata, indicating that the form of the
decayagreedwith the theory. Different seriesacquiredfrom the sameinterfacewere found
to have consistent C, ratios. This was a very positive result as it demonstratedthat the
results were characteristicfor the interface. It also showed that the results for different
interfacesand from different regionsof the sameinterfacecan vary significantly. However,
the Ci ratio values showedpoor agreementwith the values obtained from the theoretical
fits.

The Ci ratio was consideredto be the most important value for characterisinga two-layer
system. If the decay lengths for an interface could be accurately predicted, it would
demonstratea strongunderstandingof the EELS responsefrom the interface.With suchan
understandingcomesthe evolution of new techniques.In particular, the correction of the
interfaceplasmoncontribution, enablingisolation of the bulk plasmon.
The resultsfor the AI/Si systemdeviatedsignificantly from the theoreticalvalue.However,
this was largely attributed to the thickness variations, which were significant for this
system. It has been shown that correction of thickness variations in experimental data
resulted in substantialchangesin the Ci ratio, resulting in values that were closer to the
theory. The M92Si resultswere in closer agreementwith the theory, though still had some
deviation. Comparisonof the Al/Mg2Si and corrected Al/Si values with theory, yields a
+15-20% and a -25% discrepancy,respectively.The causeof this difference is not clear,
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nor is the reasonfor the differing signs.Perhapsthe difference in signscan be explainedby
Mg2Si lying at lower energythan aluminium whilst silicon hasa higher plasmonenergy.In
both systemsthe HRTEM imagesshowednon-perfectinterfaces.The effect of stepsin the
Si caseand the unidentified band in the Mg2Si is not clear. However, thesemay go partly
to explain the discrepancyin values.
11betheoretical treatmentrequired a number of assumptions.The main assumptionsare
those of constant thickness, that the electron probe was infinitely small and that the
interfaceswere planar and parallel to the electron beam.When the difference betweenthe
theoreticaland experimentalsystemsare taken into account,the experimentalresultshold
well to the theory.
Using FET

thin layer of a third material at the interface can be detected
the
of
a
presence
,

for thicknesses of less than a nanometre. Techniques such as Fresnel contrast imaging
(Ness et al, 1986) have been shown to be able to measure the thickness of interfacial layers
to accuracies of O.Inm down to widths of -0.5nm. Similarly, high-resolution imaging is
able to detect sub-nanometre layers at an interface. These techniques are superior for the
detection of thin interfacial layers. However, the way in which EELS excels is in obtaining
information from such layers, most noticeably the dielectric function. Many of the
techniques and analyses presented in this thesis will be useful in determining the dielectric
function from thin interfacial layers. The three-layer equation has been used to generate
theoretical spectra. Equally, it could be used as a basis to separate out the components of
an experimental spectrum acquired from a three-layer system. By isolating the bulk
component from the interfacial phase, accurate dielectric data can be calculated through a
Kramers-Kronig transformation.

Finally, the problemsdescribedin this and previouschaptershelp to identify extensionsto

this work whicharenecessary
to gaina fuller understanding
of EELSfrom aninterface.
8.7 Possibilities

for Further

Work

It has beennecessaryto make a numberof assumPtionson the effect of various factors on
FEET from an interface. The effect of a finite probe was investigatedand not found to
have a significant effect on the ratios of interest. However, this investigation could be
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extended. An experimental treatment of different probe sizes may enable greater
understandingof someof the resultspresented.
In a similar manner, the investigation of interfacial 'imperfections' such as dislocations
and stepswould be beneficial in the application of the theory to physical systems.It has
beendiscussedthat the theoreticalinterfacesare perfect. Interfacesin actual materialsare
often not. By understanding the effect of dislocations and steps, experimental results can

be betterunderstoodand perhaps,if necessary,correctedto removesucheffects.
Due to the sample preparation methods available, many of the interfaces displayed
significant thickness variations. The preparation and investigation of interfaces with
constant thickness would serve to identify how significant thickness variations are in
affecting the data.
Naturally, the ultimate extensionof this work is the investigation of three-layersystems.
As mentioned, many of the techniquesapplied in this thesis would be applicable to
examinationof a three-layersystem.With an understandingof EELS from a three-layer
systemit will be possibleto isolate the data from an interfacial layer and hencedetermine
its dielectric function. With this, the Hamaker constant can be determined and the
interfacial forcesexamined.
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MODIFIED BESSEL FuNCTIONS
There arc two functions known as modified or hyperbolic Bcsscl functions. These arc Ip(x)
and K, (x). They are two independent solutions of the differential equation
2y0+

xy

,-

(X 2+p

2)y

= ().

The solution of interest for this thesis is Kp(x) which takes the following form
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Fortunately,it is only KO(x)which is requiredfor this thesis.This can be expressedin terms
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Wherex is a real numbergreaterthan zero.
In addition, thereare expressionsto give the limiting valuesof the function, theseare:
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Iuesof v usedin this thesisit is reasonableto ignore the alI the terms after the first
At the %a
is
higher
terms
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Fig Al. I compares the KO Bessel function with its small x and large x approximations. In
addition, the best-fit exponential function

is included. As expected the small x

approximation compares favourably at small x but deviates strongly above x--0.4.
Equi,valently, the large x approximation shows strong similarity to the Bessel function
above x=0.7 but deviates at values below that. The best-fit exponential does not
approximate the Bessel function as well as either of the two other functions over their
respective ranges. However, the exponential demonstrates a reasonable fit over a greater
range than either of the two other functions.
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CONVERTING FRom EL/P
The vast majority of the data processingwas performedin GatanEUP 0.0. This software
packageruns in a Macintosh environment.Data can be output from EUP in a variety of
formats. The output format used was the EMSA/MAS format, which offers the greatest
flexibility for conversion due to the information it contains. The EMSA format is textbasedand an examplefile is given in Fig. A2.1.
EMSA/MAS Spectral Data File
#FORMAT
1.000000
#VERSION
#T=
: Admgo
#DATE
: 14-AUG-2002
#TIME
: 16:02
#OWNER
: EM
#NPOINTS
: 821.0000
#NCOLUMNS
: 5.000000
#XUNITS
: eV
#YUNITS
:
#DATATYPE
:Y
#XPERCHAN
: 0.1014022
#OFFSET
: 1.460314E-06
#SIGNALTYPE : ELS
#XLABEL
Energy Loss
#COMMENT
: Specimen: MgO specimen
#BEAMKV
100.0000
#CONVANGLE
: 1.1.00000
#OPERMODE
IMAGE
#COLLANGLE
12.50000
#ELSDET
: PARALL
##GPROCSTATUS: 4392
##GTICKTEqE
1319049
#SPECTRUM
1.717872E+07, -146.5767, -145.5979, -144.6303, -143.6826,
142.7013,
-141.7621, -140.8063,0.000000,0.000000,

160 lines ofdata omitted
ý64.4294.590.4698,586.0258,577.3279,533.7500,
1499.424,
#ENDOFDATA
#CHECKSUM : 456441
Figure A2.1: Example ELIP output file in EMSA format.
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The EMSA file containsonly the y data,in a comma-delimitedlist. In addition to this, the
(#OFFSE7)
first
the
and the energy width of each channel
channel
of
energy
(#XPERCHAN)are included to calculatethe correspondingx values.Other information of
note within the file is the accelerating voltage used in the collection of the data
(#BE4MKV) and the numberof datapoints in the file (MUMPOINTS).
The program used for generating the dielectric data, DK, allowed input of spectra in only
one format. This format had a very specific layout that required being exactly correct for
the file to load correctly. The first line contains the name of the file with the second line
is
directly.
The
Once
for
left
blank.
the
given
only
y-data
comments
again
or
often
used

data is presentedin 10 columns each with exactly 9 charactersin it, one of which is a
decimal point. The data in each column is separatedby a comma, there is no comma
following the data in the last column. The very first value gives the numberof datapoints
in the file, including itself as a data point i.e. A file containing704 y valueswill have705
as the first value in the file. The very last row contains additional information, including
(in order) the energy correspondingto the first y-value, the energy per channel and the
acceleratingvoltage used in the acquisition of the data. Fig A2.2 gives an exampleinput
file for DK.
admgo.txt
0-,
0.
0-,
0-,
832.,
0.,
0-,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0., 20000., -146., - 145., - 144-, - 143., -142., -141., -140.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0.1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0.,
0.,
0-9 0-9 0-9 0-1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0-9 0-9 0-9 0.1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0-9 0-9 0-9 0.1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.,
0.
0.,
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.,
0.,
0.,
6., 87., 122., 122., 242., 508., 676., 850., 1013., 1148.
1254.. 1335., 1399., 1453., 1507., 1560., 1614., 1673., 1733.1793.
1855.. 1916., 1976., 2029., 2085.. 2145., 2207., 2270., 2336.: 2405.
2480., 2560., 2644., 2737., 2841., 2953-, 3071., 3202., 3343., 3497.
3665., 3845., 4032., 4221., 4391., 4522., 4609., 4646., 4642., 4607.
69 lines ofdata omitted
620., 615., 613.,
533., 1499.,

610.,

605.,

598.,

594.,

590.,

586.,

577.

-1.010,0.101,100.000,0.100,0.000,0.300,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000
Figure A2.2: Example DK input file.
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In order to easily convert the output from EUP into a format suitable for inputting to DK,
it was necessaryto write a program in C. This program read the header of the EMSA file to
determine the number of points, the energy of the first channel, the accelerating voltage
used in acquiring the data and the energy per channel. With this information and the data
from the spectrum it was able to generate an input file for DK. In addition to its file
requirements DK had further requirements on the spectrum itself. It would not process
spectra in which the first data point corresponded to OeV or which had more than 1020 data
points. Fortunately, the majority of spectra exported from EUP already had less than 1020
channels. However, all of the single-scattered spectra exported from ELIP have OeV as the
first point. It was therefore necessary to add additional channels to displace the first data
point from OeV. This was performed by the C conversion program. In addition to this, the
program marked the OeV point by placing 20000 counts into the first channel prior to
inserting the additional channels. Fig A2.3 gives the code of the DK conversion program.

#Include
#include
#include
#Includc

<.stdio. h>
<stdlih. li>
<strin,-,.h>
<conlo. h>

void maino
char inname[40], outname[40], temp[20], outtext[ 12], test[3];
int numpoints, check, length, loop, speccount, specread;
noat evchan, initen, accel;
/* numpoints= Number 01'poinis
inifen=eneiýgy otfirst channel
accel=acceleraiing voltage
evchan=ev per channel ;:-/
I'Ttike inputfilenaine and set outputfile
do(
printf("Plca,, c cnici the nainc ()I the hic io comcrtAll");
scanf(-, ý,-, &inname);
printft"\nPleaý, k-cnici Ilic iiamc )I the 1-iloto ,ýi\c &'All");
scanf ("', ý,-, &outname);
FILE *infile, *outfile;
infHe=f6pen(inname, "i
outfile=fopen(outname, "\N
do(
fscanf(infile, "', ", &temp); 111-ookfiorNpoints line
", 8);
check=stmcmp(temp, "#Nll()I\ 1.1-,
)while(check! =());
Feedback to llser
printft"Clicck"),

Figure A2.3: Code of EUP to DK file conversion program. Comments are given in blue.
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fscanf(infile, "',,, ", &temp); IlRead colon
fscanf(infile, "', d"',&numpoints); IlRead the # points
Adding ill pl-c-Opoints
numpoints=numpoints+ 10;
clof
fscanf(infile,

"',

11b)okft)r XPERCHAN
-sXPl'I 'R('HAN", 9);

"Atemp);

check=stmcmp(temp,

linc

)while(check! =0);
fscanf(infile, "', s"Atemp); IlRead colon
fscanf(infile, "', t-',&evchan); IlRead eV per channel
dof
fscanf(infile, "' --, &temp); 11b)ok.I6r OFFSET lint,
check=stmcmp(temp, "'ttOl-'FSE'l"', 7);
)while(check! =0);
fscanf(infile,
fscanf(infile.

", ", &temp); IlRead colon
' , 1-'Aimten), IlRead initial

ciiergY

do(
fscanf(infile

11Iw)ok
",
&temp);
lor
spectrum
..
....
9);
IR(N1",
PI
tt'ý,
check=stmcmp(temp,
-A
)while(check! =0);
fscanf(infile, "' (,, ", &temp); Ilread t -olon

fprintf(outfile, "', \n\n", outname); IlPrintfilename
for (loop=()-, loop<8; loop++) I
Clear out arraY
outtext[loopl='
I
I, outtext, 10); 11hum -;ýstring (base 10)
-itoa(numpoints+
length=strien(outtext);
for (loop----();loop<8
loop++)
-length;
fprintf(outfile, "', C', '
add in whitespace
fprintf(outfile,

"'(, s..", outtext);

11numberof1wints

for (loop----();
loop<8; loop++)(
fprintf(outfile, "
//Pre -,(,ro data
I
I*Mark OeVivith 20000 counts and remove original data */
-); 11Mark0ev
fprintf(outfile, "
OAII
()..
-0000.,
fscanf(infile, ', d", &specread); IlRemove original Oevdata
&temp);
fscanf(infile,
'V
/* The tit -tualspectrum hii ý.
for (speccount=12; speccount<numpoints+I; speccount++)
fscanf(infile, "', d", &specread); IlRead pt. 1ron, spectritin
for (loop=(); loop<8; loop++) I
11clearstrin.(ý
outtext[loopl=' ';
outtext, 10); #mein
-itoa(specread,
length=strlen(outtext); lIcheck length

(base 10)

Figure A2.3 (cont): Code of EUP to DK file conversion program.
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for (loop=: fl; Ioop<S-length; loop++) I
fprintf(outfile.
add iii whitespace

fprintf(outfile.
data
11output
to tilt,
outtext);
fscanfOnfile, " , ", &temp), 11readcontina
if (! ((speccount-9)% I ()))I
fprintfioutfile. " n"). //On/v 10 columns
else
fprintf(outfile.

), //print (I (omma

I
fprintf(outfile,
/* hol

Rov%-/

length=sprintf(outtext, ",
for (I oop----fl;
loop<9-length; loop++) I
fprintf(outfile. "',
//add ill whitespacc
fprinif(outfile, "',,,. ". outtext); 110iitl)ittiiiitialetic,
length= sprint fiouttext.

file
týqýýto.

ýt evchan); IlevIchannel

for (I(x)p=, ),[(-x)p<")-length; loop++) I
fprintf(outfile, "'(k. -, '
//add in whitespace
fpri ntf(outt-I Ie,
length= sprint f(outtext.

1' accel); /Z.Acce/crating vollage

for (loop----(),
Ic)op<')-length; Ioop++) I
fprintf(outfile,
add ill whilespace
fpfintf(outfile.
fprintf(outfile, '*
fprintf(outfile.
fprintf(outfile,
fprintf(outfile.
fprintf(outfile.
fprintf(outfile.
fprintf(outt-iie.

outtext);
H1 (x). );
" ().(X
'*
'* O.(x x).*'),
'' OAXx).'*);
' f).i 9x).'*)-,
,,, ý,hi) ),

fclosei lnfile)ý
fclcisewutfille)ý
printf(-, nPw,-,iaiu kimplew, m");
back
il
AA u.%erjor m0refiles,
to
top
go
ves, quit ýf no*1
r
pfintf('Aýoijld
ýou like w
scanf("', - .&test);
check=stmcmp(test, *'\ ", I

mýcii xwthci

h1c.) \n");

Figure A2.3 (cont): Code of ELIP to DK file conversion program.
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)while(check==());
printf("', n( 1ood h\c\n");
system(-PAI
return

Figure A2.3 (cont): Code of EUP to DK file conversion program.

The vast majority of spectra, however, were never imported into DK. Most of them were
imported straight into Excel. As the import requirements are considerably less stringent for
Excel than for DK, it was considerably easier to convert files for import. However the
volume of files to convert was such that it was felt that writing another conversion program
would save a considerable amount of time. To this end, another program was written in C
for conversion between EUP EMSA format and a comma-delimited x, y format suitable for
Excel. As the program used the same form of input file, it was possible to use the same
program as previously with some alterations to the second section. The code for this
second conversion program is given in Fig. A2.4.

#Include
#Include
#Include
#Include

<,,tdlo. li>
<stdllh. li>
<sIrling .Ii>
<conlo. h,

void maino
char inname[40], outname[40], temp[20], outtext[ 121,test[31;
int numpoints, check, length, loop, speccount, specread;
noat evchan, initen, accel, energy,
/* numpoints=Nuinber ofpoinis
inilen= eneiýgyqffirst (-/laimet
accel=accelerating voliagf,
evchan =cv-perchannel V
dol
printf(-l'Ica,, c cnicr i1w ii, mic )f Ow nic wý omcii. \11'');
'', &inname);
scanf('",
sprintf(outname, "', sh. m-4inname);
FILE *infile, *outfile;
infile=fopen(inname,
'' i
outfile=fopen(outname,
do(
fscanf(infile, '", s'', &temp); 111j)okfi)r Npoints line
check=stmcmp(temp,
while(check! =O);
hcck'');
printf(
fscariftinfile, ", s%&ternp), 11the colon
fscanf(infile, "' ((]", &numpoints);

Figure A2.4: Code of EUP to Excel file conversion program. Comments are given in blue.
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numpoints=numpoints+ 10.

IlAdding ill pl-c-0 points

do(
fscanf(infile.

&temp); IlLook lor ATERCHAN
.
I1
9);
check=stmcmp(temp.
)whi1e(check! ---0);
fscanf(infile,
, Atemp); 11thc coloit
fscanf(infile,
f-. &evchan),
dol
fscanf(infile.

lint,

111.
ookjOr OFFSET line
=()H-SE] ", 7);

Atemp);

check=stmcmp(temp.
)while(check! =0)-.
fscanf(infile.
Atemp); 11the colon
fscanfOnfile.
&initen);
.
do(
fscanf(infile,

Aternp); #Lookftwspectrum
'$sSlT1
-CTR1'M", 9);
check=stmcmp(temp,
)%-hi1e(check! ----0)-,
fscanf(infile, ", ý,", &ternp); 11the colmi
',,

for (loop----0,loop<8; loop++) I
Clear out arrav
Outtext(loopl=,

l, outtext, 10); 11com-crtdec to integer (base /0)
-itoa(numpoints+
fprintf(outfile, '(sAn-, outtex0-, Illminberolpoints
At, actual. %pectnsmbit -/
for (speccount----();
speccount<numpoints+ I; speccount++)(
fscanf(infile, "'(d', &specread);
for (I oop----fl;
Ioop<8; loop++) I
outtextiloopl='
outtext, M); 11convertdec to integer (hase 10)
-itoa(specread.
energy= in i ten+speccount*evc han;
fprintf(outfile, -',. 3t. -. energy);
fprintf(outfi le,
'',
data
\n
llowput
outtext),
,
fscanf(infile.
Atemp); l1thecomma
fprintfioutfile,
fc Iciso in fille):
fciose(outfile);
printf(-\iiho, -,iam t.-olilricic \11");

pfintf(Akould
ýoii I, kc t,, ýomcl I il it tl Ilk', I,
scanf(' ', ý'Atest).
check=strncmp(test.
w hi le(c hec k=----());
printf(
ii(
S) Stem(
return

Figure A2.41:Code of EUP to Excel file conversion program. Comments are given in blue.
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APPENDix 3
AUTLAB

PROGRAMS

The theoreticalspectrausing the relativistic equationand the three-layerequationwere all
generatedusing programswritten in Matlab. Matlab was chosenas it is extremelygood at
handling matrices.By treating the energy and intensity values from a spectrumas being
two separatevectors,Matlab was able to manipulatethem easily.
Both the relativistic two-layer equation (eqn 2.32) and he three-layerequation(eqn 2.34)
contain integrals. Simpson's Rule was used for numerically evaluating these integrals.
Simpson's Rule works by splitting the function being integratedinto a number of small,
equal ranges.The assumptionis that the function can be approximatedto a quadraticover
these ranges. By summing the area under these ranges the integral is calculated. The
expressionfor Simpson'srule is given in eqn A3.1.
hf(xo)+4hf
3333333

(X
1)+2h

f (X2)

Lhf(x3)+
+

h+

2h AXN-2

4h
f(XN-I)+L
)+

If (XN)

Equation All
Here h is the width of the rangeandN is the (even)numberof ranges.
The Matlab programs used, occupy two files. One of these files is as a function and
contains the integrand being evaluated. The other controls the input data and the
integrationprocedure.The listing for this latter part is given in Fig. A3.1. In this program,
the dielectric functions of the two materials are read in from a text file, along with the
correspondingenergy.To ensurethat the vectors are the samesize, only 470 data points
are inputted,this gives a rangeup to -47.5 eV. The userthen inputs the x value (in metres),
the ky' value (normally set to 1x1010m-1)
and the number of steps(normally set to 200).
The program then usesSimpson'srule to calculate the integral over the range of ky=O-)
ky'.

For

each

step

the

function

file

is

called

by

the

line

%rel,

".
epsl,eps2,
nonrel]=Iossfn(kayy,
x,energy); This line passesthe values of ky, Fig c2, x and the
energy loss to the secondaryfile which calculates the function for a specific ky. The
'relsum'
is
held
in
the
variable
and this is updatedafter each part of the
relativistic result
Simpson'sformula is calculated.
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FIDI=fopen('iýdf-(\i); '( Aluminitim mia,, ifwi*\
alim=fscanf(FIDI, ", 1',470);
FfD2=fopen('rAl. tm); ', ' aluminium r(%d
alre=fscanf(FID2, `, t',470);
FID3=fopen('i,, it. l\();
mgim=fscanf(FID3, " (1",470);
FID4=fo pen('f-,,il. (\t); '( \,I, 'S' I rcA
-,
ýmgre=fscanf(FID4, "(, 1',470);
FID3=fopen('ci)ci, \ 1.1\1); 'e F.ncnn
-,
energy=fscanf(FID3, "', 1',470);
epsl=alre+l*alim; ', Define epsilon I
eps2=mgre+l*mgim; '(' Define epsilon 2
x=input(l-. ntcr tile \ ýalue: )
kayym=input(Enter tile ký %alucý)
N=input(T,, wcr nunilvi of
kayy=O
[rel, nonrell=lossfn(kayy, epsl, eps2,x,energy);
h=kayynV(2*N)
reisum=h/3*rel;
counter--O;
for looper = 1:2*N-1,
kayy=h*looper;
[rel, nonrell=iossfn(kayy, epsl, eps2,x, energy);
relsum=reisum+h/3*(3-(- J)Alooper)*rel;
end
kayy=kayym;
[rel, nonrel]=Iossfn(kayy, epsl, eps2,x,energy);
reisum=relsum+h/3*rel;

Figure A3.1: Listing of main Matlab file used for calculating relativistic and nonrelativistic equations.

The function itself was calculated by a function file. This file is shown in Fig. A3.2. This
file is considerably more straightforward in terms of operation as it merely defines the
constants and then calculates the function. This file calculates both the relativistic and nonrelativistic equations. However, calculation of the Bessel function is time consuming and
so the non-relativistic equation was calculated only when k.,=k,,"'. This is the last time the
function is called for a particular integrand and so the overall calculation time was reduced.
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Function [rel, nonrel] = lossfn(kayy, epsl, eps2,xO,en)
RAI(]\ 1"11C
fol 0)
C(II1,16011
c=3e8;
hbar=1.055e-34;
e= 1.6e-19;
1.1) 14 1or '00 K
050 71 or 1000K
gamma= 1.1957; '(' 1.1()571 or 100k
mO=9.II e-3 1;
loi ]()()k\, 0.48'35 for
v=sqrt(O.3005*cA2); ', ,(I(\
-'()()k\,
KO=1697e9; '( 1097c) lor 100k\.
7205c') for 1()()()K\
loi
-'SoScl)
-()()k\.
energy=en*e;

foi [()(H)K\

omega=energy/(hbar);
thetae=14*1.6e-19/(gamma*mO* VA2);
kz=omega/v;
K=kayy. A2+kz. A2;
A 2)/CA
2);
alpha I =sqrt(K-eps 1.*(omega
alpha2=sqrt(K-eps2. *(omega. A2)/CA2);
PA=(2*alpha2 A2. *(eps I -eps2))./(eps2. *alpha I +eps 1.*alpha2)+(alpha I
*(I
-alpha2).
eps2*(v/c)^2);
PB=exp(-2*alpha2*xO). /(eps2. *alpha2. *(alpha2+alphal));
if kayy==IeIO
bf=besselk(0,2*omega*xO/v);
first=imag(-2. /(epsl+eps2)). *bf;
second=imag(-I. /eps2). *(Iog(theta*v. /omega)-bf);
nonrel=first+second;
end
G=PA. *PB;
rel = imag(G-(I-eps2

*(V/C)A

2)./(alpha2. *eps2));

Figure A3.2: Matlab function file for calculation of relativistic and non-relativistic
two-layer equations.
Calculation of the three-layer equation for section 8.4 required modification of both the
main and function Matlab files. As the thickness of the interfacial phase, the distance from
the centre of the phase, the number of steps and the value of kv"' were kept largely constant,
the user was no longer required to enter them. Dielectric functions of all the materials of
interest were loaded in from text files. The specific material for the interfacial phase was
then selected with the 'data' va[jab)e. Otherwise, the working of the function file was
largely the same as previously. The main program file is given in Fig. A3.3.
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F1D1=fopen('_',1,ihm. I\I); '( Aluminium ima,
-,
alim=fscanf(FIDI, ", CAW;
drc. i\(); '( altiminitim rcal
F1D2=fopen(',3,1.
alre=fscanf(FID2, "( t",400);
2SI inia, inar\
FID3=fopen('. ',Iiii, iiiii. t\i); ', Mý_,
_,
-,,,
mgsiim=fscanf(FID3, " (f', 400);
FfD4=fopen('. ',Iiii, ýit-c.t\t); '( M,
rcal
-,-'Si
-,
mgsire=fscanf(FID4, ", 1-1400);
FID5=fopen('. ',IciiLýi,\. t\t);
-,ý',
energy=fscanf(FID5', t',400);

cncr,_,\

F1D6=fopen(. ', l.,,mu. i\t); '( Si mm,
-,
siim=fscanf(FID6, " (t', 400);
F1D7=fopen('.',l,,Hc.i\t); (( si rci]
sire=fscanf(F1D7, `, 1',400);
FID8=fopen(*.',Iiii, ()Iiii. i\t);
-,
mgoi m=fscanf(FID8, '(( t",400);
FID9=fopen('. ',Iiii, ()i-c.i\i);
-,
mgore=fscanf(FID9, t',400);

rcal

F1D1O=fopen('3laloim. t\t); 1( Alunumi ima,
-,
aloim=fscanf(FIDIO, " ('1",400);
FIDI 1=fopen(3lalorc. ixt); I(' alumina real
alore=fscanf(FID I I, '(( t'*,400);
F1Dl2=fopen('3l. siom1.w); '/; Sio-'
sioim=fscanf(FID12, "('t", 400);
slo-" I-Cal
F1D13=fopen('-',l,,ioic. t\t);
siore=fscanf(FID13, '(, t',400);
al=alre+i*alim;
mgsi=mgsire+i*mgsiim;
mgo=mgore+i*mgoim;
si=sire+i*siim;
sio=siore+i*sioim;
alo=aiore+i*aloim;
Beam tra\c1ling external to interfacial pliase
(7(d is idth ol'interLicial pliase
1, (fistance from Centreof' inferfilcial Phase
d=0.5e-9;
x=-0.25e-9;
K=IeIO;
N=200;
data=mgo;
ky=O-,

Figure A3.3: Listing of main Matlab file used for calculating three-layer equation.
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h=K/(2*N);
relsurn=h/3 *answer;
for looper = 1:2*N-1,
ky=h*looper;
[answer] =three(d, x, ky, energy,al, mgsi,data);
relsum=relsum+h/3*(3-(- I)Alooper)*answer;
end
ky=K,
I answerj=three(d, x, ky, energy,al, mgsi, data);
relsum=rel sum+h/3 *answer;
fclose('. i II)

Figure A3.3 (cont. ): Listing of main Matlab file used for calculating the three-layer
equation.

The function file for the three-layer equation is very similar in layout to the two-layer case.
The result for the function is passed back to the main Matlab program in the variable
'answer'.The listing for the function file is given in Fig. A3.4.

function [answer] = three(d,x, kwee,en,epsl, eps3,eps2)

Relativistic e(ILK111011
I'01-X

c=3e8;
hbar=1.055e-34;
e= 1.6e-19;
gamma= 1.1957, ', 1.1OS- I.or 1()i)k\ . 1.')') 14 1-01'()()K\, '. ()S07 lor 100()Ký
mO=9.II e-3 1;
v=sqrt(O.3W5 *CA2); ', Llt\ )/,,(I(L:o). 3(N)SIOr I Wk 0.4835 for -'()()k\. 0,88 50 for I OOOK
energy=en*e;
omega=energy/(hbar);
thetae= 14* 1.6e-19/(gamma*mO*vA2);
kz=omega/v;
K=sqn(kwee A2+kz. A2);
xiI p=eps2+eps1;
xi I m=eps2-eps1;
xi3p=eps2+eps3;
xi3m=eps2-eps3;
fnum=xi I p. *xi3p. *exp(K*d)+xi3m. *xi I m. *exp(K*d)+xi I p. *xi3m. *exp(2*K*x)+xi I m. *xi3p. *exp(-2*K*x);
fdenom=xi I p. *xi3p. *exp(K*d)-xi3m. *xi I m. *exp(-K*d);
answer-- IJK. *imag(- I. /eps2.*fnum. /fdenom);
P igure A3.4: Listing ot matlat) tunction tile used tor calculating

the three-layer equation
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